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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTK)N 
AQENCY ’ 
IFRL 1823-31 

AIQSNCYz Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
~cnow: Notice of Water Quality Criteria 
I Documents. 

tuy~my: EPA announces the 
availability and provides summaries of 
mtar quality criterb documentr for 64 

_ tmdc pdulaata or pollutant categories 
Time criteria are pubkhed pumaant to 
seclion 304(a)(l) of the Clean Watar Act 
A-w- 
Summaries of both aquatic-bared and 
health-baaed c&e& bmm the 
douumnta am published below. Copiee 

. of the complete documenta for 
individual pollutants may be obtained 
&run the National Technical Infonnatlon 
Service (NTIS), 3285 Port Royal Road, 
Sprlngfiald VA 22Igi, (7U34874!30). A 
list of t!se NTIS publication order 
numbers for ail 134 criteria documente ir 
published below. These documents am 
also av#lable for public inspectlon and 
copying during normal businera hours. 
at: Public Information Reference Unit 
us. EnvimnmentaI Pmtwtion Agency, 
xoozu 2404 (mat). 4ul M St s.w, 
Wmh&gton, D.C 20460. & provided in 
Q0.m Part 2 a.3m4mm*~fbe may be. 
charged for copying servicee. Copiee of 
thu documenta are also available far 
ze” tha EP+ Regional Of&u 

. 
Copier of the documents are not 

available horn ths EPA office listed 
below. Raqueets sent to that of&e will 
~forwardedtoNTrsorreturnedtothe 
wndar. 

L Acenaphthene. PWl-117209. 
’ ~Acmleia-PB&l-117277. 

t AcryloaikiIa Pml-117283. 
4 Akirin/ms1Mn. PBel-ll73oL 
5. Antimony, PM%117319. 
al Amenic PBBI-117327. 
7. ibbestoa PB8l-117333. 
8 Benwne, PBal-117293. 
9. Be~dille. PBm-117343. 
la Beryllium. PB81-1173m 
11. cadmium, PBal-117388 
12 Carbon Tetrachloride, PB81- 

1l73m. 
13. chIorclacus Pml-117384. 
14. Chlorinated benzenee, PB8l- 

ll7392l 
13. Chlorinated ethanes, PB81-11?4tB. 
16. ChlomaIkyl ethera PB8l-117418. 
l7. Chlortnated naphthalena. PB8l- 

ll74am 
I& Chlorirked phenola PB8%1174~. 
18. chIomfonn P%al-11744z8 
24 Z-chlorophenoL PB81-117#% 

2L chmmiuln PB8Gll7467. 
22. copper, PBm-11747s 
23. Cjranider. PBW-117489. 
24. DDT, PB81-117491. 
25 Dichlambenzener. PBBl-117!@ 
28 MchIombemidine. PBas117517. 
21. Dtchlomethylenes. PB~I-117~~ 
28.24dichlomphenol. PB8l-117333. 
29. Dichlompmpanes/pmpenes, PBt+ 

117341. 
30.Z4dimethyI~henoL PB~I-117558 
31. Dinitrotoluene. PB81-117~68. 
32. Diphenylhydrazine. PR8l-11773i. 
33. Erldorulflm PB8l-117574; 
34 Endllu Pml-117362. 
35. Ethylbenzana PBBI-11759Q 
311 Fluoranthena PBBI-117wa 
37. Hahmthefa PBm-ll76m 
38 Hdomethmea PB&l-l17(1u. 
~Hqmchior.PB&l-ll70%. 
4a Hexachiombutadiene. e- 

11784on 
41. Hexachlorocydohamna, PBm. 

117857. 
I?. Hexachlomcydopentadiene. PBBI- 

11700& 
43, Isophomne. pBB1-11787% 
44. Lead PB8%11788l. 
46 Mercury, PM-1178QB. 
46. Naphthalene. PB&l-1177W7. 
47.. MckeL PBm-117ns. 
48 Nit&enzene, pB81-117723. 
49. Nitruphenola PBBI-II~MJ. 
,50. Nttmwminea PB8%11~7% 
51. PentachlomphenoL PEfJl-1l7764. 
52 PheaoL Pml-llm2 
59. Phtldate eeters, PB8l-ll77fUk 
54 Poiychlnrinated biphenyls (PCBm), 

PB8l-W7Qa 
55. Pdynuciear ammatio 

hydmca&ona PBBi-117808 
sa sehnium, Pml-117814 
57. sihr, mm-117822 
58. Tetmchlomethylene, PB8l-ll783a 
59, l-hahnb PEaI-117848 
0. Toluene. PB8%11785!& 
a. Toxaphene. PBin-117863. 
02 mchlomathyleaa PB&l-1178n. 
6% Vlayl chloride, PE8l-117888. 
a4l zlrlc PB8l-117897. 

Fan Fuml4u INmnyInoN CoNTAcn 
Dr. Frank Goetomeki, Criteria and 
Standa& Division (WH-58S). United 
Statee Envimnmental Protection 
Agency, 101 M Straet SW, 
Wadington, DE. 20460, &!OZ) 243-3012 
-Anv lnWnMAnOK 

-lFJ=d 
Pmuant to rectton 304(a)(l) of the 

Clean Wafer Act 33 U.S.C 1314(a)(l). 
EPA ia required to periodically mview 
and publish criteria for water quality 
accurately mfleidng the latert sdentic 
knowledgez 

(A) oa tlm kbd and extant of all 
I&ntU!abie rKects oa health end wolfam 
including. but not limited to, phaktm Ilab, 

s&IulntL wwlfa phat lifa shorell;lea 
kIti=2 reae8tl~~~u&~ty 

& nay body of wntor. EZZ& gromdweter. 
(B) na tlla coaaatr8noa Md dinpemnl of 
pohtnats or their byproduct* through 
bioio@caL physical and chemical procaws, 
rind [C) oa the eKeda of pollutanta on 
bioiogical community diversity. prodnctivtty. 
and rtabiiity, Including information on the 
fnctnn affecdq rater of autrophicatfon and 
rater of organic and inorganic redimentation 
for vvying typar of rewiviq wetm. 

EPA in today announcing the 
availability of criteria documenta for 64 
of the 85 pollutanta designated aa toxic 
under wclion 307(a)(l) of the Act The 
document on TCIID @Loti) will be 
published within the next month after 
review of recent studiar. Criteria for the 
secthan ma)(l) toxic pollutants being 
publiahed today will mplace the criteria 
for thaw tame pohtanb found in the 
EPA publication, C&u&y CMetia for 
W&w, (the “Red Book.“) Criteria for alI 
other pollutanta and watx constituenta 
found in ths “Red Book” remain valid 
The criteria pubiiahed today have been 
derived using revised methodologies for 
determining pollutant concentrations 
that wilL when not exceeded 
reasonably protect human health and 
aquatic life. Drdt criteria document, 
wetm made available for public 
comment (44 FR 1592& March lS.1979. 
44FR43tkW.JuiyZ!5.1979,41FR58f3Z8. 
October 1.1979). There final criteria 
hvr been derived &tar consideration of 
alI commenta mceivad. 

These crituia documents are also 
issued in satisfaction of’the Settlement 
Agreement in Naturai Reeouxes 
Defkue Council. et al. v. Tmin. 0 ERC. 
2l20 (me). Ill&d 12 ERC 1833 
(D.D.C 1979). Pumuant to paragraph 11 

- of that agreemennt EPA is mquired to 
publish criteria documents for the 66 
pollutants which Congmsa ia the 1977 
amendmenta to the Act, designated as 
toxic under section 307(a)(l). These 
documents contain mcouunended 
maximum permissible pollutant 
concentrationa consistent with the 
protection of aquatic organisms, human 
health, and some recreational activities. 
Although paragraph 11 imposes certain 
obligations on the Agency, it does not 
create additional authority. 
l%&vdoprnen1 of Water Qudity 

Section 304(a)(l) criteria contain two 
essential typer of information: (11 
discussions of available scientil3c data 
on the effects of pollutants on public 
health and welfare. aQuatic life and 
recmatloa, and (2) quantitative 
concantrations or quahtlve 
aareeamenta of the pollutants in water 
which will generally ensure water 

. 



quality adequate to support a speciEed 
water use. Undex e&ion 304(a)(l), thesa 
crikrie am based roIaIy on data and 
scientific judgment8 cm the relationship 
between pollutant concentrations and 
envimnmentel and human health 
effects Criteria values do not reflect 
considerations of economic or 
technological feasibility. . 

PubIication of water quality criteria of 
this type has been an ongoing process 
which EPA and its predecessor Agency. 
the Federal Water Pollutioa Control 
Administration. have been engaged in 
since l!UH. At that time the first FedoraI 
compiiatian of water qunlity criteria. the 
so-called ‘Gteen Bask” (Water Quality 
Criteria), war pubIishad. As now, these 
criteria amtied both narrative 
discuseione of the envimmenta,I effects 
of pollutants on a range of passiblr usee 
and concentrations of @Iutants 
nmm3ery to support these uses. Since 
that time. water quality criteria have 
been revised and mpandad with 
pubIhtlaa af the “BIue Book” (wahu 
Quality Critib HZ?) In 1973 and the 
“Red Book” (Quality Critenb fi7r Water] 
in 1978 

Since publication of the Red Book 
there have been substantial changes in 
EPA’s approach to asseseieg scientifk 
deta end derjving section 304(e)(l) 
criteria. Revtwe criteria were derived 
from a limiteddate base. For many 

* pollutants, an aquatic life criterion was 
derived by m&plying the lowest 
couw~~htion hewn to hew acnte 
IetbeI effect on heIf of a teat gmup of ti 
aquatic spekes (the LCSO veIue) by an 
application factor in order to pm+ct 
against cbmrdc efkts. If date showed a 
snbstanca to be bioaccumuIutive or to 
have other significant long-term effects, 
a factor was ueed to &ce the 
In&ated cwncentra tiqns to a level 
presumed to be protective. CriterIe for 
tlfe pm tection of human health were ’ 
shilerIy derived by considering the 
pdlutants acute, chrt~nic and 
bioeccumuIatlve &ects on non-human 
mammaIs and humans. 

Although a continuation of the 
pmcesr of criteria development, the 
criteria published today were de&cd 
using revised methodologies 
(Guidelines] for cakulating the impact 
of poIIutants oa human health an! 
aquatic o@sms. These CuideIInes 
consirt of rystematic methods for 
asrosa& valid and appropriate de6 
concerning acute ad chmaic adverse 
effects of poIIutants oa aquatic 
organirma non-human mammaIs. and 
humans. By use of these data in 
prescribed weya criteria are formuIated 
to protect aquatic ItIs and human health 
from exposum to the pollutanti For 

some pollutants, bioamcentration 
properties am usad to formulate criteria 
protective of aquatic life uses. For 
ahnoet aII of the poilutants. 
bioconcentration propertier are used io 
eaeess the relative extant of human 
expoeum to the pollutant either directly 
through ingestion of water or indirectly 
through consumption of aquatic 
organisms. Human heaIth criteria for 
carcinogens’are presented as 
incremental risks to man associated 
with specific concentrations of the 
pollutant in ambient water. The 
GuideIiaes used to derive criteria 
protective of aquatic life tid human 
health are fully described in appendices 
B and C respectively. of this Notice. 

The Agency b&eves that these 
GuideIInes pmvfde criteria which more 
accurately nfIect the effects of these 
polIutents on human health and on 
aquatic organisms and their uses. Thy 
are based on a more rational and 
consirtent approach for using scientific 
data These Guidelines were developed 
by EPA scieqtfsts in EonsuI~aUun with 
.scientists &mu outside the Agency and 
they haw been subjected to intensive 
public comment 

Neither the CuideIInes nor the crilerla 
am considend inflexibledoctrine. Even 
at this time. EPA is taking action to 
employ the resources of peer review 
groups, incIudIng the Science Advisory 
Board, to evehats recently published 
data, and EPA is conducting its own 
eveiuetion of new date to determine 
who&u revisions to the criteria 
documents would be warranted. 

The criteria pribllshed today am 
based solely on the effect of a single 
pdntant However, poIIatants in 
combination may haw different effects 
becausa of synergistic additive. or 
eategonistic prop&tea It is impossibIe 
Ia these docnments to quantify the 
combined effects of these pollutants. 
and persona using criteria should be 
aware that site-specific anaiysis of 
actuel combinations of pollutants may 
be aecurery to give more precise 
indications of the actuel environmental 
impacta of a discharge. 

Relationship of the Section 304(e)(l) 
Crhie to Regulatory Programs 

Section 304(e)(l) criteria are not ruIes 
and they have ao reguIatory inpact. 
Rather. these criteria present scientific 
data and guidance oa the enviromeatal 
effect of poUuta.nts which tea be usefhi 
to derive regulatory requirements based 
on considerations of water quality 
impede. Under the Clean Water Act. 
these regulatory requirements may 
in&de the promulgation of water 
quality-based elfluent limitations under 
sectian 302 water quality standards 

under section 303. or toxic poIhdent 
efnuetnt standards under section 307. 
States are anaxraged to begin to 
modify or. if aeceesary, develop new 
programs necessary to support the 
impIememtation of rcgulatory contmIs 
for toxic poIIutnnts. As appropriate. 
States may incorporate criteria for totic 
pollutants. based oa this guidance. into 
their water quality standards. 

Section 304(a)(l) criteria have been 
most dorely associated with the 
development of State water quality 
standerdr. and the “Red Book” values 
have, in the past., been the basis for 
EPA’s arseraments of the a&qua* of 
State requirements. However. EPA is 
now cornplating a major mview of its 
water quality rtandards policies and 
reguIations. After consideration of 
comments recaived oa an Advanca 
Notice of Proposed RuIemaking (43 FR 
F-Jt$y 10.1978) and the draft . . ocumente, the Agency iatends 
to propow by the end of this year, a 
mvised water quality standards 
mguIetion which wiu clarify the 
Agency’s position on a number of 
significant rtadards issues. 

With the publication of these criteria. 
however, it is appropriate to d&use 
EPA3 current thiddng on standards 
issues reIating to their usa. This 
discusrion does not establish hew 
mgulatqay requirements and is intended 
as guidaaca on the possible uses of 
these criteria ead aa iadicetio5 of future 
&emaking the Agency may undertake. 
No subrtantiw requirements wiII be 
established without further opportunity 
for public comment 

Water QmBty Sledada 
Section 303 of tha Clean Water Act 

pmvidas that wetar quaiity standards be 
developed for all surface waters. A 
water qua& standard cone&e 
basically of two partr (1) A “designated 
use’* for which the watu body is to be 
protected (such as “agricuIturaL’* 
“recreation” or “fub and wildlife”). md 
(2) “criteria” which am aumericaI 
pollutant concentration limits or . 
narrative statements necessary to 
preserve IX achieve the designated use. 
A wuter quality standard is developed 
through State or Federal rulemaking 
pmceedings and must be translated into 
enforwable effluent limitationa in a 
point source (NPDES) plcrmit or may 
form the basia of best management 
practices applicabk to nonpoint saurces 
under section 2013 of the AcL 

Relationship of Section 304(a)(l) 
*tenk to the Criteria Contpanent af 
State Wqter Quality Stand& 

IntheANP?WEPAetmaacde 
policy of ‘presumptive 0ppPcabiIity” for 
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section ma)(l) criteria codl5ed in the 
“Red Book.” Pmsumptl~c applicability 
meant that a State had to adopt a 
criterion for a particular water quality 
parameter at least as stringent as the 
recommendation in the Red &ok unlesr 
the State was able to jurtify a less 
stringent criterion based on: natural 
background conditions. more recent 
scientific evidence, or local. sit+specific 
information. EPA is rescinding the 
policy of presumptive applicability 
because it has proven to be fad 
inflexible in actual practice. 

Although the section 304(a)(l) criteria 
represent a reasonable estimate of 
pollutant coac@rations consistent with 
the maiatenaace of designated water 

, usea States may appmprirtelp modify 
these values to reflect local candIti0aa 
lnalaill drcumataaces. the criteria 
may not accurately reflect the toxicity of 
a pollutant because of the effect of local 
water quality characteristics or varying 
sensitivities of local populadomh For 
exampk in some caeea ecosystem 
adaptation may enable a viable. 
balaaced aquatic population to ekist in 
waters with high natural background 
levels of certain pollutants. Similariy, 
certain compounds may be mom or lera 
toxic la some waters because of 
differeaus ia alkahity, temperatwe, 
hardness and other factors. 

Methode for adjusting. the section 
,wa)(l) criteria to mflect these local 
differences am discwsd below. 
Relations& of Se&m 304(a)(l) 
critara to Designarcd Water Uses 

The criteria published today can be 
wed to support the designated uses 
W&iChtlN~CfMdyfOUIldinStot~ 
rtaadarda The following section 
discasses the relationship between the 
criteria and individua’use 
dasaificatioaa Whets a water body is 
dwi&nated for more thaa one WI 
criteria nacessary tn protect the most 
sensitive use should be applied. 

1. Recmab’oa Recreational uses of 
water include such activities as 
swimming, wading, boating and 5hing. 

* Although insufficient data exist on the 
effects of toxic pollutants msUittng &urn 
exposure through such primary contact 

awimmbq section 304(a)(¶) criteria 
&i on human health effects may be 
wed to support this designated use 
where 5hing is included in the State 
de6nition of “recreation.” In this 
situation only the portion of the criterion 
based on fish consumption should be 
used. 

2 Pmtet&on and P&&ion of Fish 
and Other Aquatic fife: The section 
%(a)(l) criteria based on toxidty to 
aquatic life may be used directly to 
support this designated use. 

. 

3. Agricuiti and Industrial Uses: 
The section 304(a)(l) criteria were not 
spedfic;lily developed to reflect the 
impact of pollutants on agricultural and 
industriai uses. However. the criteria 
developed for human health and aquatic 
life are sufficiently stringent to protect 
these other uses. States may establish 
criteria specifically designed to pmtect 
these uses. 

4. Public Water Supply: The drinking 
water exposure component of the 
human health effects criteria can apply 
directly to this use ciassification or may 
be appropriately modified depending 
upon whether the sped& water supply 
system falla within the auspices of the 
Safe Drir&ng Water Act’s (SDWA) 
regulatory control. and the type and 
level of treatment imposed upon the 
supply befom delivery to the consumer. 
The SDWA controls the presence of 
toxic pollutaab ia finished (“end-of- 
tap”] dri&ng water. A brief description 
of mievant rectio~ of this Act is 
neusaary to expiaia how the SDWA 
will work ia coajuaction with section 
3@(a)(l) criteria in protecting human 
health 6-om the effects of toxiu due to 
coasumption of water. 

Pumuant to section 1412 of the SDWA 
EPA has promulgated “National Interim 
Primary D&king Water Standards” for 
urtaia organic and inorganic 
substancea These standards establish 
“bum contaminant Ievelr” 
(WCLs”) which spedIjf the maximum 
permissible level of a cantaminant in 
water which may be delivered to a user 
of a public water system now defiaed as 
samiag a miaimum of 2S people. MCLd 
am established based on consideration 
of a range of factors including not only 
tha health effects of the contaminants 
but also technological and economic 
feasibility of the contaminants’ removal 
ha the supply. EPA is required to 
establish revised primary dri&ng water 
mgulatio~ based oa the effects of a 
coatamiaaat on human health, and s 
include treatment capability, monitoring 
availability, and costs. Under Section 
1401(1)(D)(i) of the SDWA EPA ia also 
aUowed to establish the minimum 
quality criteria for water which may be 
taken into a public water supply system. 

Section 304(a)(l) criteria provide 
estimates of pollutant concentrations 
pmtective of human health, but do not 
consider treatment technology, costs . 
and other feasibility factors. The section 
304(a)(l) criteria also include fish 
bioaccumulatioa and consumption 
factors in addition to direct human 
drinking water intake. These numbers 
were not developed to serve as “end of 
tap” dri&ng water standards, and they 
have ao mgdatoiy sigaificaace under 

the‘SDWk Drix&ng water standards 
‘are established based on considerations. 
iadudiag tachaoIogicd and economic 
feasibility, not relevant to section 
304(a)(l) criteria Sectloa 3oyal(l)e 
criteria may baanalogous to the 
recommended maxtmu.m contaminant 
levels (RMCX.8) under rection 
1412(b)(l)(B) of the SDWA in which. 
based upon a report from the National 
Academy of Sciences, the Administrator 
should set target levels for contaminants 
in drinking water at which “no known or 

‘anticipated adverse effects occur and 
which allows an adequate margin of 
safety”. RMC3.a do not take treatment. 
cost. and other feasibility factors into 
-idsration. Section 304(a)(l) criteria 
am, in concept, related to the health- 
based goals spe&ed in the RMCL% 
Sped& mnndates of the SDWA such as 
the consideration of multi-media 
exposure, as weil as different methods 
for 6etting maxhwa coataminant level8 
under the two Acts, may result in 
diBere.aus behveen the two numbers. 

M5 of the SDWA where they exist. 
control toxic chemicals in finished 
drinkiq water. However. because of 
variations in tnatment and the fact that 
only a niativeiy small number of MCLs 
have been developed ambient water 
criteria may be used by the States as a 
supplament to SDWA regulations. States 
will have the option of applying MCLs. 
section 301(a)(l) human health effects 
criteria. modified section 304(a)(l) 
criteria or watrois mom stringent than 
these three to protect against the effects 
of toxic pollutants by ingestion &om 
ddakiag water. 

For uatreated’dhking water supplies, 
States may control toxiu in the ambient 
water through either use of MCLs (if 
they exist for the pollutants of concern). 
section 304(a)(l) human health effects 
criteria. or a rnv &gent contaminant 
level than the former two option& 

For treated drinking water supplies 
serving lesr then 2S PeppIe. States may 
choose toxica control through 
application of Mt3.s (if they exist for the 
pollutants of concera and are attainable 
by the type of treatment] ia the finished 
dri&ng water. States aiso have the 
options to control toxics in the ambient 
water by choosing section 304(a)(I) 
criteria, adjusted section 304(a)(l) 
criteria resulting from the reduction of 
the direct drinking water exposure 
component in the criteria calculation to 
the extent that the treatment pmcedure 
reduces the level of pollutants, or a mom 
stringent contaminant level than the 
former three options. 

For treated drink@ water supplies 
serving W people or greater, States must 
coatml toxics down to levels at least es 
hagant as MCLs (where they exist for 

---. 
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the pollutants of concern) in the finished 
clrinhg we ter. However, State5 also 
have the option5 to control toxic5 in the 
ambient water by choosing section 
304(a)(l) criteria, adjusted section 
304fa)(l) aiteria multfng from the 
reduction of the direct drinking water 
exposure component in the criteria 
calculation to the extent that the 
treatment process reduce the level of 
pollutants. or a more stringent 
contaminant level than the foraer three 
options. 

Lwfusion of Speafic PofIutonts in S&t8 
Stondanist 

To date. &A has not required that a 
State address any specik poUutant in 
its standank Although all States have 
estabhebed standard5 for most 
conventional pallutenh the treatment of 
toxic pollutants has been much less 
extensive. In the ANPRM. EPA 
suggested a policy under which States 
would be reqaired to address a ti of 
poilutants snd incorporate specific toxic 
pollutant criteria into water quality 
standarda. IT the State failed to 
incorpamte these criteria. EPA would 
pmmulgata the standards based upon 
these ahvia pursuant to section 
=&w&y 

a&coming proposed revision 
to th water qnality stand5,rd 

reguladonh a aigni&ant change in . 
policy will be propoeed relating to the 
tlsaqmidonafcutainpoiiTltMtaixl 
State water quality standardn This 
proposal will dlfC2.r from the proposal 
made in the ANPRM. The ANPRM 
pmpcntd an EPA-published lirt of 
pollntants for which States would have 
bad to develop water quality standards. 
Thin list might hsive contained some (or 
ali) of the OS toxic pollutants. Hawmer. 
the revised water qua&f standards 
regulation will propose a pmcess by 
which EPA will assist States in 
identifying spec&c totic pollutants 
required far assessment far possible 
inchmian in State water quaJity 
standards. Far these poiMants, States 
will have the option of adopting the 
published criteria or of adjusting thoee 
criteria based on site-specific analysit 
. These pallutants would generally 

represent the greatest threat to 
sustaining l healthy, balanced 
ecosystem in water bodies or to human 
health due to exponve directly or 
indirectly from water. EPA is currently 
deveIoping a process to determine 
which pollutants a State must assess for 
possible induaion in its water quality 
standards. Reievstnt factors might 
include the toxicity of the pollutant the 
frequency and concentration of its 
discharge. its geographical distribution 
the breadth of data undedying the 

scientific aseessment of its aquatic life 
and human health effects, and the 
technalagical and ecnnomk capacity to 
control the discharge of the poAIutant 
For some.of the pollutants, ail States 
may be required to assess them for 
poasibie inclusion in their standards. Fbr 
others. assessment would be restricted 
to States or limited to specific water 
bodies where the pollutants pose a 
particular site-specific problem. 
criterie .%ladifbtiaa Pracesa 

Flexibility is avaiiabie in the 
appiiation of these and any other valid 
water qusility aiteria to m&story 
pmgmms. Although in some cases they 
may be used by the States as developed, 
the criteria may be modi5ed to nsfect 
loal envfronmentd amditions and 
human exposure patterns before 
incaxpamtion into v such 55 
water qua&y rtandardr If cgnifhnt 
impacta of sita-specik water quality 
condition5 in the toxicities of pollutant5 
can be demonstrated or signiEcsmt.ly 
different exposure patterns of these 
polIutant5 to humans can be shown, 
section 304(a)(l) criteria may be 
modifki to refiect these local 
conditionaTh8 term “local” may refer 
to any appropriate gaogrephic area 
where common aquatic environmental 
condition5 or expoeurs patterns exist. 
Thus, “bcal” may signify a Statewide. 
regional. ritrer reacfi. or entire river 
basin area. On the Other hand, the 
criteria of some pollutants might be 
appliable netionwide without the need 
for adaptation to reflect local 
conditions. The degree of toxicity 
towad aquatic organisms and humans 
characttristic of these pollutants would 
hot change @ifiantly due to local 
water quality conditions. 

EPAhexamhiqatieeof 
environmental factors or water quality 
parameters which might realistically be 
expected to affect the laboralory- 
derived waler quality criterion 
recommendation for a specific pollutant. 
Factors such as hardness. PH. 
suspended soiida types of aquatic 
organism5 present etc could impact on 
the chemical’s effect in the aquatic 
environment. Therefore, IocaI 
information can be assembled and 
analyzed to adjpst the criterion 
recommenda tian if necessary. 

Ths~ Guidelines for deriving criteria far 
the protection of aquatic life suggest 
several approaches.for modifying the 
criteria. Firat. toxicity data. both acute 
and chronic far local species could be 
substituted for some or all of the species 
used in deriving criteria for the water 
quality standard. The minimum data 
requirement5 should still be fuh3lled in 
calculating a revised criterion. Second, 

criteria may k 5pefAficdy tailand to a 
locaiwaterbodybyuaeofdatd~m 
toxicity tesh perform8d with that 
ambient water. A pmcbdurs such as this 
would account for local environmentd 
conditions in formulating a criterion 
relevant to the local water body. Third 
site-specific water quality 
characteristics resulting in either 
enhancement or mitigation of aquatic 
life toxicity far the pollutant.could be 
factored into final formulation of the 
criterion Finally, the criteria may be 
made more stringent to ensure 
protection of an individual species not 
otherwise adequately protected by any 
of the three modifiurtion procedures 
previously mentioned. 

EPA does not intend to have States 
assess every local stream segment and 
lake in the country on an individual 
basis before determining if an 
adjustment la necessary. Rather, it is 
envisioned that water bodies having 
similar bydmlogicstL chemi4, physical 
and biological properties wiAl be 
grouped for the purpose of criteria 
adjustment The purpose of this effort is 
to assist States in adapt@ the section 
304(a) criteria to local condition5 where 
needed, thereby prechding the wtting of 
arbitrary and perhaps unnecessarily 
stringent or underprotective criteria in i 
waterbody.InaUcases.E.PAwillstill. ’ 
be required; pumuant to section 303(c). 
to &ttrmine whether the State water 
quality standards are consistent with 
thego&oftbeActincludinga 
deter&n&ion of whether Statc- 
established criteria are adequate to 
support a deeignetd use. 
CXteri8 for the Rote&on of Aquatic 
Lifa 

Interpmtation of the Criterib 
The aquatic life criteria issued today 

are summarized in Appendix A of this 
FeckeI Register notice. Criteria have 
been formulated by applying a set of 
Guidehe to a data bese for each 
pailutant The criteria far the pmtection 
of aqua tic life specify pdutant 
concentration5 which, if not exceeded, 
should pmtect most, but not necessarily 
all. aquatic life and its uses. The 
Guidelines specify that criteria should 
be based on an array of data from 
organisms, both plant and animal. 
occupying various trophic levels. Based 
on these data. criteria can be derived 
which should be adequate to protect the 
types of organisms necessary to support 
an aquatic community. 

The Guidelines are not designed to 
derive criteria which will protect all Me 
stages of all species under all 
conditions. Generally some life stage of 
one or mom tested species. and 

I 
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conditions and would be adversely 

probably some untested species. will 

affected if the highest allowable 

have sensitivities below the muimum 

pollutant concentrations and the worst 
conditions existed for a long time. In 
actual practice, such a situation is not 

value or the tchour average under some 

likely to occur and thus the aquatic 
community as a whole will normally be 
protected if the criteria are not 
exceeded. In any aquatic community 
there is a wide range of individual 
species sensitivities to the effects of 
toxic pollutants. A criterion adequate to 
protect the most susceptible life stage. of 
the most sensitive speder w&id in 
many case8 be mom stringent than 
necassary to pmtect tha 0veraU aqu&ic 
community. 

The aquadc life criteria specify b6th 
maximum and %-hour average values. 
The combinatioa of the two values ts 
designed to provide adequate protectton 
of aquatic life and its uses from acute 
and chronic toxidty and 
bioconcenfration without being as 
restrictive as a one-number criterion 
would have to be to provide the same 
amount of protection. A tbns period of 
%I hours was chosen in order to ensure 
that concentrations not math harmful 
levels for unacceptably long periods. 
Avaragtng for longer perioda such as a 
weak or a month for example, could 
permit high concentrationa to persist 
long anougb to pKKiuca significant 
adverse effecta. A N-hour period was 
chosen instead of a slightly longer or 
shorter period in mcognition of daily 
fluctuations in waste discharges and of 
the infhienca of daily cycles of sunlight 
and darkness and temperatum on both 
pollutants and aqua& organisms. 

The maximum value. which ts derived 
from acute toxicity data. preventa 
significant risk of adverse impact to 
0gsIiisnls axposad to alqcentmdons 
above the 24-hour average. Merely 
spadfjdng the average value over a 
specified time period is inmfFMent 
because concentrations of rhemicatn 
higher than the average valw can kill or 
cause irreparable damage in short 
periods. Furthermore. for some 
chemicals the effect of intermittent high 
exposures is cumulative. It is therefore 
necessary to place an upperlimit on 
pollutant concentrations to which 
aquatic organisms might be exposed. 
The two-number criterion ia intended to 
describe the highest average ambient 
water concentration which will produca 
a watar quality generally suited to the 
maintenanca of aquatic Ufe while 
mstrlcting the extent and duration of the 
excursions over that average to leveie 
which will not cause harm. The only 

concentration that is not to be exceeded 
at any time in any place. 

way to assure the same degree of 

Since ronle substances may be more 
toxic in freshwater than in saltwater. or. 

protection with a onwwnber criterion 

vice versa. provision is made for 
deriving separate water quality criteria 

would be to use the Z.&hour average as a 

for freshwater and for saltwater for each 
substance. However, for some 
substances sufficient data may. not be 
available to derive one or both of these 
cJiteria using the Guidelines. 

Specific aquatic life criteria have not 
been developed for all of the 66 toxic 
pollutants. In those cases where there 
were -dent data to allow the 
derivatton of a criterion. narrative 
descriptions of apparent threshold levela 
far acute and/or chronic effects based 
on the available data are presented 
These descriptions are intended to 
convey a sense of the degree of toxicity 
of the pollutant in the sbsence of a 
criterion recommendation. 
Summary of the Aquatic Life Guidelines 

Tie Guidelines for Deriving Water 
Quality Criterib for the Protection of 
Aquatic tife and ita Uses were 
developed to describe an objective, 
internally consistent, and appropriate 
way of ensuring that water quality 
criteria for aquatic life would provide. 
on the average, a masonable amount of 
pmtection without an unreasonable 
amount of overprotection or 
underpmtectfon. The msulting criteria 
are not intended to pmvide 100 percent 
pmtectton of ail species and all uses of 
aquatic life ail of the time, but they are 
Intended to protect most species in a 
balanced, healthy aquatic community. 
The Guidelines am published as 
Appendh B of this Notice. Responses to 

‘public comments on these Guidelines 
am attached as Appendix D. 

Minimum data mquirements am 
identified in four areas: acuta tolddty to 
animals (eight data points), chronic 
toxicity to animals [three data points), 1 
toxicity to plants. and residues. 
Guidancs is also given for discarding 
poor quality data. 

Data on acute toxicity are needed for 
a variety of Ash and invertebrate 
species and are used to derive a Final 
Acute Value. By taking hto account be 
numb,er and relative sensitivities of the 
tested speues. the Flnal Acute Value is 
designed to protect most. but not 
necessarily all, of the tested and 
untested species. 

Data on chronic toxicity to animals 
can be used to derive a Fii Chronic 
Value by two diffemnt means. If chronic 
v&es am available for a specified 
number and array of spedes, a 5aai 

chronic value ~1111 be calculated directly 
If not an acute-chronic ratto is.dedved 
and then used with the Ftnal A’cute 
Value to obtain the Ftnal Chronic Value. 

The Flnal Plant Value is obtained by 
selecting the lowest plant toxicity value 
based on measured concentrations. 

The Final Residue Value is intended 
to protect wildlife which consume 
aquatic organisms and the marketability 
of aquatic organisms. Protection oi the 
marketability of aqua tic organisms is. in 
actuality. protection df a use ci rhat 
water body (“commercial fishery”). Two 
kinds of data 810 necessary to calculate 
the F’inal Residue Value: a 
bioconcantration factor (BCF) and a 
maximum permissible tissue 
concentration. which can be an FDA 
action level or can be the result of a 
chronic wildlife feeding study. For lipid 
soluble pollutants, the BCF is 
normalized for percent lipids and then 
the Final Residue Value is calculated by 
dividing the maximum permissible 
tissue concantration by the normalized 
BCF and by an appmpriate percent lipid 
value. BCFs are normalized for percent 
lipids since the BCF measured for any 
individual aquatic species is generally 
proportional to the percent lipids in that 
species. 

If sufedent data are avai.labIe to 
demonstrate that one or more of the 
final values should be minted to a water 
quality characteristic such as salinity, 
hardness. or suspended solids, the final 
value(s) are expressed as a function of 
that characteristic 

After the four final values (FInal 
Acute Velue. Final Chronic Value, Foal 
Plant Value. and Fiial Residue Value) 
have been obtained, the criterion is 
established with the Final Acute Value 
becoming the maximum value and the 
lowest of the other three values 
becoming the &hour average value. AU 
of the data used to calculate the four 
final values and any additional pertinent 
information am then reviewed to 
determine if the criterion is reasonable. 
If sound &antic evidonca indicates 
that the criterion should be raised or 
lowered appropriate changes are made 
as necessary. 

The present Guidelines have been 
revised from the earlier published 
versions (43 FR 21508. May la 1978; 43 
FR 29028 July 5.197% 44 FR 15928. 
March IS. 197’9). Details have been 
added in many places and the concept 
of a minimum data base has been 
incorporated. In addition, three 
adjustment factors and the species 
sensitivity factor have been deleted. 
Thesa modifications warn the result of 
the Agency’s analysis of public 
commenta and camments received from 
the Science Advisory Board on earlier 
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venionr of the Gidelines. These 
comments and the Resultant 
modifications are addrtwsed fully in 
Appcndk D to this notice. 
Criteria for the P&&M of Human 
Health 

Interpretation of the Human Heaith 
Criteria 

The human health criteria issued 
today are summarized in Ap[*endix .A of 
this Federal Register notice. Criteria for 
the pmtection of human health sm 
pmsented for 82 of the 85 pollutants 
baaed on their carcinogenic, toxic, or 
oganoleptic (taste and odor) pmpartiea. 
The meanings and pmctical uses of the 
criteria values am &stinctly different 
depending on the properties on which 
they am baaed. 

The objective of the health 
arsesrment portions of the criteria 
documents is to estimate ambient water 
concentrations which. in the case of 
non-carcinogens, pmvent adverse health 
effects in humans, and in the caaa of 
suspect br pmven ca&nogens. represent 
various levels of incremental cancer 
IiSk 

Health assessments typically contain 
discussions of four elements: !Zxposum. 
pharmacnkinetics. t&c efftar. and 
aitmh farmrrlatlOR. 

The expoaum section sm 
information on sx-posum mutes: 
ingestion dktotly from water, indimctly 
born consumption of aquatic organisms 
found in ambient water, other dietary 
sourc+, inhalation, and dermai- contact, 
Exposum assumptions am used to 
derive human health criterk Moat 
criteria am based solely on exposure 
from consumption of water cantainiq a 
gP=ifid concentration of a toxic 
poihltallt and through consumption of 
aquatic organisms which am aasnmad to 
have bioconcentrated poUutanta from 
the water in which they ht. Other 
multimedia mutes of exposure such as 
air, non-aquatic diet, or dermal am not 
factored into the criterion formuiatfoa 
for the vast majority of pollutanta due to 
lack of data. The criteria am calculated 
using the combined aquatic exposure 
pathway and also using the aquatic 

\oganism ingestion exposure route 
alone. In criteria reflecting both the 
water consumption and aquatic 
organism ingestion mutes of exposure. 
the mlative exposure contribution varies 
with the propensity af a pollutant to 
bioconcentrate, with the consumption of 
aquqtic organisms becoming mom 
imwrtant as the bioconcentration factor 
[XFJ increases. As additfonal 
Information on total sxposum kt 
assembled for polkants fir which 
criteria mflect only the two specified 

aquatic exposure routes, adjustments in 
water concentration values may be 
made. The Agency intends to publish 
guidance which will permit the States to 
identify sigzzificantly diffemnt exposure 
patterns for their populations. If 
warranted by the demonrtration of 
significantly diffemnt exposure patterns. 
thia will become an element of a process 
to adaptjmodify human health-baaed 
criteria to Inca1 conditions. somewhat 
analogous to the aquatic life criteria 
modification pmcesr discussed 
previously. It is antidipated that States 
at their discretion will be able to set 
appropriate human health criteria baaed 
on this pmcesr. 

The pharmacokinetics section mviewg 
data on absorption, distributioa 
metabolism, and excretion to asaess the 
biochemical fate of the compounds in 
the human and animal system. The toxic 
effects section reviews data on acute, 
subacute. and chronic toxicity, 
rynergiatic and antagonistic effects, and 
spedfic i.nfonnatfon on mutagenidty, 
temtogenidty, and carcinogenkity. 
Ram this review, the toxic effect to be 
protected against’ir identified taking 
into account the quality, quantity, and 
weight of avtdence characteristic of the 
data. The criterion formulation section 
reviews the ldghUghta of the text and 
rpedfh a ratlode for criterion 
development and the m#hematicai 
derfratfon of the criterion number. 

Within the limitations of time and 
resources, curmnt publishad information 
of signikance was incorporated into the 
humarr health kwa-en& Review 
articles and mports wem used for date 
evaluation and synthesis Scientific 
judgment was exerdaed in mviewing 
and evaluatfng the data in each criteria 
document and in identifying the adverse 
edhcts for which pmtective criteria wem 
pub&shed. 

organisms found in ambient waters. A 
criterion developed in this manner is 
judged to be as useful as other types of 
criteria in protecting designated water 
uses. ln addition, wham data am 
available, toxicity-based criteria am 
also presented for pollutants with 
derived organoieptic criteria. The choice 
of criteria used in water quality 
standards for these pollutants will 
depend upon the designated use to be 
protected. In the case of a multiple use . 
water body, the critedon protectig the 
most sensitive we will be applied. 
Finally, for several pollutants no criteria 
are recommended due to a lack of 
information sufficient for quantitative. 
criterion formuiation. 
Risk Extmp&dan 

Spedflc health-based criteria are 
dewhped only if a weight of evidence 
supports the ocmmmce of the toxic 
effact and if dose/response data exist 
from wbicb criteria can he estimated 

Critexia for suspect or proven 
cardnogens am pmsented aa 
concentratiow in water associated with 
a range of incremental canwr risks to 
man. Criteria for non-cardnbgens. 
mpmsent levels at which exposure to a 
single chemical Is not anticipated to 
produce adverse effects in man In a few 
caaea, organoleptic (taste and odor) data 
form the basis for the criterion. Whiie 
this type of criterion does not mpmsent 
a value which directly affects human 

Because meQoc& do not now exirt to 
establish the pmsence of a threshold for 
carcinogenic effects, EPA’s policy is that 
them ir no scientific basis for estimating 
“mfe” levels for carcinogens. The 
criteria for carcinogens. thenfore. stata 
that the recommended concentration for 
maximum protection of human health is 
zem. In addition the Agency has 
presented a range of concentrations 
corresponding to incremental cancer 
risks of 10” to 10” (one additional case 
of cancer in populations rarging from 
ten million lo 1WooO. respectively). 
Other concentrations representing 
different risk levek may be calculated 
by use of the Guidelines. The risk 
estimate range is pmsented for 
tnformation purpores and doei not 
mpmsent an Agency judgment on an 
“accaptable”. risk 1eveI. 

135ihwe;f the Human Health . . 

The health arsesrments and 
corresponding criteria published today 
were dtuived based on Guicfeiines a& 
Methodofogy Used in the Preparation of 
Health EffM Assessment Chapters of 
the Consent Dew80 Water Criteria 
Documents (the Guidelines) developed 
by EPA’s Office of Reserch and 
Development The estimation of health 
risks associated with human exposure to 
environmental pollutants requires 
pmdicting the effect of low doses for up 
to a lifetime in duration. A combination 
of epidemiological and animal dose/ 
response data ir cowidemd the 
prefermd basis for quantitative criterion 
derivation. The complete Guidelines am 
presented as Appendix C. Major issues 
associated with these Guidelines and 
responses to public comments am 

health, it is pmsanted as an estimate of --presented as Appendix E 
the level of a pollutant that will not Nodfact (non-carcinogen) or 
produce unpleasant taste or odor either speded risk (carcinogen) 
directly from water consumption or concentrationa were estimated by 
lndimctly by conmunption of aquatic extrapolation from animal toxicity or 
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human epidemiology rtudier using the 
following baric expo5um a55umpuonr: a 
7Mdhgmm male pemon (Rsporl ofti 
Task Group an Rafersnce Man, 
International Commi55ion for Radiation 
Protection November 23.1957) as the 
exposed Individual’ the average daily 
consumption of freshwater and 
estuarine fish and shellfish products 
equal to 8.5 grams/day; and the average 
ingestion of two literalday of water 
(Drii&ng Water and Health, National 
Academy of !kiences. National 
Research CounciI, 1977). Criteria bared 
on these assumptions am estimated to 
be protective of an adult male who 
experiences average expo5ure 
conditiona 

Two basic method5 were u5ed to 
formulais health criteria, depending on 
whether the prominent adveme effeot 
was cancar or other toxic 
manifestatiorm. The following secttons 
detail these methods 

Extrapolation of cancer respone~ 
from high to low doses and subsequent 
risk estimation from animal data l5 
performed using a linearized multi-stage 
model. This procedure is flexible enough 
to 5t a4 monotonically-increasing dose 
mponse data+ sinoe.it incorporate5 
several adfustable parametera. The 
mu&-stage model is a linear non- 
thmrhold model a5 WIU the “one-hit” 
model ori@aiIp u5ed in the propo5ed 
c&aria documenta. The linearized multi- 
stage modeI and it5 cha.ractari5Ua am 
described fully in Appendix C The 
linear non-threshold concept has been 
endorsed by the four agcndw in the 
Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group 
and is less likely to underestimata risk 
at the low &585 typical of 
environmentai fapo5ure than other 
model5 that could be a5ed. Because of 
the’uncertaindes asaodated with do5a 
nsponaa animrl-to-hnman 
extrapolation and other unknown 
faotom, because of the u5e of amage 
expoaum a55umptiona. and beoaaM of 
the serious public health consequences 
that could result if ri5k were 
undere5timated EPA beIIeves that it I5 
prudent to we conservative methods to 
estimate risk in the water quallty . 
criteria program. The Uneartzed 
multistage model b more systematic and 
invokes fewer arbitrary asaumptionr 
than the “one-hit” procadum pr&ou5ly 
USad. 

It should be noted that extrapolation 
mode& provide estimates of risk since a 
varitey of aa5umpdona are built Into any 
modeL Model5 wing widely different 
assumption5 may produce estimates 
ranging over several orders of 
magnitude. Since them is at present no 

way to demonstrate the sdentific 
validity of any modaL the ure of risk 
extrapolation models La a subject of 
debate In the adentific community. 
However, risk extrapolation is generally 
recognized a5 the oniy tool available at 
this time for estimating the magnitude of 
health hazards associated with non- 
threshold toxicants and has been 
endorsed by numemua Federal agencies 
and scientific organizations, including 
EPA’s Carcinogen Assessment Group, 
the National Academy of Sciences, and 
the Interagency Regulatory Liaison 
Group a.5 a useful mean5 of assessing 
the risks of exposure to vartoua 
caminogenic pollutanta. 

N-ogens 
Health criteria baaed on toxic effect5 

of pollutant5 other than carcinogenicity 
am astimates of concentration5 which 
am not expected to produce advert 
effects in humnnrr. They 5re baaed upon 
Aooeptable Daily Intake (ADI) levels 
and are generally derived using no- 
observed-adverse4ffect-level (NOAEL) 
data from animal studies although 
human data ars used wherever 
available. The AD! is calculated using 
safety factor5 to account for 
unurtainties inherent in extrapoladon 
from animai to man. In accordance with 
the National Research Council 
recommendation.5 (Drinking Water and 
He&h, National Academy of Sciences. 
National Research CounciL 1977X safety 
factors of la 100, or 1.000 are wed 
depending on the quality and quantity of 
dada. In some ln5tanc55 extmpolations 
am made from inhalation studies or 
limit5 to appmximate a human response 
from ingestion using the Stokinger- 
Woodward model (Journal of American 
Water Worka Amociatioa 1958). 
Calculations of criteria from ADI are 
made using the standard exposure 
a55nmption5 (2 lItem of water, 6.!J gram5 
of edible aquatic producta and an 
average body weight of m kg). ( 

Datedz October 24.1980. 

Appan$lx A-Summary of Water 
QualIly Criteria . 
Acamfihthene 

Freshwater Aquatic fife 
The available data for acenaphthene 

indicate that acute toxicity to freshwater 
aquatic life occurs at coacentrations a5 
low as 1.700 pg/l and would occur at 
lower concentration5 among species 
that are more sensitive than those 
tested. No data are available concsrning 
the chronic toxicity of acenaphthsne to 
sensitive fnshwater aquatic animal5 but 

toxicity to freshwater algae oocur at 
conuntratlon5 is low as 520 pg/L 
Soitwati Aquatic fife 

The available data for acenaphthens. 
indicate that acute and chronic toxicity 
to saltwater aquatic life occur at 
concentratlonr as low as 970 and 7lO 
pg/l, respectively. and would occur at 
lower concentrations among specie5 
that are more sensitive than those 
tested Toxicity to algae occur5 at 
concentration5 as low as 500 kg/l. 
Human Heaith 

SuBdent data is not available for 
acenaphthene to derive a level which 
would protect against the potential 
toxicity of thi5 compound. Using 
available organoleptic data. for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water. the estimated 
level ta M pg/L It should be recognized 
that oganoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have limitation5 and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
advene human health effects. 

AC3Oiain . 
Freshwater Aquatic Life 

The available data for acrolein 
indicate that acute and chronic toxicity 
to bshwater aquatic life occurs at 
concentration5 as low a5 68 and 21 pg/L 
respectively, and would occur at lower 
concentrations among specie5 that are 
mom sensitive than those tested. 

Saitwatar Aquatic fife 
The available data for acmlein 

indicate that acute toxicity to saltwater 
aquatic life occurs at concentration5 as 
low as 55 pg/l and would occur at lower 
concentration5 among specie5 that are 
mom sensitive than those tested. No 
data are available concerning the 
chronic toxicity of acmlein to sensitive 
saltwater aquatic life. 
Human He&h 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of acrolein 
ingested through water and 
contaminated aqua tic organisms. the 
ambient water criterion is determined to 
be320 g/L 

For t&i e protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of acrolein 
ingested through contaminated aquatic 
organisms alone, the ambient water 
criterion is determined to be 780 pg/l. 

A4XyiOllitril~ 

FmshwaterAquatic tife 

The available-data for acrylonitrile 
indicate that acute toxicity to freshwater 
aqu%dc life occur5 at concentration5 as 
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low as 7.550 pa/l and would occur at 
lower concentrationa among species 
that are mom sensitive than those 
tested. No definitive data are available 
concerning the chronic toxicity of 
acrylonitr& to sensitive freshwater 
aquatic life but mortality occurs at 
concenbations as low as 2.6oo fig/l with 
a fish species exposed. for 30 days. 

Saitwater Aquatic Life 
Only one saltwater species has been 

tested with acrylonitrile and no 
statement can be made concerning acute 
or chronic toxicity. 

Human He&h 
For the meximum protection of bum~ 

health &om the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of acrylonitrile 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic or@sms, 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zem based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemicaL However, 
zero level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore. the Ievels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetime are 
estimated at 102 10~? and IO? The 
corresponding criteria are 248 rg/L .a58 
w/l and ,008 we/L respectively. If the 
above estimates are made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only, 
excluding consumptii(m of water. the 

’ leveis sm 0.5 pa/L .85 pa/L and Xi36 rg/ 
1, respectively. Other wncentratiqna 
representing different risk IeveIs may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimafe range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk level 

Ahhinaeldrin 

Diddrin 

For dieldrin the criterion to pmtect 
fresh water aquatic life an derived using 
the Guidelines is 0.0019 pgjl as a 24- 
hour average and the concentration 
shouid not exceed 25 rgjl at any time. 

Saltwater Aquatic fife ’ 
For dieldrin the criterion to pmtect 

saltwater aqua tic life as derived using 
the Guidelines is O.CGl9 pa/l as a 24- 
hour average and the concentration _ 
should not exceed 0.7l pa/l at any time. 

Human Health 
For the maximum protection of human 

health from the potential carcinogenic. 
effects due to exposure of dieidrin 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms. 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zem based on the non-threshold 

assumption for this chemical. However, 
rem level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore, the levels which 
may msult in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetime are 
estimated at lOwe, 10-f and 10". The 
comsponding criteria are .7l ngjL .07l 
ngjl. and ~071 ngjl. respectively. If the 
above estimates are made for 
consumption of aqua tic organisms only, 
excluding consumption of wafer, the 
levels ate .78 ngjL ,078 ngjL and ~076 
ng jl respectively. Other concentrations 
representing different risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guideiines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk level. - 

AhsJ 
Freshwa18r Aquatic fife 

For hushwater aquatic life the 
wncentradon of aldrin should not 
exceed 3.0 pgjl at any time. No data are 
available concerning the chronic toxicity 
of aldrin to sensitive freshwater aquatic 
life. 

Saltwater Aquatic tife 

For saltwater aquatic life the 
concentration of aldrin should not 
exceed l.3 w/l at any time. No data are 
available concerning the chronic toxicity 
of aI& to sensitive saltwater aquatic 
lifa 

HumanHealth 
For the meximum protection of human 

health fmm the potential carcinogenic 
e&cta due to exposure of a&in thmugh 
ingestion of cnntaminated water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms, the 
ambient water concentration should be 
zero based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemicaL However, 
zero level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore. the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancar risk over the lifetime srs 
estimated at lo-3 10-f and lo-‘. The 
corresponding criteria are .74 ngjl. .074 
rig/l. and .0074 rig/l, respectively. If the 
above esttmates are made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only, 
excluding consumption of water, the 
levels are .;rg ng /I. .079 ng /I. and .0079 
rig/l. respectively. Other concentrations 
respresenting different risk levels may 
be calculated by use of the Guidelines. 
The risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk led 

Fndnvater Aquatic rjfe 
The available data for antimony 

indicate that acute and chronic toxicity- 
to freshwater aquatic life occur at 
concentrations as low as 9.WO and 1.600 
rgjl. respectively, and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are mom sensitive than those 
tested Toxicity to algae occurs at 
concentrationr as low as 010 rgjl. 
Salhvater Aqua& tife 

No saltwater organisms have beeq 
adequately tested with antimony, and 
no statement can be made concerning 
acute or chmnic toxicity. 
Hunan Health 

For the protection of human health 
hwm the toxic properties of antimony 
ingested through water and 
contaminated aquatic organirma tha 
ambient water criterion is determined to 
be 148 

For t.i 
g/L‘ 
a pmtection of human health 

from the toxic properties of antimony 
ingested through contaminated aquatic 
organisms alone. the ambient water 
criterion is determined to be 45.000 kg/L 

Amexdc 
Fmshwater Aquatic Life 

For &eshwat& aquatic life the 
concentration of total recoverable 
trivalent inorganic arsenic should not 
exceed 440 pgjl at any time. Short-term 
effects on embryos and larvae of aquatic 
vertebrate species have been shown to 
;~ccur at concentrations as low as 40 pgj 

Saltwater Aquatic rjfe 
The available data for total 

recoverable trivalent inorganic anenic 
indicate that acute toxicity to sallivater 
aquatic life occurs at concentrations as 
low as 508 pgjl and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are more sensitive than those 
tested No data am available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of trivalent 
inorganic arsenic to sensitive saltwater 
aquatic life. 

Human Health 
For the maximum protection of human 

health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of arsenic 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms, 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zem based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical. However, 
zero level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore, the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer rink over the lifetime are 
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estimated at 10-f 10-t and 10”. The 
camspondhg criteria am 22 ngjL 2.2 
ngjL and .z? rig/L respectively. Lf the 
above estimates am made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only. 
excluding consumption of water, the 
levels are 175 rig/L 17.5 rig/L and 1.75 
rig/L respectively. Other concentrations 
representing dif?ennt risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guideiines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“accaptabh” rirlc level 

Fmsh water Aquatic Lfe 
No freshwater organisms have been 

tested with any asbestiform mineral and 
no statement can be made concerning 
ac+a or chroak toxidty. 

Saftwder Aqua& Gfe 
No saltwater arghsms have been 

tested with any asbestifonn M and 
nostatQMntalnb8bamwming 

. acute or czhronic toxicity. 

H&n HeaM 
Ffkthe Inaximum protiM of lluman 

health fr& the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of aebeetos 
thmugh ingestian at cImudlmteci~tar 
and contaminated aquatic cuganisms, 
the ambient water wncentration rhould 
bezerobaadoathnop-tbteshold 
assumption far this chemic& However, 
z8rolmrdmayu0tbnttninahleatthe 
present time. Thedam the Ievels which 
may result in tncrwMntol-of 
cenwr risk over the lifetime are ’ 
estimated at 10-t lo-‘, and l(Y ‘. The 
corresponding critariruu XlWKlO 
fibers/1.3OSBl k/L a&i 3Qm iibUM/ 
Lmspecti~.0thercMcantlati0M _ 
mpresenting diffaukt risk lewds uiay$ 
calculatedbyMedthe- 
riskesthWerangeispmsentedfor 
infonnatioa p’qmsea addoesDot 
~p-MAgsacyjlXIgBlant~‘Ul 
“acceptable” * kvel. 

BeMen 

Fmshwater Aquatic fife ’ 
The available data for benzene 

indicate that acute toxicity to heshwater 
aquatic Me occure at cmcentmdana ae 
lowar~pg/landwouldoccurat 
lower wncentrationa among species 
that are more sensitfve than those 
tejtad No data are l vaflabie concerning 
the chronic toxicity of benzene to 
sensitive &e&water aquatic life. 

Suitwater Aquatic fife b 
The available data for benzane 

indicate that acute toxicity to saltwater 
aquatic life occurs at concentrationa as 

,. 
. 

low as 5.100 &I and wuuld ocuv at 
lowaconcentmticms among species 
that are more senaitie t&an thosa 
testd No definitive data are available 
concerning the chronic taxidty of 
benzena to sensitive saltwetter aquatic 
life. but adverse effects o&r at 
concentrations as low as 700 pg/i with a 
fish species exposed for 168 days. 

Human ffeakh 
Fw the maximum p&tection of human 

health ti the potential carcinogenic 
effects dru to exposure of benzene 
thruugh ingestion of contaminnbd water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms, 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zeru based on the non-threshold 
assumptfon for t&s chamkal. Hmwver, 
zero level may not be attainable et the 
present time. Themfore. the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetime am 
estbnated at lo-‘, 10-t and lOO-‘. The 
wrrem criteria am e.8 rs/L .86 
&L and a J&L respecihreIy. If tha 
above eetimatas em ma& for 
wasumption of aquatic organisms only, 
exdudfng consumption of water, the 
levels am 400 pgjL 40.0 PgjL and 4.0 pgf 
L respectivel$ Othar waQ!ntmtioM 
repmsenting different risk levels may be 
calculated by usa of th Cafdehes. The 
risk estimate mnge is presented far 
inhmtmian purposes and does not 
mpmaentanAgency~tonM 
“acceptable” rfsk level. 

%eMldiM 
. 

hshvater Aquaa> Life 

Tha avaiiabie data for banzldine 
indicate that acuta taddty to Ereshyatar 
aqua& lffe axurs at wmarttpdoas as 
low n f500 pg/l and would occnr at 
lower wncentmdons among spades 
that an3 more sensitfw than thoee 
tested No data m aoaflabie amceming 
th8chnmkt~tyofbeMjdiMto 
sendthe hehwater aquatic life. . 

SaZtwater Aquatic fife 
No sahvatex organisms hwebeen 

tested with knzidine and no statement 
canhemadewncemingacuhand 
chmntc toxidty. 

Human HeaA!l 
For the maximum protection of human 

health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects duemto exposure of benzidine 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms. 
the amblent water concentration should 
be zero baaed on the non&reshold 
arrumptfon for this chemical. However. 
zem level may not be attainable at the 
present the. +refore. the levels which 

may =!!$j!.q 
mental incrppse of 

9.. .,!<, . 
TV .:. iw. 

1 . 
,- 

canwrriskavathelifeunlesm - 
estimatad at 102 102 and lo”. The 
wrrespondillg criteria are 1.2 ngjt .12 
ng jl. and All ng /L mspactively. Jf the 
above estimatesam made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only, 
excluding consumption of water. the 
levels am 5.3 ng jl, 53 ngjl. and .OS ng j 
1, respectively. Other wncentmtions 
representing different risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for . 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptaMe” risk levet. 

Baryh 
hhvater Aquatic fife 

The available data for beryllium 
indicab that acute ad chronic toxicity 
to freshwater aquatic Ue occurs at 
conwntrations as low as 130 and 5.3 pg/ 
L respectively, and would occur at lower 
concentrations among species that are 
mor8 sansitlve than those tested 
Hardnoes has a substantial effect on 
acut toxicity. 
Suit water Aquatic Lifs 

The limited saltwater data base 
available for beryllkz doea not pennit 
any statement concerning acute or 
chronic toxicity. 

Human Heali 
For t&e maxi&n protection of human 

health m the potential canziwgenic 
effects due to expoeum of beryllium 
through ingestion of wntamipated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms, 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zem based cm the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical. Howuver. 
zero level may not bs attainable at the 
present time. Themfom. the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lif@ne are 
estimated at 10-t 16~? and 10”. The 
comsponding criteria am 37 rig/L 3.7 
rig/L and .37 ngjL respectively. If the 
above estimates are made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only, 
excluding consumption of water, the 
levels are Ml rig/L 64.1 rig/L and 13.41 
rig/L respectively. Othar wncentra lions 
npreaenting different risk levels may be 
calculated by use ofthe Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk 1eveL 

tzacildum 

Fmshwtur Aquatic fife 
For total recoverable cadmium the 

criterion (tn we/l) to protact freshwater 
aquatic life as derived using the 
Guidelines is the numerical value given 
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I-- i--em (u a 24&-Jm 
Z& and the conc8lltration (in &I) 
ehdd not exMeld the llumerid value 
given by 4 l-m -k*m at my 
the. For example, a hardnerrer of SO, 
100. and 200 mg/l as Cacol the criteria 
am O.O¶Z 0.025, and 0.061 pg/L 
mspedvely, and the concentration of 
total recoverable cadmium should not 
exceed 1.5, 3.0 and 6.3 pg/L respectively, 
at any time. 
Saltwater Aquatic fife 

For total mcovarable cadmium the 
criterion ta pmtact saltwater aquatic life 
as derived ua&~ the Guideliner ia 43 
pg/l as a ~-hour average and the 
amcsatration ehould not exceed S re/l 
atanytimd, 
Human Health 

The ambftmt water quality crhrfoa 
for cadmium is recommended to be 
identical to the existing d&king water 
stelndard which is 10 H/L AnEdpia of 
the toxic effects data mrubd in a 
calculated level which in pmtecttvu of 
human health against the ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisma. The calculated vahus 
is comparable to the present standard. 
For this ruma E selective criterion 
baaed on exposure solely &om 
conaumptlon of 6.5 grams of aquatic , 
organtsme was not darived. 
Carbaa Te- 
hhter Aquatik Life 

The available data for carbon 
tatrachIoride fndicata that acute toxidty 
to -water aquatic life occur at 
wncentmUons as low as 35.200 &l and 
would occur at lower concentrations 
among species that am mom senaitivu 
than those tested. No data are available 
concerning the chr@c toxicity of- 
t23rbq tatrachltide to eeMitfve 
h-eahwatar aquatic life. 
Saitwater Aquatia fij% 

The available data for carbon 
tetrachloride indicate that acute toxidty 
to saitwater aqua& life occum at 
wncentrations as low as Yl.000 H/l and 
would occur at lower concentrationa 
among species that are more sensitive 
that those tested. No data are available 
concerning the ~chronic toxicity of 
carbon tetrachloride to eenaitive 
saltwater aquatic life. 
Human Heaith 

For the meximum protection of human 
health hrn the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of carbon 
tatmcbioride bough ingestion of 
contaminated wgter and contaminated 
aquattc organisma the ambient water 
concentration should be zem based on 

the non-threshold aseumption for this 
chamica.L However. zum level may not 
he attainable at the present time. 
Thedora, the Ievele which may result in 

- incremantal increase of canctv risk over 
the lifetime are estimated at 102 lo-? 
and IT? The corresponding criteria am 
4.opglL A0 pgn and .M jLg/L 
respectively. If the above estimates are 
made for consumption of aquatic 
oganirnu only, exdudhg connumption 
of water. the levels are 69.4 pg/L 6.94 
pg/L and .&I pg/L respectively. Other 
concentrati0n.e representing different 
risk levels may be calculated by use of 
the Guidelinea The risk estimate range 
is presented for tnformation purpoees 
and does not npresent an Agency 
judgment on an “accsptoble” risk IeveL 

For chlordane tha crfterioa to pmtect 
freshwater aquatic life as derived using 
tha GuideIinee is 0.0043 pg/l as a &I- 
hour average and the amcuntration 
should not axceed 2.4 rgjl at any time. 
S&water Aquatic fife 

For chiordane the criterion to pmtect 
saltwater aquatic life as derived using 
the Guideiinee b O.fXM &l as a 24- 
hour average and the concentration. 
should not axeed 0.09 &) at any tims. 
H&an Hetdth 
, Far the maxfmum protection of human 

health fmm the potential czirdmgenic 
effects due to exposure of chlordane 
through ingestion of contnminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms, 
the ambient water coacantratlon should 
be zem based on the non-threshold 
assumption for t& chemical. However, 
zem level may not be attainable at the 
pment time. Threfblw. ths levela which 
may reeult in incmnlental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetime am 
estimated at 102 102 and l[T? Ths 
meponding criteria are 4.8 rig/L .46 
rig/L and .OM IQ/L mspectively. If the 
above estimates am made for 
consumption of aquatic organiame only. 
es&ding conaumptioa of water, the 
levels are 4.8 rig/L .48 q/l. and .048 ng/ 
1. respectively. Other concentrations 
mpreeenting different rink levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk eetfmate range is presented for 
information purposes end does not 
mpmsent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk IeveL 
Chlorinated Benzenea 

’ Fidwuter Aquatic tife 
The available data for chlorinated 

benzenee indicate that acuta toxicity to 
bshwater aquatic life occum at 

conam~tfonruluwuZSOir8/1md 
would occur at lower concuntrationa 
among ep8dee that are mom eendtivm 
than thou tested. No data are available 
concerning the chronic taxidty of th 
mom totic of h chlorinated benranrn 
to senaitfve beshwater aquatic life but 
tozdcity occurs at concentrations as low 
as 50 pg/l for a fish spades axposed for 
7.5 days. 

Sahvater Aquatic fife 
The available data for chlorinated 

benzenee indicate that acute and 
chmnic toxidty to saltwater aquatic Me 
occur at coacentrationr a8 low aa 180 
and 129 w/L mepecttveiy, and would 
occur at lowm concentrations among 
~eftt,;ara more eeneitivo than 

Human Heidth 
For the maximum pmtaction of human 

health h the potential carcinoganic 
effects due to exposum of 
hexachiombenzene through ingestion of 

‘-. ._ 

amtaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organirmr the ambient water 
conwntration should be zero baeed on 
the non-threshoid assumption for thin 
chemical. However. zero level may not 
br attainable at the preset: time. 
Therefots the levela which may msuit in 
incremental increase of cancer risk over 
the lifethe am estimated at lo-‘, 10-t 
end itI+. The amrwponding 
recommended criteria am 72 rig/l. .72 
rig/L and-272 rig/L mspectively. If the 
above eetimatee are made for 
consumption of aquatic organism13 only, 
exdading amaumptfoa of water. the 
levtde are 7.4 rig/L 34 IQ/L and .074 ng/ 
1. mepectlveiy. 

For the protection of human health 
E:~~;ic pmpertiee of 114,5= 

enzaw ingested through 
watex and contaminated aquatic 
orgsnianu the ambient water criterion 
is determined to be 38 w/L 

For the pmtacth of human health 
from the totic pmpertiee of l&4,!% 
tetrachlombenzene ingested through 
contaminated aquatic organism8 alone, 
the’ ambient water criterion ia 
determined to be 48 pg/L 

For the pmtection of human health 
from the toxic pmperties of 
pentachiombenzene ingested through 
water and contaminated aquatic 
organisms, the ambient water criterion 
is determined to be 74 pg/L 

For the pmtgction of human health 
from the toxic properties of 
pentachlombenzene ingested thmu& 
contaminated aquatic or@anisms alone. 
the ambient water criterion is 
determined to be Bs pg/L 

Using the pmsent guidelines, a 
satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
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attbistim4&tothsin8uffid~Ln 
lb4 available data far trichbmbauzew. 

Poralmpuisalpurpweatwo 
appmchm w4r4 aaed to deliw 
uitaricxl lawla for maMchbmbaM8na 
Bad on available taxIcity data. for tb4 
protection of public health. the derived 
level is 488 &l. U&q evailabls 
organoieptic data,. for controlling 
undesirable taste and odor quality of 
ambient water, the estimated level is 213 
kg/l. It shouid be recognized that 
organoieptic data as a basis for 
establishing a watu quality criteria 
ilaw !luYitatitms and hew no 
damlYMlreted relationship tagotentinl 
advema huma.u haitb effecta. 

Freshwater Aquatic Life. 
The available freshwater da& for 

chlarinated etban4s indicate that 
toxicity inu4ases greatly with 
incre~ing cidorinadarb and that acute 

’ oaxmatraumbn~~low 
~~~,lfnrl34i~ 
18,ogo /&g/l for two uichiometban4s, 
9320 wylr fix ~0 tetracblom4thanar 
7.240 pg/l for pentacblortn3tbaas. and 
seorgjlforh &zxadhwtb.Me.chmaic 
tnxicity OCCM OtiXBXXllbatbMpIbW 
aazwoflpg/lfort2-dichlorwthuw 
arpopejlfCU~thnnaU00 
re/l for I.122-Mruc t100 
pgil for pesl- MCI 540 pgil 
for bexachhxo4halls% AcUte alld 
CbJOiC~WUL4klOCQYtdlo7*sr 
conc4n~dcma UJnnng aped88 that em 
more sxxn%ve than those tested. 

Sal- Aquatic L$e 
The available saltwater data for 

chbcinated etbMe8 indate that 
loxidty &creaMe patly with 
incr8ufngchlorina~ and that acute 
toxicitytofbhadi.nwmbmterpcder 
owumatwocuakedonsasbwaa 
11m pg/l for l&dichlcJm&a=, 
3Lzm j&l for LLl-hicb&mqthsnel 
9aO pg/l fix LU-btrachbnatkrn 
3!3o~lforpen~and~ 
pg/l for hexacbl- ctmmic 
toxicity ocmlln at wmcen tt5lthlSUhJW 

as 281 &l for pentacbioroeth&. Acute 
andchmxictoxidtywoukioarurat 
lower conc4ntradoIls smalg species 
thatar8momseMitfveblhooe 

tested. 

ffman HeaiL 
For the maximum protection of human 

health from the potential caminogmic 
effects due to -of- 
chsorwdlaw~in(ppr~d 
contamiuated wales and amlaminated 
aquatic oganisms, the ambient water 
concentration &odd be zero bmed 011 
tin naAreshold assumption for this 

cb&caL However, zero leved may not 
be Mainable at the present time. 
Themfora the levels which may msdt in 
incmmental increase of cMarrirkover 
the lifetime am estimated at 10-T 10-t 
ad l(r? The cormrponding criteria are 
9.4 peit .~4 pg/l. and .a~ j~g/L 
respectively. lf the above ‘nttma tas an 
made for consumption of aquatic 
organisms only, excluding consumption 
of water. the level8 am 2.430 pg/l. 243 
pg/L and 24.3 rg/l nspecthely. Other 
conct?nlmtiona representing different 
rfsklewhmapbac&5ilatedbyaaaof 
lb GuidcHnea The risk estimate mugs 
ir pmmnted for information purposes 
anddaesnotrep-anAgency 
judgmmt on an ‘aczaptabb” risk level. 

Pathnpmtecfionofhumanheah.b 
hxn the toxic properties of l.l.l- 
trichlometlm.u4 ingeeted lbrough watar 
and contaminated aquatic organism the 
ambient water criterion is determined to 
be ~.4 mg/L 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of 1.1.1.-M- 
chlamethane ingested thmagb 
contaminated aqaadc organisms alone. 
the ambient water crfteriau ie 
dey=eed to be 1.03 g/l. 

amximam protection of human 
health horn the potential caminogenic 
4ffects due to exposum of LLZ- 
trichbmethfme through lngestfon of 
amtaminated’wat4r and contaminated 
aquatic organisms, the ambient water 
cnncanhdon should be zam based on 
the non-threshoid assumption for this 
chamicaL However, zero level may not 
be attainable at the presant tinm 
Themfara the levels which muy naait in 
-fnawaeofcancer risk over 
the Iifetime are ertfmatmi at lo-', lo-‘, 
and UP. The cnrmaponding criteria am 
~wiL~dL=d.~lrgiL 
mspecdvdy; If the above estimates are 
ma& for consumption of aquatic 
orgsnisms only. excluding consumption 
of wder, the IeveL are 418 pg/L 418 
pg/l and 4.18 j&l respectively. Other 
concadration8 representing different 
risk levels may be calculated by use of 
the Guidelines. The risk estimate range 
is presented for information purposes 
and doas not represent an Agency 
ju$b;, on an “acceptable” risk !eveL 

maximam protection of human 
health &XII the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of LLU-t&a- 
chlomethane through ingestion of 
contamfnated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisms. the ambient water 
concentration should be zero based on 
the non-threshold auumptiar for this 
chemicai. However. rem level may not 
he attainable at the present time. 
~erefo~$;~~ yfMch may result in 

canwrrlskover 
the lifetime am astlmatedut10-? lo-7 

andlQ?Tlm axresponding criteria are 
1.7pg/L.17pgit Pnd.m7pg/t 
nspectivaly. If tha above aatimatea am 
made for consumption of aquatic 
ogarlirms only. excluding consumption 
of water, the levels are 107 lg/t 10.7 
pg/l, and 1.~7 pg/l. respectively. Other 
concentrations representing different 
risk levels may be calculated by use of 
the Guidelinea. The risk estimate range 
is presented for information purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk IeveL 

For the maximum pmtection of human 
health fmm the potendal cambmgenic 
effects due to ew of hexa- 
chlometbne though fngestfaa of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisms. the ambient water 
concentration should be zerobared on 
the non-threshold assumption for this 
cbemiwL However, zem level may not 
be attainable at the present time. 
Therefprs. the levels which may msult in 
incremental increa8e of cancer risk over 
the lifetime am estimated at 10-S IO-*, 
and 1Cr'. The corresponding criteria are 
19 &I. 13 pgit and 29 pa/L 
mspectively. ff the above estimates are 
ma& for consumption of aquatic 
organisms only, excluding consumption 
of water. the levels am 87.1 &L 8.74 
pg/L and 87 PgfL raspectiveiy. Other 
concenlratioua representing different 
risk levels may be cajcuia ted by USC of 
the Guideliner. The risk estimate range 
is presented for information purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acoeptabie” risk level. 

Using the preaeut guidelines. a 
satisfactury criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the insufficiency in 
the avaiiable data for 
monochlorosthaw. 

Using the present guidelines, a 
satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the insuBiciency in 
the available data for l.l,- 
dichloro4than4. 

Using the present guidelines, a 
satisfactory aiterion cannot be derived 
at this time dua to the insufficiency in 
the availabh data for ,l,l.l.Z- 
tetrachlomethaua 

Usfng the present guidelines. a 
satirfactory aiterioa cannot be derived 
at this ttme due to the Insufficiency in . 
the availabls data for 
pentachlomethane. 

Chlorinated Nuphthdenea 

Freshwater Aquatic Life 
The ax&lab14 data for chlocinat4d 

naphthalanes lndhte that acuta 
toxicity to freshwater aquatic life occurs 
at cmcuntmtioas as low ss l&Xl pg/l 
and wouid occur at lower 
concentradons among species that am 
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mom sanaltive then thoee tested, No 
data are avaiiable concerning the 
chronic toxicity of chlorinated 
naphthalenes to sensitive freshwater 
aquatic life. 

Saltwater Aquatic fife 
‘The available data for chlorinated 

napthalenes indicate that acute toxicity 
to saltwater aquatic life occurs at 
concentrations as low as 7.5 pg/l and 
would occurJet lower concentrations 
among species that are more sensitive 
than those tested. No data are available 
concerning the chronic toxicity of 
chlorinated naphthalenes to sensitive 
saltwater aquatic life. 

Hunk Health 
Using the present guidelines. a 

satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the insuffkiency in 
the available data for chlorinated ’ 
napihalenes. 
Chi&ted Phenols 

Ehtshwater Aquatic fife 
The available freshwater data for 

chlorinated phenols indicate that 
toxicity genemlly Increases with 
Incmaaing chlorination. and that acute 
toxicity occur8 at concentrations as bw 
as 30 p.g/l for 4-&ioro-3-mathylpheno1 to 
greateu th.4.n 5CNlOW H/l for other 
compounds. Chronic toxicity occurs at 
concenirauoM a.a low as 970 rg/l for 
2,4,&trichlomphenol Acute and c@ronic 
toxidty wouid occur at lower 
concen@ations among species that am 
mom s8nsitive than those tested. 

Saltwatar Aquatic fife 
‘Ibe available s&water data for 

chlorinated phenols indicate that 
toxicity generally increases with 
incmaaing chlorination and that acute 
toxicity occurs at concentrations as low 
as 4411 pg/l for 2.3.&6tetrachlomphenol 
and zwoo pg/l for &ch.lomphenoI. 
Acute toxicity woaid occur at lower 
concentrations among species that are 
more sensitive than those testud. No 
data are available concerning t$e 
chronic toxicity of chlorinated phenols 
to sensitive saltwater aquatic life. 

Human Health 
Suffldent data Is not available for 3- 

monochlomphenol to derive a level 
which would pmtect against the 
potential toxicity of this compound. 
Using available organoleptic data. for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water. the estimated 
level is al pg/L It should be mcognized 
that organoleptic data as a basis fair 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have limitations and have no 

demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Sufficient data b not available for 4 
monochlomphenol to derive a level 
which would protect against the 
potential toxicity of this compound. 
Using available organoleptic data, for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water, the estimated 
level is 0.1 pg/l. It should be recognized 
that organoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Suffident data Is not available for 23- 
dichlomphenol to dprive a level which 
would pmtect against the potential 
toxicity of this compound. Using 
available organoleptic data, for 
controllhg undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water. the e&meted 
level is .04 pg/L It should be recognized 
that organoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated mlationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Sufftcient data is not available for Z,S- 
dichlomphenol to derive a level which 
would protect against the potential 
toxicity of this compound. Using 
available organoleptic data, for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water, the estimated 
level ia .S pg/L It lould be recognized 
that organoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing a water qua&y criteria 
have limitationa and have no 
demonstrated reIatio.&hip to potentfal 
adverse human health effects. 

S&dent data is not available for 26 
dicbhxophenol to derive a level which 
would protect against the potential 
toxicity of thb compound. Using 
available organoleptic date, for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quallty of ambient water. ths estimated 
level is 2 pg/L It should be recognized 
that organoleptic data am a baris for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have hitatio~ and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Sufficient data is not available for 3.4 
dichlomphenol to derive a level which 
would pmbct against the potential 
toxidty of this compound. Using 
available organoleptic data, for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water, the estimated 
level is 3 pg/L It should be recognized 
that orgenoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have titations and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Sufficient data is not available for 
~3.~6~etrachIorophenol lo derive a 

level which would protect against the 
potential toxicity of this compound . 
Using available organolepttc data, for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water. the estimated _ 
level is t kg/L It should be recognized 
that organoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated relationship to pdtential 
adverse human health effects. 

For comparison purposes, two 
appmaches were wed to derive 
criterion levels for 2.4.~trichlomphenol. 
Based on available toxicity data, for the 
pmtection of public health. the derived 
level ie ~8 mg/L Using available 
organolepdc da& for controlling 
undesirable taste and odor quality of 
ambient water. the estimated level is 1.0 
pg/L It shouId be recognized that 
organoleptlc data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have WtatioM, and have no 
demonstrated mlationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

For the maximum protection of human 
health &oxn the potential carcinogenic 
effecta due to exposure of 24.8 
trichkuophenol through ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisms. the ambient water. 
concentition should be zam based on 
the non-threshold assumption for this 
chemical However, zem level may not 
be attainable at the present time. 
Therefom, the levels which may result in 
incremental increasti of cancer ti over 
ths lifetime am estimated at lo-‘, Xl-? 
and 1~‘. The corresponding criteria am 
12 pg/L 12 pg/L and .I2 141 
mspectively. If the above estimates are 
made for consumption of aquatic 
organ.isms only, excluding CoMumpdon 
of water, the levels am 36 j~g/l, 3.8 pg/L 
and .36 pg/l mspectively. Other 
concentxations representing different 
risk levels may be calculated by use of 
the Guidelines. The risk estimate range 
is presented for inforfnation purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk level. 

Using available organoleptic data. for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water, the estimated 
level is z pg/l. It should be recognized 
that organoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criterion 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Suffident data is not available for Z- 
methyl-ecbiomphenol to derive a level 
which would protect against any 
potential toxidty of this compound 
Using available orgenoleptlc date. for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quaky of ambient water, the estimated 
Ieve! is 1800 pg/L It should be a 
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recog&d that orgftnolsptic data as a 
butsforestxblisbingrw8ter~ 
critorlon haw limitati- and have na 
demonstrated reiadonsktp to potnntial 
adverse human bealtb effeck 

SufiIdant data is not avaiJabk for 3- 
methyl4chlomphenol to derive a level 
which would protact against the 
potential toxidty of this compound. 
Using availabie organoleptic deta. for 
controlling undesirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water, the estimated 
level is 3000 pg/L It should be 
rea@zed that organolepdc d8ita as a 
bads for estabiiahiag a weter quaiity 
criterion haw timitatfo~ sod haw no 
demonstrated relaticnahip to potentiai 
advame human health a&c& 

Std!3dent data is not available far 3- 
methyi4&lomphenol to duriw a law4 
which would pmtoct against the 
potential torddty of this cmnpomrd. 
Using available organofeptlc data, for 
amtrolling undestiie taste and odm 
quality of ambient water. t6e eetimated 
level is 20 pgjl. It shonld be. mcog&ed 
that organoleptic data as a basis for 
wtabhhing a water quality criterion 
have limitations and baw no - 
demonstrated nlatlonship to potential 
adysrse human health effects. 

-- 
l?ndmmr Aqoatfc Lip 

The avaihbls data for w 
8thec8iabii&albtttdacobtDoddtyto 
hshwatar SqAAtic Ii& Qrxurs at 
amcemtmdcmaastowas~~ 
fmdwodciocavatiowu 
ConcentratiOM among species that am 
momLmit)yIthuldnm8~~No 
de&ritiw dati are availa& amcezn& 
thedaudctaidtyofchlomalkylethers 
to maaitive frqhwatu up&c life. 

hwoter Aquaiic tife 
No. s&water oropnismr have bmn 

tRStdldWith~chiaroalkyI.~mdrw, 
statament CM be Bade B ecota 
and chmnk toxi&y. 

Hlmxm HecM 
Por the maximuIl!protsciionofhomRn 

health &WI ths potenual e 
effect8duetn axpouPsofbis- 
(chlommethyl)-ether through blgssdon 
of contamlnatCd water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms, th8 
ambient watar amcMtmtion s&mid be 
zero based on the non-threshold 
Msumpdasl for this chemical !iowever. 
zem level may not bo ettainable at the 
prw8nt time. Therdom the laoelm which 
may mealt In izMx%menral infxease of 
cancarriskovertbehfntimaara 
esdmated at lo-? lo-? and lo-‘. TIM 
wrrMpondiIlgcriteriaara~~ 
.RXM rig/L and .ooo36 ngjl respeciiwfy. 

Iftheabowestinutnsuemadafor 
consumption of aquatkagg only, 
-l=w ConalmpdazI of m* the 
levels am 16.4 ngjL IA4 rig/L and .I86 
ng /L respectively. Other concentrations 
mptwsenttng different risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the G&Mines. The 
risk estimate mge is pmsmted for 
information pCrposes and doea not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk level. 

For the maximum protection of human 
health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of bis (Z- 
chlomethyc) et&r through bg~tfon of 
contandnated water and contaminated 
aquatic organiumh the ambient wetu 
conc~tration should be zero hased on 
the non-threshold assumption for this 
chl(mirJI1. However. mm lewl may not 
be attainable at the pmsent tima 
Themforrh the levels which may reauh in 
i~~cmmantnl increase of cancer risk over 
the lifsttme am estimated at 10-S IO-‘, 
and lo-‘. The corrwpoQding criteria are 
.3&lIrsrs/Landa03&# 
mpecdvely. If &a abow estimates are 
ma& for wnsumptfon of aquatic 
orgalhms only. SJcchl~ ammnlption 
cd watar. the 1~04s am 13.8 pg/L 136 
ccc/L and ,130 ~gjL respecnvely. Other 
conmntradons repreeenting different 
dsk lewls may be caicnlated by nsa of 
the Gidtidhes. The risk estimete range 
la pmaeded for hfomadon pqmses 
and doea not rupresent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk IeveL 

For the pmtectlon of human health 
from the toxic pmpertieg of his (z- 
chloroisopropy~ ether ingested through 
watu and contaminated aquatic 
organimna ths ambient water criterion 
ir&tMGImdtOh434.7cle/L 

For the pratecdon of h- health 
&omthetO)(iEprupeAeofbis(& 
chk=+ToPYl) ether Weeted thrwgh 
codammated aquatie orgaAma alone, 
the ambient wat8r critarion is 
&tsmrtnsdtbka38!llgjL 

chbxofocm 

Fmshwoter Aquatic Life 

The available data for cholomform 
idkate that acut toxicity to k&water 
aqua& life occurs at concentrations as 
low as zwoo PgjL and would ocax at 
lower concMtmtioM among sped&s 
that ~IW more sensitive than the tbme 
tested species. Twenty-seven-day L&SO 
valu88 lnciicrb that chronic toxicity 
occum at concentrations aa low es 1240 
w/L and could occur at lower 
conwntredons among spedea or other 
ufe stagrs hat am mom renaikivs than 
the eariiest life cy& stage of the 
rainbow trout. 

Wtwutur AquuLic Life 

The data base for saltwater spedea is 
limited to one test and no statement can 
be made concerning acute or cbnmic 
toxicity. 

Human HedtJ~ 

For the maximum protection of human 
health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposuxa of chloroform 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms, 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zero based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemfc.aL However, 
zero level may not bo attainable at the 
present time. Themfom. the levels which 
may result In incremental increare of 
cancer risk over the lifetime am 
estimatedat1CC IT? and lo-? Tha 
cormrpond@ criteria am 1.90 pgjL .I9 
pg jt and .ol9 pg jL respectively. If the 
above estknates am made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only, 
excluding consumption of water, the 
levels am 157 PgjL 15.7 pgjl. and 1.~7 
rg/L respectively. Other concentrations 
representing different risk levels may be 
caicdated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
informatIon purposes and does not 
repmsent an Agency jcdgmemt on an 
“acceptable” risk leve!. 

The availatbe data for 2-chloropbenol 
lndicptn that acute tnxidty to freshwater 
aquatic life occurs at concentrationa aa 
low as 4,380 pgjl and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are mom sensitive that thosa tutad 
No definitive data are avaiiabie 
concerning the cbmnic toxicity of Z- 
chlomphenol to sensitive &eshwater 
aqmtic life but flavor impairment occura 
in on0 spech of&h at concentration 
aslowasZfXXl~L 

saitwuter Aqmtic tifs 

No saltwater organisms have been 
tested with Z-chiomphenol and no 
statement can be made concerning acute 
and chronic toxicity. 

Human Health 

Sufficient data is not available for Z- 
chlomphenol to derive a level which 
would protect against the potential 
toxiddty of this compWld Using 
availabIa organ&p& data. for 
controll@ undesirable tarta and odor 
quality of amblent water, the estimated 
level L Ql pgjl It should be recognized 
that ogawleptk data M 8 berir for 
estabhahing e water quality uitsria 
have hitatio~ and have no 
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demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effecta. 

Freshwater Aquatic Gfe 
For total recoverable hexavalent 

chromium the criterion to protect 
freshwater aquatic life as derived using 
the Guidelines is 0.29 pg/l as a ZJ-hour 
average and the concentration should 
not exceed 21 pgjl at any time. 

For freshwater aquatic life the 
concentration (in pg/l] of total 
recoverable trivalent chromium should 
not exceed the numerical value given by 
“e(l.o8(ln(hardnesr)] + 3.48)” at any 
time. For example, at hardneseer of 50, 
lOOarid2rBJmg/larCaC~the 
concentration of total recoverable 
trivalent chromium should not exceed 
ZZDJ,~JW, and 9,9Ul pg/l, mrpectively, 
at any time. The available data indicate 
that chronic toxicity to freshwater 
aquatlc life occum at concentrationa a8 
low a rc~ pg/l and would occur at lower 
concentratione among species that are 
nom sensitive than those tested 

quitwater Aquatic fife 
For total recoverable hexavalent 

Aromium the criterion to protect 
saltwater aquatic life am derived using 
the Guideliner it 18 rg/l as a %-hour 
average and the concentration should 
not exceed 1~41 Fg/l at any time. 

For total recoverable trivalent 
chromium. thaavaiiabe data mdicate 
that acute toxicity to saltwater aquatic 
Lfe occur3 at concentration8 ad low ar 
IWOO PgjL and would occur at lower 
amcentratlonn amoung specie8 that are 
more aenaitive than those tested No 
data are available concerning the 
chronic toxicity of trivalent chromium to 
aenaitive saltwater aquatic life. 

Humqn Health 
For the protection of human health 

kun the toxic prop&es of Chromium 
III ingested through water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms. the 
ambient water criterion ir determined to 
be 1~0 mgjt 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of Ghmmium 
Ill ingested through contaminated 
aquatic organisms alone, the ambient’ 
water criterion ia determined to be 3433 
mglL 

The ambient water quality criterion 
for total Chromium VI is recommended 
to be identical to the existing drinking 
water standard which is 50 pg/L 
Anelysis of the toxic effects data 
resulted in a’ calculated level which is 
pmtective of human health against the 
ingestion of contaminated water and 
contaminated aquatic organismn. The 

cakulatsd value i.a comparable to the 
present rtandard. For thir mamon a 
selective criterion baaed on exposure 
solely fmm consumption of 8.5 grams of 
aquatic organisms war not derived. 

CoPpsr 
Fresh water Aquatic fife 

For total recoverable copper the 
criterion to protect freshwater aquatic 
life as derived using the Guidelines is 5.8 
pgjl aa a &hour average and the 
concentration (in pgjl) should not 
exceed the numerical value given by 
e(O.S4(ln(hardness))-1.23) at any time. 
For example, at hardnesres of SO, 100, 
and 2M) mg /I CaCO, the concentration 
of total mcoverable copper should not 
exceed 12 22 and 43 pg/l at any time. 
S&water Aquatic fife 

For total reooverable copper the 
criterion to protect saltwater aquatic life 
as dtived uring the Guidelines is 4.0 
pgjl ae a Z.&hour average and the 
concentration should not exceed 23 pgjl 
at &y time. 

Human Health 
Suf&&nt data b not available for 

copper to derive a level which would 
pmteot against the potential toxicity of 
this compound Using available 
organoleptic data. for controlling 
undesirable taste and odor quality of 
ambient water, the estimated level is 1 
mg/L It should be recognked that 
organoleptic data aa a basir for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have limitationa and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effecte. 

CYd 
Fre~hwuter Aquatic fife 

For free cyanide (sum of cyanide 
prenent as HCN and CN’, expressed as 
GNJ the criterion to protect freshwater 
aquatic life aa derived using the 
Guideliner Is 3.5 rgjl as a 24-hour 
average and the concentratfon should 
not exceed 52 kg/l at any time. 

Saitwater Aquatic fife 
The available data for kee cyanide 

(sum of cyanide present as HCN and 
GN’, expressed es W indicate that 
acute toxicity to sahater aquatic life 
occur3 at concentrations as low as 30 
pg/I and would occur at lower 
concentrations among species that are 
more sensitive than those tested If the 
acute-chronic ratio for saltwater 
organisms is similar to that for 
keshwater organisms, chronic toxicity 
would occur at concentrations as low aa 
2.0 pg/l for the tested species and at 
lower concentra Lions among specie8 

that are more sensitive than tho6e 
tested. 
Human Health 

The ambient water quality criterion 
for cyanide is recommended to be 
identical to the existing drinking water 
standard which is ZOO pgjl. Analysis of 
the toxic effects data resulted in a 
calculated level which is protective of 
human health against the ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisms. The calculated value 
is comparable to the present standard. 
For this mason a seiective criterion 
based on exposure solely from 
consumption of-S.5 grams of aquatic 
organhna war not derived 
DDT and Metabdites 

FmhwaterAquatk Life 

DDT 
For DDT and ib metaboiites the 

criterion to pmtect freshwa:er aquatic 
life an derived using the Guidelines is 
O.OOlO pgjl as a &hour average and the 
concentration should not exceed 1.1 pg/l 
at any time. 

TDE 
The available data for l7JE indicate 

that acute toxicity to freshbjater aquatic 
life occur9 at concentrations as low as 
0.8 pgjl and would occur at lower 
concentratIona among species that are 
more sensitive than those tested No 
data are available concerning the 
chronic toxicity of TDE to sensitive 
freshwater aquatic life. 

DDE 
The available data for CCE indicate 

that acute toxicity to freshwater aquatic 
life occur3 at concentrations ad low as 
1.050 pg /I and would occur at lower 
concentrations among species that are 
more sensitive than those tested No - 
data are available concerning the 
chronic toxicity of DDE to sensitive 
freshwater aquatic Life. 

Saltwater Aquatic fife 

DDT 
For DDT and its metabolites the 

criterion to protect saltwater aquatic life 
as derived using the Guidelines is 0.0010 

_ pgjl ar a %-hour average and the 
concentration rhould not exceed 0.13 
pgjl at any time. 

TDE 
The available data for ‘IDE indicate 

that acute toxicity to saltwater aquatic 
life occur8 at concentrations a9 low as 
3.6 pg/l and would occur at lower 
concentrationa among species that are 
more sensitive than those tested No 
data are available concerning the 
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chronic toidty of TDE to eensitive 
naltwater aquatic life. 

DDE 
The available data for DDE indicate 

that acute toxicity to saltwater aquatic 
life occum at concentrattona as low a8 
14 pg/l and would occur at lower 
conc8ntradona among 3pedes that ar8 
mom sensitive than those tested No 
data are available concerning the 
chronic toxicity of DDE to sensitive 
aaitwaief aquatic life. 

Human Heawl 
For the ImJcimum pmteclion of human 

health from the potential canzinogenic 
effects due to exporurs of DDT through 
Ingestion of contaminated watm and 
contaminated aquatic oganiams, the 
ambient water concentration s&mId be 
zem baaed on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical. However, 
zua levd may not be attainable at the 
pr88ent time. Therefura, the IeveIa which 
map nmlit in incn?znental lncr8sae af 
canmr risk over the lifetime are 
estimated at lo-‘, lo-*, and l[r? The 
wrrespondi.ng @teria are 24 rig/L -024 
ngf 1, and MIU ng /I. respectively. If ths 
above estimates are made for 
conmunption of aquatic organi8m8 onfy. 
8xdudlng consumption of water, the 
lev8LwZIng/L.a#ngjLand.a!24 
rig/L r8sp8ctiv8ly. Other concemtration8 
nprssanting difk8nt risk l8vela may he 
c&dated by use of the Gufdeifnea The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
mpresent an Agency judgment of an 
“acceptabl8” risk level. 

- 
Adrwatar Aquatic fifs 

The aveihble dati for. 
cwlombenz8n8a hldht8 that acute 
and chronic toldcity to frsshwat88 
aquatic life occur at concentrations a8 
!ow as 1.120 and 783 pfl/L rerpaCtiV8iy. 
and would occur at lowu 
comxntrationn among spedea that am 
mon3 sensitive than thou8 t8st8d. 
.%.kw-atar Aquatic fife 

Th8 available data for 
dichhrrobenzanes indicate that acute 
tuxidty to @&water aquatic Ilfs occura 
at concadrations as low aa 1.970 pg/l 
and would occur at lower 
conc8ntraUo~ among spades that am 
more sensitive than those tested No 
data am available concerning the 
cbmnic toxidty of dichhob8nZ8n8r to 
rhnritive raihvater aquatic Ilie. 

HumMHiulith 
For the pmthction of human health 

from the toxic pmperties of 
dichiom&mzen8s (all isomera) ingwt8d 

thmugb water and contaminated aquattc 
organiame, the ambient water criterion 
b detarmined to be 400 4. 

For the protsction of human health 
from the toxic propertier of S 
dichlombenzenes (all isomers) ingerted 
through contaminated aquatic organisms 
done. tha ambient water criterion is 
determined to be ~8 mg/l. 
lncb.&mbeMidin8s 

Frdhwuter Aquatic tife 

The date base available for 
dichlorihenzidinee and fre8hwater 
orgad8m.n is limited to one test on 
bioconcen&ation of ha’- 
dichIoro&ruidhie and no statement can 
be made conc8rrling acut 0WAlmnic . 
toxidty; 

S&water Aquatic L$Y 
No u&water organisuu havs been 

tested with any dichlombeuzidine and 
no statement can be made concaming 
acut Q chmaic tmddty. 

Human ff8dh 

For tha maximum pmtection of human 
health fmm the pot8ntiai cardnog8n.ic 
effects due to exposure of 
dichlombmddh8 through hg8stion of 
amtamhat8d water and contaminated 
aquatic orga&ma th8 ambiant wathr 
concentration should be zem bare on 
th non-threshold armunption for this 
chemicd. However, zero Ieva may-sot 
be attainable at the pr888nt timb. 
Tlmmforu th8 hrveia wbicb may result tn 
incmmmtal incr8aea of cancer risk over 
the lIf8Um8 are 8sUmat8d at lo-? 103 
and 10-‘. The corr8aponding criteria are 
.lm p#/t .Oim r#/L and .Otnm 41 
r8spectlvely. If tha above e&hates am 
made for coruumptton of aquatic 
ogani8ma only, axduding comumption 
of water, the levek ar8 2U4 M/L .0204 
pgjL and mm4 pg/L rsspectively. 
ckh!C COIl~X&atiOnr rSprSZW!ltiIl~ 

dierent risk levels may k caiculat8d 
by are of the Guidelinea The risk 
ertimato rang8 is prerented for 
infon~tion purposes and does not 
rapresent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” rink 1eveL 

D&bIrJm8thyien8a 

Fmshwatk Aquatic Ufe 

Thd available data for 
dichlomethylenes indicate that acute 
toxicity to freshwater aquatic life occurs 
at concentratlonr as low a8 11.800 &l 
and wouid occur at lower 
conc8x1tratio~ among spcder that are 
mom renaith than there tested. No 
definitim data are available concarning 
the chronic toxicity of dichlomthylener 
to senattfvs freshwater aquatic !ife. 

Suhwter Aquutic Lifs 
The available data for 

dichlorethylenea indicate that aam 
roxidty to 6altwatar aquatic lif8 occura 
at concentrationa a8 low aa 224.CXlO pg/l 
and would occlll at lower 
concentrationa among speciea that are 
more sensitive than those h?¶kd. No 
data are available concerning the 
chmnic toxicity dichloroethylenes to 
sensitive saltwater aquatic life. 

Hun& Hedh 
For th8 maximum protection of human 

healtb from the potential cardnogenic 
effecte due to exporure of 
tl-diddomethylme through lng8sUon oi 
contaminated water and wntamin~ted 
aquatic organisms, the ambient water 
conamtraUon should be 5830 baned on 
the non-&e&old assumption for this 
chnicai. However. zem level may not 
be attainable at th8 present time. 
Tlmmfon. tbr lada which may msuit in 
incz8menta.l inam of cancer risk ovu 
the lifetIm am ertimated at 10-7 107 
and l(r’. The corresponding criteria am 
.33&Lm&Lmd.-3Pg/t 
respectively. If the above estimates am 
mad8 for consumption of aquatic 
organi.9ms only, exduding consumption 
of water, the levels me Ias pg/L 1.85 
p$3/t and ,188 pfj/L fftSp8CtiVdy. OthU 
conc8ntmtions npmsenting different 1 
risk levels ma$ be calculated by use of 
the Guidelinea The risk estimate range 
ir pr88enthd for information purposes 
and doea not rapresent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk level. 

Using the pmaent guidelines a 
satirfactoj criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the inmffkency in the 
available date for X&dichiomethyiena 

u-v 
Freshwater Aquatic fife 

The available data for U- 
dichiomphenol indicate that acute and 
chmnic toxicity to freshwater aquatic 
l.if8 occura at concentrationa as low as 
2.020 and 366 pg/L respectively, and 
would occur at lower concantrations 
among rp8d88 that am mom sensitive 
that thoe8 tented. Mortality to early life 
rtagar of one rpeder of fish occ?23 at 
conc8ntratio~ aa low aa 70 pg}L 

Saltwater Aquatic tife 
Only one test ban been conducted 

with saltwater organism3 on Z4- 
dichlomphenol and no statement can be 
made concerning acute or chronic 
toxidty. 

Human Had& 
For comparison purpo8ea two 

approachem were used to derivs 
criterion levels for &CdichlomphenoL 
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h~meu u’~ dval;abie toxicity data. for the 
protection of public health, the derived 
level L 3.09 mg/L Using available 
orgenolcptic data, for cantrollIng 
undwimble taste and odor quality of 
ambient water, the estimated level is 0.3 
lg/L It should be recognized that 
oganoleptic data as a basis for 
establishing 5 water quality criteria 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated rela:ionship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

MchlomqmWW~O~pmP- 
Fndwater Aquatic fife 

The available date for 
dichlompmpanes indicate that acute 
and chronic toxicity lo freshwater 
aquatic life oaxu5 at concentration5 a8 
Iow M 23.oOo and 5.7oo pg/l. 
reqmcti~dy, and would occur at lower 
wncentmtions among species that am 
more sensitive than those tea&i 

The available data for 
dichlompmpenes indicate that acute 
and ciudc toxicity to hbwater 
aquatic life occur at concentration5 a5 
low PI 6.060 and ~4 pg/l. respectively, 
and would occur at lower 
wncentr8tion.8 among specie5 that am 
mom titive than those tented. 

2k.ifwate.r Aquatic Gfe 
The available data for 

dichlompmpanej indicate that acute 
and chmnic toxidty to saltwater aquatic 
life fxizm at amcentsditms aa low as 
la300 ad 3LMo pgn m3pedivt?iy, and 
wonId occur at lower concentrations 
among species that am more sensi@e 
than those test& 

The avaiIable data for 
dichlompmpene5 indicate that acuute 
t&city to saltwater aquatic life occum 
at concentrations a8 low a an 790 pg/L 
and would occur at lower 
wnkntratlon5 among speder that am 
more sensitive than those tested No 
&ta are avaiIabie concerning the 
chronic toxicity of dichloropmpener ta 
sensitive saltwater aquatic lifk 

Human Health 

Using the present guideliz& a 
satinfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the inaufticiency in 
the available data fat dichlompmpanea. 

For the protection of humen he&b 
from the inxtc pmperties of 
dicMompmpene5 Ingested through 
water and contaminated aquatic 
organiar~, the ambient water criterion 
irdetmminedtobewjbg/L 

For the pmtectioa of human health 
km4 the toxic pmpartiea of 
dichlompmpener ingested through 
wntadnated aquatic organisms alo- 

the ambient water criterion is 
determined to be 14.1 mg/L 
~4DimetbylphenoI 

Freshwater Aquatic fife 
The available data for 2.4 

aquatic orga&~, the ambient water 
concentration should be zem based on 
the non-threshold assumption for this 
chemical. However, zem level may not 
be attainable at the present time. 

- Thekfare. the levels which m& result in 
incremental increase of cancer-ri5k over 
the lifetime are estimated at ItI”, 10-f 
and lo-‘. The corresponding criteria are 
1.1 pgjl. 0.11 w/L and 0.011 pg/L 
respectively. If the above estimates are 
made for consumption of aquatic 
organism5 only. excluding consumption 
of water, the level5 am 91 Kg/L 9.1 pg/L 
and 0.W pg/l. respectively. Other 
concentration5 representing different 
risk levelr may be calculated by u5e of 
the Guidelines. The risk estimate rango 
is presented for information purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk level. 

dimethylphenol indicate that acute 
toxicity to freshwater aquatic life occurs 
at concentrations as low as 2.120 pg/l 
and would occur at lower 
concentraticns among species that are 
more sensitive than those tested. No 
data are avaiIable Iconcerning the 
chunk toxicity of dimethyiphenol to 
sensitive freshwater aquatic life. 
Sdhvahr Aquatic Ufe 

No saltwater organisma have been 
tested with 2Adimethylphenol and no 
statement can be made concerning acute 
and chronic toxicity. 

Human He&h 
Su&ient data are not available for 

24dimethyiphenol to derive a level 
which wouid pmtect agairut the 
potential toxicity of this compound 
Using avaAable organoleptic data. for 
controlling undersirable taste and odor 
quality of ambient water, the estimated 
level L 410 pg/L It should be recognized 
that organoiepfic data a5 a basis for 
establishing a water quality criteria 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated relation&@ to potential ’ 
adverse human health effecta. 

24mnitmt01uane 

Fmhwder Aquatic fife 
The available date for 24 

dinitmtoiuene indicate that acute and 
chmpic toxicity +o freshwater aquatic 
life occurs at concentration5 as low as 
330 and 230 pg/L respectively, and 
would occur at lower concentration5 
among rpedes that are more sensitive 
than those tested 

Whvabr Aquatic Life 
The avaiIable data for 2.4 

dinitrotoluenea indicate that acute 
toxicity to saltwater aquatic life occurs 
at concentrations aa low a5 590 pg/l and 
would occur at lower concentrations 
among species that are more sensitive 
than those tested. No data are available 
concerning the chronic toxicity of 2.4 
dinitmtoluene5 to swsitive saltwater 
aquatic life but a decrease in algal cell 
number5 occurs at concentrations aa 
low a5 370 pg/L * 

Human Htiaith 
For the maximum protection of human 

health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of 2.4 
dinitmtoluene through ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 

l&Mphenylhydraxine 

Freshwater Aquatic fife 
The available data for 1.~ 

diphenythydrazine indicate That acute 
toxicity lo freshwater aquanc life occur5 
at concentration5 as low as 270 pg/l and 
would occur at lower concer;trationa 
among specie5 that are morz sensitive 
than those tested. No data ::e available 
concerning the chronic toxlt,ty of 1.2- 
diphenylhydrazine lo sensitive 
freshwater aquatic life. 

Saltwater Aquatic Life 
No aalhvater organisms have been 

tested with x&diphenyihydrazine and 
no statement can be made concoming 
acute and chronic toxicity- 

Human Heakh 

For the maximum protection of human 
health fmm the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of II- 
diphenylhydrazine through ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisms. the ambien1 water 
concentration rhould be zero based on 
the non-threshold assllmption for this 
chemical. However, zero level may not 
be attainable at the present time. 
Therefore. the levek which may result in 
incremental increase of cancer risk over 
the lifetime are estimated at IO-‘, 10-f 
and IO-‘. The corresponding criteria are 
422 rig/L 42 r&L and 4 w/L 
rerpectively. If the above 88timetes are 
made far consumption of aquatic 
organism5 only, excluding consumption 
of water, the level5 are 5.8 pg/L 0.56 
pg/L and 0.0~6 pgit rt+Wvely. 
Other concentration5 repmen ’ 

. 

3il different risk level5 may be cal ted 
by u5e of the Guidelines. The rfak 
ertimata range i5 presented for 
k&xmation PUIJZKM~~ and doee riot 
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reprelent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” rimk level 

Enddan 
Fresh wutsr Aquatic Life 

For endosulfan the criterion to protect 
freshwater aquatic life as derived using 
the Guidelines is 0.056 pg/l aa a Z&hour 
average and the concentration should 
not exceed 0.22 pg/l at any time. 
Sakater Aquatic Life 

For endorrulfan the criterion to protect 
m&water aquatic life am derived wing 
the CuideUner is O.CSJ67 pg/l ae a 24 
hour averege and the conceatration 
should not exceed 0.034 pejl at anj 
time. 
Human Heaith 

For the pmtection’of human health 
fmm the toxic propertier of endorulfan 
ingested through water and 
contaminated aquatic orgnni~ms. the 
ambient water criterion ir determined to 
b74pgjL 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic pmperties of andoruifen 
ingested through contaminated aqnatic 
orga&ma alone. the ambient water 
criterion is determined to be 159 rg/L 

Eadlin 
Fmhwwtar Aquatic fife 

For endrin the criterion to pmtect 
frerhwater aquatic life aa derived using 
t.heGuideiinerisO.OO23~g/Iasa24- 
hour average and the concentmtton 
should not exceed 0.18 pg/l.at any time. 

Saitwuter Aquatic fife 
For endrin the titerion to pmtect 

raltwater aquatic life an dtived using 
the Guidelines ia 0.0023 pg/l aa a 24- 
hour avcrags and the concentration 
should not exceed 0.037 &l at any 
tfiqc 
HUUl#U@tdth 

The ambient water quality kiteujon 
for andrin la recommended to be 
identical to the exist$ng drink&g water 
standard which ill 1 &L Analysis of the 
toxic effects data resulted in a. 
calculated level which ia protective of 
human health againat the ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organirma. The cakulated value 
ia comparable to the present rtandard. 
For thie reason a selective criterion 
based on exposure solely from 
consumption of 6.5 gram8 of aquatic 
organisms was not derived. 

Ethylbenzena 

FrenhwaterAquatic Life 
The available data for ethylbenzene 

indicate that acute toxicity to freshwater 

aquatic life ocm at concentrutiona as 
low an ~Z.IXXJ pg/l and would occur at 
lower concentration8 among species 
that am mom sensitive than those 
tested. No defkitive date are available 
concerning the chronic toxicity of 
ethylbenzene to sensitive freshwater 
aqua tic life. 

Saltwater Aquatic Life 

The avadable data for ethylbenzene 
indicate that acute toxicity to saltwater 
aquatic life occur9 at concentration8 a8 
low aa 43.0 pg/l and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that am more aemitive than those 
tested. No data am available concerning 
the chronic toxidty of ethylbenzene to 
renritive a&water aquatic life. 

Human Health 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic pmperties of 
ethylbenzene ingested through water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms, 
the ambient water criterion b 
determined to be 1.4 mgjl. 

For the pmtection of human health 
from the toxic pmpertier of 
ethylbenzene ingested through 
contaminated aquatic organisms alone. 
the ambient water criterion ir 
determined to be 3.~8 mg/L 

Flnonitbene 

FraJhwater Aquatic’fife 

The’available date for fluoranthene 
indicate that acute toxicity lo freshwater 
aquatic life occura at concentrationa ar 
low PI 3980 rg/l and would occur at 
lower concantradona among species 
that are more sensitive than those 
tested. No data are available concerning 
the cbmnic toxicity of fluoranthene to * 
eenaitive bshwater aquatic life. 

- Saltwater Aquatic Life 

The available date for fluoranthene 
indkate that acute and chronic toxicity 
to saltwater aquatic life occur at 
concentrationr an low an 40 and 16 pg/l. 
respectively, and would occur at lower 
concentrationa among specie8 that are 
mom sensitive than there tested. 

Human Health 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic pmpertier of fluoranthene 
ingested through water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms. the 
ambient water criterion ir determined to 
be 12 pg/L 

For the protection of human heal& 
from the toxic pmpertier of fluoranthene 
ingested through contaminated aquatic 
oganirrmr alone. the ambient water 
criterion is determined to be 54 rg/l. 

Haloetilu¶ 
Freshwater Aquatic Life 

The available data for hakhera 
indicate that acute and chronic toxicity 
to freshwater aquatic life occur at 
concentration9 aa low as 380 and 122 
pg/L respectively, and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are more sensitive than those 
tested. 
Saltwater Aquatic Life 

No s&water organismr have been 
tested with any haloether and no 
statement can be made concerning acute 
or chronic toxicity. 

Human Health 
Using the present guidelines, a 

satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at thin time due to the insufficiency in 
the available data for haloethers. 

Freshwater Aquatic Life 
The available data for halomethanea 

indicate that acute toxicity to freeshwater 
aquatic life occura at concentrationa a8 
low aa II.OCYJ rg/l and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are more sensitive than there 
tested. No data are available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of halomethanes to 
sensitive frsshwater aquatic life. 

Saltwater Aquatic fife 
Ths available data for halomethanes 

indicate that acute and chrunic toxicity 
to saltwater aquatic life occur at 
concentrations an low aa lZoo0 and 
8,400 pg/L mspectively, and would 
occur at lower tioncentrations among 
species that are more sensitive than 
thore tested A decrease in algal call 
numbera occurs at concentrations as 
low ar ll.SCXl pg/L 
Humcm He& 

For the maximum pmtection of human 
health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of 
chiommethane. bmmomethane. 
dichlommethane. 
bmmodichlommethane. 
tribmmomethane. 
dichlomdifluommethane. 
trich.iomfluommethane, or combinations 
of these chemicals through ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisms. the ambient water 
concentration should be zem based on 
the non-threshold assumption for this 
chemical. However, zero level may not 
be attainable at the present time. 
Themfore. the levels which may result in 
incremental increase of cancer risk over 
the lifetimes are estimated at 10-Y IO-‘, 
and IO-‘. The corresponding criteria are 
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1.9 pg/l. 0.19 pg/L and ama rs/L 
mrpectively. If the above estimates are 
made for consumptiori of aquatic 
0rgMirms only, exduding consumption 
of water. the levels are 157 rg/L 15.7 
&L and l.s‘pg/L respactivciy. Other 
concentrations representing different 
risk levels may be calculated by use of 
the Guidelines. The risk estimate range 
is presented for information purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk level 

HOptaCillor 

Fmshwater Aquatic Ufe 
For heptachlor the crittion to protect 

freshwater aquatic life as derived using 
tha Guidelines is 0.0038 H/I as a U- 
hour average and the conc.antration 
should not I)xc6BcL 0.52 pg/l at any time. 

Sakvater Aquatic tife 

For heptachlor the criterion to protect 
saltwater aquatic life as derived using 
the Guideliner is 0.013~~ &I as e 24 
hour average and the concentration 
should not exceed 0.053 pg/l at any 
time. 

Human Heaith 
For the maximum protection of human 

health from the potential uvdaogenic 
effects due to exposure of heptachlor 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aqua& organisms, 
the ambient watet concentration should 
bu zero based on the non-thrashold 
assumption for this chemical However, 
zero level may not be attainable at the 
presaqt time. Therefore,. the heir which 
may resuIt in incremental inaaw of 
cancer rick over the lifetimea am 
estimated at IO? lo-*, and IO? The 
corresponding criteria are 275 rig/l 28 
rig/L and 428 rig/L mpactively. Ifthe 
above estimates are made for 
consumption of aquatic orgaiisms only, 
axcluding consumption of water, the 
levels em 2.55 rig/L 29 rig/L and .O29 
rig/L respectively. Other 
concentrations representing diffarent 
risk levels may be calculated by use of 
the Guidelines. The risk estimate range 
k presented for information purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk level. 

Hexachlombutadiena 

Freshwater Aqwtic fife 

The available data for 
hexachlombutadiene indicate that acute 
and chmrdcAoxicify to frrshwatur 
aquatic life occur at concentrations as 
low as 90 and 9.3 pg/L respectively. and 
would occur at lower concentrations 
among species that am more sensitive 
than those tested. 
I 

.%kwater Aquatic fife 
The available data for 

hexachlombutadiene indicate that acute 
kuddty lo saltwater aquatic life occiu-s 
at concentra!ions as low as 32 pg/l and 
would occur at lower concentrations 
among species that are more sensitive 
that those tested. No data are available 
concerning the chronic toxicity of 
hexachiombutadiene to sensitive 
saltwater aquatic life 

Human Health 
For the maximum pmtection of human 

health kom the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of 
hexachlombutadiene through ingestion 
of contaminated water and 
contaminated aqua& organisma the 
ambient water concentration should be 
zero based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical. However, 
zem level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore, the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over tie lifetimes am 
estimated at UP, IO? and lo-‘. The 
corresponding criteria are 4.47 pg/L 0.45 
w/L and 0.045 pg/L respedvely. If the 
above estimates are made for 
consumption of aqua tic organisms only, 
exduding consumption of water. the 
leveis are 500 pg/L 50 pg/L and 5 pg/l 
respectively. Other concentrations 
npresenting different risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
rep-t an Agency judgment on an 
“accuptable” risk level. 

H8JLUhlomCyClOhexplu 

Lindane 
F&water Aquatic fife 

‘For Lindane the criterion to protect 
freshwater aquatic life as derived using 
the Guidelines la 0.080 pg/l as a 24-hour 
average and the concentration should 
not axceed 2.0 pg/l at any time. 

Salhvater Aquatic rjfe 
For saltwater aquatic life the 

concentration of lindane should not 
exceed 0.18 rg/l at any time. No data 
are available concerning the chronic 
toxicity of lindane to sensitive saltwater 
aquatic life. 

BHC 

Freshw&r Aquatic Life 
The available date for a mixture of 

bomen of BHC indicate that acute 
toxicity to freshwater aquatic life occura 
at concentrations as low as 100 pg/1 and 
would o&cur at Iower concentrations 
among species that are mom sensitive 
than those tested. No data are available 

concerning the chmoic toxicity of e 
mixtum of isomers of BHC to sensitive 
&eshwater aquatic life. . 
Saitwater Aquatic Life 

The available date for a mixture of 
isomers of BHC indicate that acute 
toxicity to saltwater aquatic Life occurs 
at concentrations as low as 0.34 pg/l 
and would occur at lower 
concentrations among species that are 
more sensitive than those tested. No 
data am available concerning the 
chronic toliicity of a mixture of isomers 
of RX to sensitive saltwater aquatic 
life. - 

Human He&h 
For the maximum protection of human 

health f&m the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of alpha-HCH 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic ~rganisma 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zero based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical. However, 
zem level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore. the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetimes are 
estimated at 10”. 10-Y ani: lo-‘. The 
corresponding criteria are 32 ng)L 92 
rig/L and -92 rig/L respectively. If the 
above esthetes are made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only, - 
excluding consumption of water. the 
levels am 310 rig/l, 31.0 rig/L and 3.1 
rig/l respectively. Other concentrations 
representing different risk love19 may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range is presented fsr 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agmcy judgment on sn 
“acceptable” risk 1eveL 

For the maximum protection of human 
health ~TJI.II the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to expcsure of beta-KH 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisma 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zem baaed on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical However, 
zem level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore. the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetimes are 
estimated at lo-‘, 10-f snd 10”. The 
corresponding criteria are 153 c&l, 18.3 
rig/L and 1.83 rig/L respectively. If the 
above estimates are made for 
consumption of aquatic oganisms only, 
exduding consumption of water, the 
levels am 541 rig/t 54.7 rig/L and 5.47 
rig/L respecthely. Other cfmcentrations 
representing different risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and dcms not 
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mpm8ant an Agency judgment on an . 
“acceptable” risk 1eveL 

For the maximum protection of human 
health from the potential urdnoganic 
effects due to exposum of tech-HCH 
through ingestion of contaminntdd water 
and contaminated aquatic organisma 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zem based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical However, 
zem level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore. the levels which 
may result in incmmental incmasa of 
cancer risk over the lifathnee are 
ertlmatad at ICrY 102 and lo-‘. The 
corresponding critarfa am 123 rig/L 123 
ngjL and 123 rig/L mspectivdp. If the 
above estimates are made for 
consumption of aquatfc ogenlsms only. 
axdudhg consumption of waterthe 
lavtk‘ara 414 ngjL41.4 ngfl, and 4.14 
rig/L respectively. Other concentretlone 
rapm~nting diffamnt rirk levels may be 
calculatad by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range ia presented for 
information purposes and does uot 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“accaptahia” risk level 

For the maximum protection of human 
health from tha,potential caminogenic 
effects due to exposure of gamma-HCH 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms, 
the ambient water concentrationa 
should be zem based on the non- 
threshold aaaumpUoa for this chenlicaL 
However, zem level may. not be 
attainable at the pmsant Urns. 
Themfora. the levels which may result in 
hcamantal incraa~ of cancer risk over 
the lifattma am estimated at 102 ICrY 
and lo-? The corre@oading criteria are 
lee nglt ma rig/L and 1.88 rig/L 
respectively. If the above estimates am 
made for amaumption of aquatic 
organisms only, excluding consumption 
of water, the lavais am 625 ngjl W 
ngjL 0.25 rig/L respectively. Other 
concentrationa mpresanting different 
dak levels may be calculated by use of 
the Guideties. The risk ertlmate range 
is pmsented for informatIon purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk 1aveL 

Using the present guidelines, a 
satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at this Uma due to the insuffidancy in 
the avallabla data for delta-HCX 

Using the present guidelines. a 
ratisfactory criterion cannot be darfved 
at this time due to the insuffideacy in 
the available data for epsilon-HCH. 

Hexachlonxydopentadiane ’ 

Fmshwa:er Aquatic fife ’ 
The available data for 

hexachlomcyclopentadiena indicate that 
acute and chronic toxicity to freshwater 

aquatic life occurs at coacentretions as 
low as 7.0 and Sf w jL mspectlvaly, and 
would occur at lower coacentretions 
among species that am mom sensitive 
than those tasted. * 
Shvuter Aquatic fife 

The available data to 
hexachlomcyclopantadiene indicate that 
acute toxicity to saltwater aquatic life 
occurs at concentration.9 as low as 7.0 
pgjl and would occur at lower 
concentrations among species that are 
mom senaitiva than thoaa tested. No 
data am available concerning the 
chronic toxidty of 
hexachlomcyclopentadiane to sensitive 
saltwater aquatic life. 
Humun Health 

For comparison purposes, two 
approaches were used to derive 
criterion lavala for 
hexachlomcydopantadiene. Based on 
available toxicity data. for the 
pmtectioa of public health, the derived 
level is 206 PgjL Using available 
organoiaptic data, for controlling 
undesirable taste and odor quality of 
ambient water. the estimated level is 1.0 
rg/L It should be recognized that 
organolepttc data as a basis for 
establishing a water quality criterion 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Rvehwutur Aquatic tife 
The available data for isophomna 

indicate thaf acute toxicity to freshwater 
aquatic life ocurs at concentrations as 
low as 117,000 pgjl and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that am mum sensitive then those 
tasted. No data are available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of isophomna to 
sensitive frashwatar aquatic life 

Saitwuter Aquatic tife 
The available data for isophomna 

indicate that acute toxicity to saltwater 
aquatic life occurs at coacantraUons a8 
low as ~JWOO pgjl and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that am mom sensitive than those 
tasted, No data are available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of isophomaa lo 
sensitive saltwater aqua tic life. 

Human He&h 
For the protection of human health 

from the toxic pmparties of isophomna 
ingastadlthmugh water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms. the 
ambient water criterion is determined to 
be 5.2 mgjL 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of isophomne 

hgastad through contamitieted aquatic 
organisms alone. the ambient water 
criterion is determined to be 520 mgjl 

Freshwater Aquatic fife. 
For total recoverable lead the 

criterion (in pg/l] to protect freshwater 
aquatic life as derived using the 
Guidelines is the numerical value given 
by e(2.35(ln(hardness)]-%~) as a 24 
hour average and the concentration ‘(in 
pgjl) should not exceed the numerical 
value given by e(l.ZZ(ln(hardnesr)~-d47) 
at any time. For example. at hardnasses 
of SO, 100, and 200 mgjl ia CaCO. the 
criteria are 0.75.38. and zo pgjl, 
mspectively, as 2Chour averages, and 
the concentretiona should not exceed 94. 
174 and 400 pgjl, mspectively. at any 
time. 

Saltwater Aquatic fife 
The available data for total 

recoverable lead indicate that acute and 
chronic tuxicity to saltwater aquatic life 
occur at concentrations as low as 668 
and 25 PgjL respectively, and weuld 
occur at lower concentrations among 
species that are more sensitive than 
those tested. 

Human He&h 
The ambient water quality criterion 

for lead is recommended to be identical 
to the axisting drinking water standard 
which is 50 PgjL Analysim of the toxic 
effects data msulted in a calculated 
level which is protective to human 
health againrt the hgestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aqua tic organisms. The calculated value 
is comparable to the pmsent standard., 
For this mason a selective criterion 
bared on exposure solely from 
consumption of 63 grems of aquatic 
organisms was not derived. 

Maaay 
Fesh water Aquatic fife 

For total mcoverabla mercury the 
criterion to pmtect freshwater aquatic 
life as derived using the Guidelines is 
O.OOOS~ rgjl aa a 24-hour average and g 
the concan&aUon should not exceed 
0.0017 pgjl at any time. 

Salhvutar Aqktic Life 
For total mcoverabla mercury the 

criterion to protect saltwater aquatic life 
as derived using the Guidelines is 0.02S 
pgjl as a Z&hour average and the 
concentration should not exceed 3.7 lgjl 
at any time. 

Human Hedh 
For the protection of human health. 

from the toxic pmperties of mefcury 
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mgested through water and 
contaminated aquatic organ&~, the 
ambient water criterion is determined to 
be 144 rig/l. 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of mercury 
ingested through contaminated aquatic 
organisms alone, the ambient water. 
criterion is determined to be 148 rig/l. 

Note.-These values include the 
conwmption of freshwater. estuarine. and 
marine species. 

Naphthalena 

Fresh water Aquatic fife 

Thd available data to naphthalene 
indicate that acute and &ronic toxkity 
to Enshwater aquatic life occur at 
concentration8 a8 low a8 2~00 and 620 
pg/L respectively, and would occur at 
lower concentrations among spedw 
that are more sensitive than those 
tested. 

Saltwater Aquatic Life 

The available data for naphthalens 
indicate that acute toxicity to saltwater 
aquatic life occurs at concentrationn a8 
low as 2,350 j&l and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are more wnritive than thaw 
tested. No data are available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of naphthalene to 
sensitive saltwater aqua tic life. 

Human Health 

Using the present guidelines. a 
satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the insaffkiency in 
the available data for naphthalcne. 

Nickei 

Fmghwater Aquatic fife 

For total recoverable nickel the - 
criterion (in pg/l) to protect freshwater 
aquatic life aa derived using the 
Guidelines is the numarical value gibes 
by e(0.76 [In (harQesr)] +1.06) a8 a 24- 
hour average and the concentration (in 
ug/l] should not exceed the numerical 
\falue given !::J e(O.78(h (hardnesr]] + 
4.02) at any t&c?. For exampIe. at 
hadnesaea of SO. 100. and 2~10 mg/l a8 
CaCO, the criteria are 58.96, and 160 
pg/L respectively, a8 24-hour avarages. 
and the concentration8 should not 
exceed 1.100.1BClO. and 3,100 pg/L 
respectively. at any time. 

SaJtwater Aquctic rjfe 

For total recoverable nickel the 
criterion to protect 8alhvater aquatic life 
as derived using the Guidelines ia 7.1 
pg/l aa a Z&hour average and the 
concentration should not exceed 140 pg/ 
I at any time. 

Human Heaith 
For the protection of human health 

from the toxic pmpertiea of nickel 
ingerted through water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms, the 
ambient water criterion ir determined to 
be 13.4 rg/l. 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of nickel 
ingested through contaminated aquatic 
organirms alone, the ambient water 
criterion is determined to be 100 pg/L 

Mtndmnzene 

Fmshwater Aquatic tife 
The available data for nitmbenzene 

inditite that acute toxicity lo &eahwater 
aquatic life occur8 at concentration8 as 
low a8 P,UJO rg/l and would occur at 
lower concentmtions among specter 
that am more ranmitlve than those 
tasted No deanitive data are available 
concerning the chronic toxicity of 
nitmbenzene to sensitive freshwater 
aquatk life. 

Sdtwuter Aqua&k fife 
The available data for nitmbenzene 

indicate that acuta toxicity to raltwater 
aquatic life occur8 at concentrations a8 
low a8 0.680 kg/l and would occur at 
lower concentrationsamong specie8 
that are mom sensitive than those 
tested. No data are available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of nitrobenzene to 
sannitive saltwater aquatic life. 

Human Hedh 
For comparison purposes. two 

approaches were ased to derive 
criterion levels for nitmbenzene. Based 
on available toxicity data. for the 
protection of public health. the derived 
Ievei h 19.8 mg/L Using available 
organoleptic data, for controlling 
undrrirabie tarte and odor-quality bf 
ambtrnt water, the estimated level is 30 
rg/L It should be recognized that 
organoleptic data a8 a basis for 
establ.Wing a water quality criteria 
have limitationa and have no 
damonrtratad relatiorrclhip to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

NiflUp&tll0t 

Fmahwater Aqua& fife 
The available data for nitrophenolr 

indicate that acute toxicity to freshwater 
aquatic life occur8 at concentration8 a8 
low ar 230 pg/l and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are mom sensitive than those 
tested. No data are available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of nitrophenola to 
sensitive freshwater aquatic life but 
toxicity to one species of algae occur8 at 
concentrations a8 low as 150 pg/L 

SaJtwater Aquatic tife 

The avaiiable data for nitmphenolr 
indicate that acute, torddty to saltwater 
aquatic life occur8 at concantraUon8 ar 
low as 4,850 pg/l and would occur at 
lower concentration8 among specie8 
that are mom sensitive than those 
tested. No data are available concerning 
the chronic toxicity of nitrophenols to 
sensitive saltwater aquatic life. 

Human Health 
For the protection of human health 

from the toxic pmperties of 24-diniv 
cresol ingerted through water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms. the 
ambient water criterion is determined to 
be 13.4 pg/L 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of ZAdinitro4- 
cresol ingested through contaminated 
aquatic organirma alone. the ambient 
water criterion ir determined to be 765 . 
w3/L 

For the pmtection of human health 
from the toxic properties of 
dinitrophenol ingested thrcugh water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms. 
the ambient water criterion is 
determined to be 70 pg/l. 

For tie protection of human health 
from the toxic properties ai 
dinitrophenol ingested through 
contaminated aquatic organisms alane. 
the ambient water criterion is 
determined to be 14.3 mg/!. 

Using the present guidelines, a 
satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the insufficiency in 
the available data for mononitmphenol. 

Using the present guidelines. a 
satisfactory criterion cannot be derived 
at this time due to the insulficiency in 
tile available data for tri-nitmphenok. 

Nitmsamhles 
Freshwater Aquatic Life 

The available data for nitroaamines 
indicate that acute toxicity to frejhwater 
aquatic life occur8 at concentrations as 
low a8 5,850 pg/l and would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are mom sensitive than those 
tested No data are available concerning 
the &r&k toxicity of nitmsamines to 
senridve freshwater aquatic life. 

Saltwater Aquatic Life 
The available data for nitrosamines 

indicate that acute toxicity to saltwater 
aquatic life occurs at concentration8 as. 
low aa ~.~OO.UJJ pg/l and would occur at 
lower concentration8 among species 
that are more sensitive than those 
tested. No data are available concerning 
t,he chronic toxicity of nitrosamines to 
sensitive saltwater aquatic life. 
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Human Health 
For the maximum protection of human 

health born the potanual caminogeaic 
effactn due to wtporum of II- 
n.itru5odimethylamine thmugh htgertion 
of contaminated water and 
contaminated aquatic organi5ma the 
ambient water concentration should be 
zero bared on the non-tbmrhold 
assumption for this chemical. HoweGer, 
zero levei may not be attainable at the 
present time. Therefore. the levels which 
may mrult in incremental kcmasa of 
wncer risk. over the lifetime5 are 
estimated at lo-? lo-@# and IO-? 7%. 
wlmponding critarla am 14 I&L I4 
ngf L and .14 rig/L mspactlveiy. If the 
rbova 08timete5 are made for* 
connunption of aquatic organinnr only, 
excluding consumption of wat8r. tha 
Ievrk am 19oJJw rig/L ll3VMo rig/L and 
LB00 rig/L mrpecdvely. Other 
conceatratfon5 mpre88nting dIf&rant 
risk levels may k calcuieted by w of 
the Gutdeh~. The risk estimate range 
is pm58ntnd for information ptIrpo505 
and doer not mpmsent an Agency 
judgxpent on an “acceptable” ri& IaveL 

For the maximum protection of human 
health tirn the potential cardnogenlc 
effects due to exposure of n- 
nitrosodiethyhmine through ingertion of 
contnminPtadwai5xandaAn- 
aquatic N the ambient water 
wncantration bhould be zero ba5ed on 
the non-&r&old assumption for Thea 
ChemicaL Howamer. Mm levd My not 
be attahable at the pre5ent tims 
Themfom the leveh which may result in 
fncremantal increase of canc8r ri8k over 
the lifetimes am ertimated at lfl? Ur? 
and 10”. The cnrrerpo 

7 
criteriaare 

gng/Losng/Lsndo.OBng L 
mqmctfvely. If the above ertimatea are 
made for consuxaptlon of aquatic 
organisnu only, excIuding am5umption 
of water, the level5 am l.2400 rig/L %WJ 
rig/L and 1u rig/L mspectlvely. 0th~~ 
wnwntratlonr mpmunting Menmt 
riskiemlsmaybacalcu&tedbyuaeof 
the Guidelines. The risk estimata range 
ia pmrented for information purpo5e5 
and dose not mpnsent an Ag+mcy 
judgment on an “acceptable’W5k laveL 

For the maximum protection of human 
health &xn the potential mc 
effecta due to aJcpo5um In n-nitroaodi-n- 

. butyhmine thmugh ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organirmr the ambient water 
wncentration louid be zam bared on 
the non-threshold assumption for thh 
chemical. However, zero lad nuy not 
be attainabli, at the prerlent time. 
Themfixa the level5 which may msult in 
incremental krea5e of cancer risk over 
the lifetimes are estimated at UP, 102 
and WT. The corresponding criteria are 

e4ng/lb4ng/land.O64ng/L 
mspectlvely. If tha abova uthatea are 
mada for coamlmpttoa of qll&tic 
organh~ only, exciudlng conrumption 
of wat8r. the leveh am 5366 ag/L 567 
ngll and 58.7 rig/L respectively. Other 
conamtration5 mpresenttng different 
risk 1meL may be calculated by WJ of 
the Gddeiiner. The ril ertimate range 
is pmsanted for information purpores 
and doe5 not reprerent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” rink 1eveL ’ 

For the maximum protection of human 
health i?om the potential cardnogenic 
e&ct5duetoexpo5uminn- 
nitmrodiphanylamiae through ingestion 
of ’ tiwatermd , 
con-ted aquatic organism the 
ambient water concentration should be 
zero bud on the non-threshold 
auumption for thir chemic5l. However, 
zeru lewd may no1 k attainable at the 
present tinw. Themfore, the level5 which 
may result in incmmental increase of 
cancer rhk over the lifethen are 
ed~~ted at 107 102 and IO+. The 
wrm5ponding criteria am 49,000 rig/l 
C9W rig/l and 400 rig/L mspectively. If 
the above estimates am made for 
consumption of aquatic organirms only, 
excluding conauu@on of water, the 
leveh are m.ooo rig/L ILIO~ rig/L &nd 
L9lO r&L rarpectivaly. Other 
wnnnlratio~ repm5enting different 
risk 1eveh1 may be c&n&ted by ude of 
the Guidelines. The rink estimate range 
ia pmsented for information puxporer 
and ~QM not mpmwnt an Agency 
judge; on an ‘acceptable” ri& 1eveL 

maximum protectton of human 
health from the potential carcinogenic 
effectaduetoexponusinn- 
nibmopymolhilne through ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminat5d 
aquetlc ~snisma, the unbient water 
conamtration should be zem ba5ed on 
tha non&r&old rurPmptton for th.t5 
chedcel. However, zem level may not 
he attainable at the prwent time. 
Therefm the lavela which may result in 
lncmmental inam of cancer risk over 
tha lifetime5 are e5timated at 102 102 
and lO+. The cormsponding criteria am 
180 q/l 16.11 rig/l and 1.60 ag/L 
mqectively. lf the above estimates are 
made for consumption of aquatic 
organism only. axcluding consumption 
of water. the level5 are 9l9,OOO rig/L 
8~900 rig/L and 9,190 rig/L mrpecdvely. 
0th~ cnncentrations mpmrenting 
di&mnt ril levela may be calculated 
by uw of the Guideliner. The risk 
estimnta range i5 presented for 
information purposes and does not 
repm5ent an Agency judgment on 5n 
“acceptable” risk 1eveL 

The available data for 
pentachlomphenol indicate that acute 
and chronic toxidty to fre5hwater 
aquatic life occur,at concentrations a5 
low 55 55 and 3.2 pg/L mspectMly, and 
would occur at lower concentration5 
among specie5 that am mom sensitive 
than those tested. 
S&water Aquatic Life 

The available data for 
pentachlomphenol indiwte that acute 
and chronic toxidty to saltwater aquatic 
life occur at concsntration.5 a5 low as 53 
and 34 pg/L mspcctively, and woald 
occur at lower wncantrations among 
5peds5 that are mom sensitive than 
thou tststi 
Human Health 

For comparison purfioses. two 
approaches were used to derive 
criterion level5 for pentach.lomphenoL 
Based on available toxicity data, for the 
protection of public health, the darived 
level i5 1.01 mg/L Using available 
organoleptic data for controlling 
undesirable taste and odor quality of 
ambient water. the estimated level is 30 
&L It should be mcog&ed ihat 
organoleptic data as a basis for 
estabMdng a water quality criterion 
havelimitatio~andhaveno 
demonstrated miatlonship to potential 
adversa human health tffect5. 
F!md 
Frtdwater Aquatic fife 

The available data for phenol indicate 
dust acute and chmnic toxicity to‘ 
freshwater aquatic life occur al 
concentrations 55 low a8 10.200 and 
~580 pg/l, respectivaly, and would 
occur at lower concentration5 among 
species that 5m mom sensitive than 
thou teat& 

The available data for phenol indicate 
that acute toxicity to saltwater aquatic 
life occurs at wncentrations a5 low a5 
S,&.XI ug/l and would occur at lower 
wncentration8 among specie8 that are 
mom ran5ilive than those tested. No 
data are available concerning the 
chronic toxidty of phenol to sensitive 
saltwatar aquatic life. / 
Human Health 

For comparison purposes, two 
approaches were used to derive 
criterion bvih for-phenoL~B.ased on 
available toxicity data for the 
protection of public health. the derived 
level is 3.5 mg/L Using available 
organoleptic data. for controlling 
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tmdesirable taste and odor quality of 
ambient water, the estimated level is 0.3 
ma/I. It should be recognized that 
oganoieptic data aa a basis for 
establishing a water quality criterion 
have limitations and have no 
demonstrated relationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Phthaiate Esters 

Freshwater Aquatic Life 
The dva;iabie data for phthalate 

esters indicate that acute and chronic 
toxicity to freshwater aquatic life occur 
,at concentrationa as low es WI and 3 
pa/L respectively, and would occur at 
lower concentrations among SpeCka 
that are mom sensitive than th0aa 
tested. 

Saihva ter Aqua tic fife 
The available data for phthaleta 

esters indicate that acute toxicity to 
saltwater aquatic life occurs at 
concentratiom as low as ~944 &l and 
would occur at lower concentrations 
among species that are mom sensitive 
than those tested No data am evailabls 

. concerning the chronic toxicity of 
phthalnts esters to sensitive saltwater 
aquatic life but toxicity to one species of 
algae occurs at concentratfona as low as 
3.4 pa/L 
Human Health 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic props&es of dbnethyf- 
phthalate ingested through water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms, the 
ambient water criterion is determined to 
be 213 n&L 

For the protection of human he&h 
from the toxic properties of dimethyl- 
phthalete ingested through 
contaminated aquatic orgenisms plane, 
the ambient water criterfon ia 
determined to be 2.9 g/l. 

For the pmtection of human health 
from the toxic properties of dfethyl- 
phthalate ingested through water and 
contaminated aquatic orgeniams, the 
ambient water criterion is detarmined to 
be 350 mg/l. 

For the pmtection of human health’ 
from the toxic pmperties of diethyl- 
phtheiete ingested through 
contaminated aquatic organisms elona; 
the ambient water criterion is 
determined to be 1.8 g/L 

For the protection of human health 
born the toxic pmperties of dibutyl- 
phtbalete ingested through weter end 
contaminated aquatic organisms. the 
ambient water criterion is determined UJ 
be 34 ma/L 

For the protection of human heklth 
. from the toxic properties of dibutyl- 

phthalate ingested through 

contaminated aquatic organisms alone. 
the ambient water criterion is 
determined to be 1% mg/L 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of di-2- 
ethylhexyl-p.hthalete ingested through 
water and contaminated aquatic 
organisms, the ambient water criterion 
IS determined to be 15 ma/l. 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of di-2- 
ethylhexyi-phthalete ingested through 
contaminated aquatic organisms alone, 
the ambient water criterion is 
determined to be 50 mg/L 

Pa&Mnated Bipbunyk 

Fresh water Aquatic &fe 
For polydorina ted biphenyls the 

mite&n &I protact freshwater aquatic 
life es derived using the Guidelines ia 
0.014 pa/l as e 24hour average. The 
eveilebie data indicate that acute 
toxicity-to freshwater aquatic Iife 
pmbably will only occur at 
concentrations above 2-O pa/l and that 
the 2&hour average should provide 
adeqnate protection against acute 
toxicity. 

Saihvatar Aqua tic Live 

For pofy&Mnated biphanyis the 
cribuion to pmtec! saltwater aquatic Life 
as derived using the Guidelines is 0.030. 
pg/l M a %-hour average. The available 
data indicate that acute toxicity to 
saltwster aquatic life pmbably will only 
occur at concentrations above 10 pa/l 
and that the 26hour average should 
provide adequate pmtection against 
acute toxicity. 

Humaa He&h 

For the maximum protection of human 
he&h born the potenttal cardnogenic 
effects due to exposure of PCBs through 
ingestion of contaminated water and 
contaminated aqua& organisms, the 
ambient water concentration should be 
zam baaed on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical. However, 
zem level may not be attainable et *he 
pmsent time. Therefore, the levels which 
may msult in incremental increase of 
canaw rirk over the lifetime em 
esdmated at 10-t IO? and 1W’. The 
cormspondhg criteria are .79 rig/L 0.79 
rig/L and .0079 rig/L respectively. If the 
above ertbnates am made for 
consumption of aquatic orgenirms only, 
exduding consumption of water. the 
levels am ~9 rig/L .079 rig/L end .a)79 
rig/L mapectively. Other concentrations 
representing different risk levels may ba 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range Is presented for 
information purposes and does not - 

. 

represent en Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk level. 

Poiynudear Aromatic Hydrocorbotm 
(PAHs) 

Fresh wo?er r\ quatic L/h 
The limited freshwater data base 

available for polynuclear aromatic 
hydrocarbons. mostly from short-term 
bloconcentration studies with two 
compounds. does not pennit a statement 
concerning acute or chronic toxicity. 
Suitwater Aquatic fife ’ 

The available data for potynucleer 
aromatic hydrocarbons indicate that 
acuta toxicity to saltwater aquatic life 
occurs at mncentretionn as low ar 300 
ug/l end would occur et lower 
concentrations among species that are 
mom sensitive than thosa tested No 
data em evaiieble concerning the 
chronic toxicity of polynucieer aromatic 
hydrocarbons to sensitive aaltweter 
aquatic life. 

Human Health 
For the maximum pmtection of human 

health kom the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of PAHs through 
ingestion of contaminated water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms. the 
ambient water concentration should be 
zem based on the non-threshold 
assumption for thts chemicai. However. 
zem level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Themfop. the levels which 
may result in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetime are 
estimated et 10” 10-f and 10”. The - 
corresponding iteria em .?8 rig/L 2.8 
r&l, and 28 rig/L respectively. ff the 
above estimates em made for 
consump tioa of aqua tic organisms only, 
excluding consumption of water, the 
Ievels era 311 rig/L 31.1 rig/L and 3.11 
rig/L respectively. Other concentrations 
representing different risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range ia presented for 
infonnation purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“accaptebLa” risk 1eveL 

Selenium 
Freshwater Aquatic Life 

For total recoverable inorganic 
selenite the criterion to pmtect 
freshwater aquatic life es derived using 
the Guidehnes is 35 pa/l es a X-hour 
average and the concentration should 
not exceed 280 pa/l at any time. 

The aveilable data for inorganic 
salenate indicate that acute toxicity to 
&sshwatar aquatic life occurs et 
concentrations as low es 760 rg/l end 
would occnr at lower concentrations 
among species that are mom sensitive 
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than than tested No data am available 
concerning thMhmnic toxicity of 
inorganic relenate to sen8itive 
-water aquettc life. 
Saitwater Aqua ti’ fife 

For total mcovcrable inorganic 
selcnite the criterion to protect saltwater 
aquatic life am derived using the 
Guidelines is 54 pg/l as a N-hour 
average end the concentration should 

_ not exceed 410 pg/l at any time. 
No data are available concerning the 

tkidty of inorganic selenate to 
u&water aquatic life. 

‘HumanHetdth . 
The ambient wetar quelity criterion 

for denium is recommended to be 
khIltfdtOtbtll3Xi.8ting~W8~ 

rtandard which is 10 #J/L Anelyeie of 
the toxic effect8 data resulted in a 
calcu&ted level which is protective of 
human health againat the ingestion of 
wntaminatecl water end contaminated 
aquatic orgmhm. The calculated value 
ie wmparable to the pmsent ~tenderd. 
For thie mason a selective criterion 
tmed an exposum solely bum 
ameumption of 0.5 grama of aquatic 
organisma was not derived. 

suver 

JhdnvtzW Aquatic tife 
Fix frsshwater aquatic life the 

conc8ntration (in w/l) of total 
mooverabie silver shouldnot exceed the 
numerical value given by “e(L72fl.n 

_ (lmdne~)-8.52))” at any time For 
exempla at hardnesses of SO. lUl,200 
mg/l ae CaCOs the concentration of 
total recoverable silver should not 
exceed ~4.1, and 12 ~gjl. respectively, 
at any the. The availably data indicate 
&et chronic toxidty to freshwater 
aquatic life may occur at concentratione . 
as Iow an al2 &L 
Sdwuter Aquatic fife 

For saltwater aquatic Life the 
concentration of total mcovereble eilver 
should not exceed 2.3 rg/l at any time. 
No d&e are available concerning the 
chronic toxicity of silver to seneitive 
aeltwater aquatic life. 
Human Heaith 

The ambient water quality criterion 
for rilver ie recommended to be 
i&n&al to the exinting drink& water 
rtandard which ir 50 &L Analysis of 
the toldc effecta data resulted in a 
calculated level which is protective of 
human health against the tngeation of 
contemineted watee and contaminated 
aquatic organisma The calculated value 
fa comparable to the present standard.. 
For thfe mason a selective criterion 
baded on expoaum solely from 

coneumption of.83 gram of aquatia 
ogaatrmr war not derived. 
Tetr4kWthylsne 

Fmshwubr Aquatic tife 
The availeble data for 

tetmchlomethylene indicate that acute 
and chronic toxicity to freshwater 
aquatic life occur at concentrations ae 
low aa 5.280 and &IO pg/l, respectively, 
and would occur at lower 
concentrationr among species that are 
mom rensitive than thore tested. 
Saltwabr Aquatic Life 

The avdlable data for . 
tetmchloroethylene indicate that acute 
and chronic toAdty to saltwater aquatic 
life occur at amcentratione low aa 
uuoo and 4~0 pg/L respectively. and 
would occur at lower wncmtratione 
among spades that am mom seneitive 
than than tested 
HumanHeaith . 

For tha mnximum protection of human 
health fmm the potential ceminogenic 
effects due to exposure of 
tetrachlomethylene through ingestion of 
contemineted water and contaminated 
aqnettc organi~~ma. the ambient water 
concentration should be zero based on 
the non-thmrhoid asmmption for thie 
chendcaL However. zem level may not 
be attainable at the pmaent time. 
Themfom the hwls which may msuit fn 
incmmental increase of cancer risk over 
the Ufetfme am estimated at 10-t 10-t 
and lr’. T&e wrmsponding criterle em 
8 pgjt a p&. and .oa pg/L mspecWely. 
If the above eetimetee em made for 
consumption of aquatic organiem8 only, 
exch~ding consumption of water, the 
la’veir am 883 pg jL 883 ~8 /L and .&3 
pg/L mspectively. Other concentrations 
mpmnnting diffemnt rick levels may be 
calculated by we of the Guidebnee. The 
rick estimate range b presented for 
information purpons and does not 
repmnnt an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” rick IeveL 

Thdium 

Ruehwater Aquatic fife 
The available data for thallium 

Indicate that acute and chronic toxicity 
to frsehweter aquatic life occur at 
concentration a# low aa 1,400 and 40 
pgjt mrpectively, and would occur at 
lower concentrationa among species 
that am mom sensitive than thore 
tested Toxicity to one species of fish 
occurs at wncentretione a8 low as 20 
ps/l after t800 hours of exposure. 

c 

Sdtwater Aqua& life 
The available data for thallium 

Indicate that acute toxicity to saltwater 

aquatic life occurs at wntxntratiom ae 
low ae zso pgjl and would occur at 
lower wncentratlone among species 
that am mom seneitive then those 
tested No date are available concerning - 
the cbmnic toxicity of thallium to 
sensitive saltwater aquatic life. 
Human Health 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of thallium 
ingested thmugb water and 
contaminated aquatic organisms. the 
ambient water criterion ir determined to 
be 13 w/L 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic pmperties of thallium 
ingested through contaminated aquatic 
organisma alone, the ambient weter 
criterion ir determined to be 48 pg/L 
Tolwne 
Freshwater Aquatic tife 

The available data for toluene 
indicate that aeute toxicity to freshwater 
aquatic life occum at concentration3 ae 
low ae 17.500 H/I end would occur at 
lower concentrations among species 
that are mom sensitive than those 
tested No date are available concerning 
the chmnic toxicity of toluene to 
sensitive lreshwater aqua tic Se. 
Saitwater Aquatic fife 

The available data for toluene 
indicate that acute and chronic toxicity 
to saltwater aquatic life o&ur at 
concentrations as low e.a 8,300 end .%oCJO 
pgjt mspecttvely. and would occur at 
lower concentrationa among species 
that are moresensitive than those 
tested 
Human Heaith 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of toiuene 
ingested through water and 
contemineted aquatic organisma the 
ambient water criterion ie determined to 
be 14.2 n&L 

For the protection of human health 
from the toxic properties of toluene 
ingested through contaminated aquatic 
organisme alone, the ambient water 
criterion is determined to be 424 mg/l. 
Toxephene 
Freshwater Aquatic fife 

For toxaphene the criterion to protect 
fmshwater aquatic life es derived using 
the Guidelines is 0.013 pa/l as a 24-hour 
average and the concentration should 
not exceed 1.8 pg/l at any time. 

Saimter Aquatic fife 
For saltwater aquatic life the 

concentration of toxephene should not 
exceed 0.070 )rg jl at any time. No date 
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am available concerning the chronic 
toxicity of toxaphcne to sensitive 
saltwater aquatic Iife. 
Human Hdth 

For the maximum protection of human 
health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of toxaphene 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organisms. 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zero baaed on the non-threshold 
assumption for thir chemicaL However, 
zero level may not be attainable at the 
present time. Themfom. the levels which 
may m&It in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetime am 
estimated at 102 lo-‘, and 10”. The 
cme8ponding critisda am 7.1 rig/L .73 

%t~e5Ea~!L~!ZZCEy’ If the 
consumption of aquallc organtams onJy, 
axcluding conawnptfon of watar, the 
levela am 7.3 rig/L ~3 rig/L and M rig/L 
re8pectively. Other wncentrationa 
repmaenting di&rent risk levels may be 
calculated by use of the Guidelines. The 
risk estimate range is presented for 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“accaptable” risk level 

TIi~thylans 

F~dtwater Aquatic fife . 
The avaiiabie data for 

Mchlomethylene indicate that acute 
toxicity to fmhwater aquatic life occurs 
at concentration.8 .ae low a8 4SDJO j~g/l 
and would occur at lower 
concentration8 among spades that are 
mom rensitive than those tested. Nr, 
data are available wncemi.ng the 
chronic toxicity of trichloroethylens to, 
sensitive heshwater aquatic life hut 
advane behavforal effects occiu~ to one 
species at concentration8 as low as 
n.900 pg/l. 
Saitwater Aquatic fife 

The available data for _ 
trichlomethylene indicate that acnate 
toxicity to saltwater aquatic life occum 
at concentration8 aa low a8 %O!lO pg/1 
and would occur at lower 
concentrations among specie8 that am 
mom sensitive than thoae tested. No 
data are available concerning the 
chronic tolddty of trichloroethylene to 
sensitive saltwater aquatic life. 

Human Health 
For the maximum protection of human 

health from the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of 
trich.loroethylene through ingestion of 
contaminated water and contaminated 
aquatic organisms. the ambient water 
concentration should be zero based on 

the non-threshold assumption for this 
chemical. However, zero level may not 
ba attainable at the present time. 
Themfom, the level8 which may mrult in 
incremental increase of cancer risk over 
the lifetime are estimated at 10-Y lo-? 
and 10”. The corresponding criteria are 
27 ~glL 27 rgll. and 27 &l. 
respectively. If the above estimate8 are 
made for consumption of aquatic 
organisms only, excluding consumption 
of water, the level8 are 607 pa/l, 60.7 
pg/L and 8.07 kg/L respectively. Other 
concentration8 representing different 
risk levelr may be calculated by use of 
the Guideilnes. The risk ertimate range 
ia pmsented for information purposes 
and does not represent an Agency 
judgment on an “acceptable” risk 1eveL 

vtnyl-de 
Fhhvater Aquatic fife 

No dishwater organisms have been 
tested with vinyl chloride and no 
statement can be made concerning acute 
or chronic toxicity. 
Saitwater Aquatic fife 

No saltwatar organisms have been 
tested with vinyl chloride and no 
rtatemant can be made concerning acuute 
or chronic toxicity. 
Human Heaifh 

For the maximum protedion of human 
hedth fmm the potential carcinogenic 
effects due to exposure of vinyl chloride 
through ingestion of contaminated water 
and contaminated aquatic organiama 
the ambient water concentration should 
be zero based on the non-threshold 
assumption for this chemical. However, 
zero level may not be attainable qt the 
pmaent time. Themfora the Ieveia which 
may msult in incremental increase of 
cancer risk over the lifetime am 
estimatad at lCr? 102 and 10”. The 
corresponding criteria am 20 pg/L 20 
pg/L and 2 pg/L respectively. If the 
above estimate8 am made for 
consumption of aquatic organisms only, 
excluding consumption of water, the 
levels are 5.246 pa/l, 5W pg/l. and 52.5 
pg/L mapectively. Other concentrationa 
mpresenting different risk levels may be 
calculated by we of the Guidelines. The 
risk e&mate we is prerented for u 
information purposes and does not 
represent an Agency judgment on an 
“acceptable” risk level. 

Fred water Aquatic Life 
For total recoverable zinc the criterioa 

to protect frsshwater aquatic life as 
derived using the Guideline8 is 47 pg/l 
as a &hour average and the 
concentration (in pg/l) rhouid not 

exceed the numerical value given by 
a(*“lh-~ l lse at my be. For 

example. at hardnesses of 50, loo, and 
ZOO mg/l as C&OS the concentration of 
total recoverable zinc should not axceed 
180,320. and 570 pg/l at any time. 
Saitwater Aqiatic fife 

For total recoverable zinc the criterion 
to protect saltwater aquatic life as 
derived using the Guidelines is 58 pg/l 
as a &hour average and the 
concentration should not exceed 170 pg/ 
1 at any time. 

Human HeaM 
Suffident data la not available for 

zinc to derive a level which would 
protact against the potential toxicity of 
thi.a compound. Using available 
organoleptlc data. for controlling 
undesirable taste and odor quality of 
ambient water, the estimated level is 5 
mg/L It rhouid be recognized that 
organoleptic data as a basis for 
ertabliehing a water quality criteria 
have limitations and have not 
demonstrated dationship to potential 
adverse human health effects. 

Appendix B-Guidelines for Deriving 
Water Quality Criteria for the Rotection 
ofAquaticLifeandIbUsea 

htroduction 
Thir &ion of the Guidelines 

provides clarifications. additional 
details, and technical and editorial 
changes in the last version published in 
the Faded Reglater (44 FR 15970 (March 
lSlW9)]. This version ‘incorporates 
changes re8uldng frum comments on 
previous versions and born experience 
gained during U.S. EPA’8 use of the 
pmvious versions. Future versions of the 
Guidelinea will incorporate new ideas 
and date aa their usefulness is 
demonstrated. 

Criteria may be expmsaed in several 
forma. The numtical form is commonly 
used, but descriptive and procedural 
forma can be used if numerical criteria 
are noOt possible or desirable. The 
purpose of these Guidelines is to 
describe an objective, internally 
consistent and appropriate way of 
deriving numerical water quality criteria 
for the protection of the uses of. as well 
a8 the presence of, aquatic organisms. 

A numerical criterion might be 
thought of a8 an e&mate of the highest - 
concentration of a substance in water 
which does not present a significant risk 
to the aquatic organisms in the water 
and their uses. Thus the guidelines are 
intended to derive criteria which will 
protect aquatic communities by 
protecting most of the species and their 
uses most of the time. but not 

. 
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nece~rarilyaIlofthe~~oftIla 
the. Aquatic wrnmnm ‘Uea can tolerate 
soma strew and ocoaatonal l dveree 
effectr on a few specie* and so total 
ptionofdofthas~allofthr 
time is not neamsuy. Rather. the - 
Guidelines attempt to provide a 
masonable and adequate amount of 
protsction with only a small possibility 
of considerable overprotection or 
underprotbction Within th-e 
constrainta it reems appmpriate to err 
on the side of overprotection. 

The nwmrical aquatic life critaria _ 
derived using the Gddeiinee am 
expmsaed aa two numbem rather than 
dlsl rradiuolLd ona number, 80 that the 
crltda can mom accumtely reflect 
tnxIcological and practical realitiee. The 
combination of both a mtium ~alae 
andaZ4-hourawmgemhmfadesigned 
to provide adequate protection of 
aquatic life and itr ua8a from acute and 
chronic toxidty to animnk toxfdty to 
plantr and bioarncantratkm by aquatic 
oqlabmswithfJlttbuingaamatrtcuv0 
as a one-aumber criterion wonId have to 
be t&provide the same amout of- 
pmtaction The only way to asanm the 
mama degree of pmtectlon with a one- 
aum~critedmnouldkmllaetha~ 
ho& avexags aa a conantreuon that ia 
rwttobeexceededatanyUmeinany 
phcS. 

The two-number critetin ia lxhnnded 
ta hientlfy an aramjp poiIntant 
wIlcJmtrauon~willpmdua8 
wat8r quaitiygmedy suitad to the 
Iaaintanafxaofaqwtkilfeandit8Mw 
while ristkUq the extent and dumiion 
ofaxndocm0vert&eavaragrs0that 
t!mtutaloxplxmwilinotcaum 

unacceptable advera effects. Mereiy 
anaveragevalueovuettrew 

iahlNffidenfMiasath0padod 
of time b rather short, because of 
concentration higher than the average 

value can kill or cause substantial 
dUMgOill8hOCtpsrlob.FUrthMlXO~ 

fhom~tbss the effftct of 
=P-=-b 

cumulative. It ia theu8fom necewary to 
place an upper limit on pollutant 
wncentwio~ to which aquatic 
=t?-might~axporedeY 
when the maximum value is not much 
higher than the avw valua For aoma 
aubrtancw the mudmum may be 80 
much higher than the 24-huur average 
that ln any real-world situation the 
mbum will never be reached if the 
u-hour average is achieved. In ruch 
ca8os the al-hour average will be 
lin&ingandthemaximumwilIhaveno 
ppactfcp1 dgpi5caIlca except to indkab 
that elevated concentrations am 
acceptable as long aa the u-hour 
average Is achieved. 

Thaw Guidelinea haw heen 
dewl@ on the aaaumption that the 
resulta oflabomtcuy tasb a.m gunamlly 
uudnl for pmdicting what will happen in 
Beld dtuatioru The msuitfng criteria am 
meant to apply to moat bodies of water 
In tha United Stater, except for the 
Great Salt Lake. All aquatic organisms 
and their common uaea am meant to be 
considered but not necessarily 
pmtetctcd if relevant data am avaiiabie. 
with at leart one rpecific exception. This 
exception is the awnmulaU00 of 
residuw of organic compcJunda in the 
siacowmt subrpeder of laka tront which 
occtlmin~SupsrlorandcoataiMup 
to67%fatinthefIllets(l%umtouG& 
1982PhydcalGharacteriaUaand 
aenlkd composiuon of Two 
Suhapadsa of Lalre TmuL J. FiaiL RuIh 
Bd. Canada 18.3941). Neither siscowet 
nor organisma in the Great Salt.We are 
intantionally protected by theea 
Guidal&~ because both may be too 
atypicpl 

With appmpriate moMcaUo& them3 
Guidelinea can ha used to derive criteria 
for any specified geographical area, 
body of water (mch aa the Great tit 
Laka$ or group of rimiiar bodies of 
watnr. Thus with appmpriatn 
modiUcaUo~ the Guidelines can be 
wed to derive national. rtgtb or local 
critaria If adequate information is 
available concoming the effects of the 
sab8tana of concern ou appropriate 
spaiw and their uses. However, the 
beak concepts described br the 
Guideher should be modified only 
when sound sdentifk wtdena 
indicatm that a uiteriou produchd aring 
tha GaideIinw would probably 
signifiantlp overprotect or nnderpmtect 
the pmmaca or uaea of aquatic Ma 

Gritaria produced by theee Gddeliner 
am not enforceable numbem. They may 
be ued la developing enforceable- 
numbera N& as water quelity 
rtandada and cf!fluent stand&s. 
However, the development of &ndarda 
may t&a Into acconnt additional factora 
mch ar social. iegai. economiC and 
hydro&gtcai comidemtiona the 
envimnmental a&analytical chamiatry 
of the snbstance. the extrapolation from 
laboratoq data to field rituationr, and 
the mlationshfp between the species for 
which date am availabla and the 
spedes’whkh ar8 to ba pmtected. 

Because fresh water and salt water 
(including both estuarine and marine 
waters) have basically different 
chemical compositions and becam 
freshwater and raltwatar species rarely 
inhabit the same water simultaneously, 
separatr criteria should be derived for 
these two kinds of waktrs However, for 
some Nbrtances ruffldent data may not 

be available to allow derivation of one 
gp&;atf- ubrb pdng th 

These Guidelines am meant to be 
used after a dedrion is made that a 
criterion b needed for a substance. The 
Guidelinea do not addmes the rationnle 
for making that decision Sf the potuntial 
for adverse effecti on aquatic life and 
its uses are part of the basis for deciding 
whether or not a criterion ia needed for 
a substance, these Guidelines may be 
helpftd in the colhction and 
interpmtation of relevant date 
t Define the Subntunw for L4Ouk.h the 
Cn’tsrion I.. To Be Llmiwd 

k Each ieparate chemical which 
would not ionize rigni.Bcpntiy in mart 
naturai bodh of water should usually 
he waaidemd a reparata ULb8tanca 
except pouibly for structurally simiLsr 
organic wmpounda that only d&r irl 
the mm&u and location of’atoma of a 
rpedfk halogen. and only exist in large 
qwntitiar as commarcial mixtumm of tha 
various compounda. and apparently 
have similar chemical, biological, and 
toxicological pm erties. 

B. For chemi CaL which would ioniza 
signifkantly in moat natural bodies of 
watar, Nch as inoqanic saltal orgadc 
acida and phenols. all forms that would 
ha in chemical equilibrium should 
uawiiy be conridered one substance. 
For m&ala eachdiffemnt valence and 
each Merent covalently bon&d 
agano~~tellic compound should 
usually he coMider8d a Mparate 
substance. . 

C The cidinitidn of the substance may 
also need to take into account the 
analytical chemistry and fate of the 
NbStUlU. 

LX. Collsct and Raview Avoihble Dato 
A. Collect alI available data on the 

substance concerning (1) toxicity to. and 
bioaccumulaUon by, aquatic animals 
and plants, (2) FDA action levela and 
(3) chronic feuding rtudia with wildlife. 

B. Discard all data that am not 
avtible in hand copy (pbli~rti~~~ 
manuscript Iotter, memorandum. tk.1 
with exlollgh Npporting infoRaatian to 
indicate that acceptable teat procedures 
wem used and that the msults am 
reliable. Do not aaeume that all 
published data am acceptable 

C Dtacarti questionable data. For 
example, dkard data from tests for 
which no control treatment exidsted in 
which too many organisma in the control 
treatment died or rhowed signs of rtreu 
or diaeasa or in which didled or 
deioadzed watar wan used as th& 
dllntion water for aquatic orglrninnr 
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substanca of concern, but not 
necessarily data on technical grade 
materiaL 

D. Do not irse data obtained asing: 
1. Brine shrimp, because they usually 

only occur naturally in water with 
salinity greater than 35 g/kg. 

2. Species that do not have 
reproducing wild populations resident 
in-but not necessarily native to-North 
America. Resident North American 
species of f=hes are defined as those 
listed in “A List of Common and 
Scientific Names of Fishes kom the 
United States and Canada”, 3rd ed, 
Special Publication No. I% American 
Fisheries Society, Washington, D.C, 
1970. Data obtained with non-msident 
species can be used to indicate 
relationships and possible problem 
areas, but cannot be used in the 
derivation of criteria. 

3. Organisma that were previously 
exposed to significant &~~4ntrations of 
the test material or other poilutants. 

LIE Minimum Data Base * 
A. A minimum amount of data should 

be available to help ensure that each of 
the four major kinds of possible adverse 
effects receives some consideration. 
Resultr of acute and chronic toxkitJI 
tests with a reasonable number and 
variety of aquatic animals ar4 necassary 
so that data available for tested species 
can be considered a useful indication of 
the sensilivitfar of the numerous 
untested speciar. The requiummenb 
concerning toxicity lo aquatic plants ar4 
less stringent because procedures far 
conducting testa with planb am not aa 
well developed and the interpmtation of 
the results is mom questionable. Data . 
concarning bioconcentratioa by aquatic 
organisms can only be wed if other. 
relevant data am available. 

B. To derive a criterion for beshwatu 
aquatic life, the following should bti 
available: 

1. Acnte teats (see Scctioa IVj with 
freshwater animals in at leaat 4ight 
different families provided that of the 
eight species: 
-at least one is a salmonid 5eh 
-et least one is a non-salmonid &h 
4t least one in a planktonic mstaceaa 
-at least one is a benthic crustacean 
-at least one is a bent&c insect 
-at least one of the benthic species fr a 

detritivom 
Z Acute-chrcjnic ratios (see Section 

-Jr) for at least thme species of aquatic 
animals provided that of the three 
3pecier: 
-at least one is a fish 
-at least one is an invertebrate 
-at least one is a freshwater species 

(the other two may be salhvatar 
species) 

3. At least one test with a freshwater 
alga or a chronic test with a freshwater 
vascular piant [see Section VIII). If 
plants are among the aquatic organisms 
that am mobt sensitive to the substance. 
tests with more than one species should 
be available. 

4. At least one acceptable 
bioconcentration factor determined with 
an aquatic animal species, if a maximum 
permissible tissue concentration is 
available (see Section IX). 

C. To derive a criterion for saltwater 
aquatic life. the following should be 
available: 

1. Acute tests (see Section rv] with 
salhvatar animals ti at least eight 
difler4nt families pmvided that of the 
eight spedes: 
-et least two different fish families am 

included 
-at lead five different invertebrate 

families am included 
-&bet the Mysidae or Penaeidae 

famiiy or both am included 
-at least OM of the invertebrate 

families is in a phylum other than 
Arthropoda 
Z Acu&a-cbronic ratios (see Section 

‘VI) for at least three species of aquatic 
animals provided that of the.three 
speder 
4t least CA is a 5sb 
4f leaat one ia an invertebrate * 
4t least one i.s a saltwater species [the 

other two may be freshwater species) 
3. At leert one test with a saltwater 

alga or a chronic tast with a saltwater 
vascular plant (~44 Se&on VIII). If 
plants am among the aquatic organisms 
most ssmsitive to the substance, testa 
with mom than one spades should be 
available. 

4. At least one acceptabIe 
biocormntration factor determined with 
sn aquatic animal species, If a maximum 
permiaaible tIsrue concentration 14 
available (see Section tx). 

D. If all the requirementa of the 
minimum data base are met, a criterion 
can usually be deriv.ed, except in special 
cam For example, a criterion might not 
be possible if the am&-chronic ratios 
vary greatly with no apparent pattern. 
Alq;o, if a criterion is to be related to a 
water quality characteristic (se4 
sectiona V and VU), mom data will be 
IllXStM~. 

Similarly. if the minimum data 
requirements am not satisfied. generally 
a criterion shouId not be derived except 
in special caser. One such special case 
would be when less than the minimum 
amount of acute and chronic data am 
available, but the available data clearly 
indicate that the Final Residue Value 
would be substantially lower then either 
the Final Chronic Value or the Final 
Plant Value. - 

IV. Final Acute Value 
A. Appropriate measures of the acute 

(short-term) toxicity of the substance to 
various species of aquatic animal8 are 
used to calculate the Final Acute Value. 
If acute valuer am available for fewer 
than twenty spdcies. the Final Acute 
Value probably should be lower than 
the lowest value. On the other hand. if 
acute values am available for more than 
twenty species. the Final Acute Value 
probably should be higher than the 
lowest value. unless the most sensitive 
species is an important one. AlIhougb 
the procedum used to calculate the Final 
Acute Value has some limitations, it 
apparently is the kst of the procedure4 
curmntly available. 

B. Acute toxicity tests should b4 
conducted using procedures such as 
those described inz 

ASTM Standard E 72+80, Pmctice for 
Conducting Acute Toxicity Tests with 
Fishes, Macroinvertebrates. and 
Amphibim. American Society for 
Tasting and Materials. 1916 Race Street, 
Philadelphia PA 19103. 

ASTM Standard E 724-80. Practice for 
Conducting Static Acute To.xicify Tests 
with Larvae of Four Species of Bivalve 
Molluscs. American Society ior Testing 
and h4aterials. iat6 Race Street 
Philadelphia. PA 19lO3. 

C Results of acute tests in which food 
was added to the test solutions should 
not be used because this may 
unnecessarily affect the results of the 
test. 

D. Results of acute tests conducted 
with embryos should not be used (but 
see Section lV.E.Z), because this is often 
an insensitive life stage 

E Acute values should be based on 
endpointi and lengths of exposum 
appmpriate to the life stage of the 
sp4cies tested Themfore. only the 
following kinds of data on acute toxicity 
to aquatic animals should be used: 

1.48&r EC50 values based on 
immobilization and 48-h LCSQ values 
for Ant&star (less than 24 hours old) 
daphnids and other cladocerana and 
second- or third-ins&r midge larvae. 

2 4& to 9&hr EC50 values based on 
incomplete shell development and 48 to 
96-hr LCXI values for embryos and 
larvae of barnacles, bivalve moiluscs 
(clams, mussels, oysters. and scallops), 
sea urchins, lobsters, crabs, shrimps, 
and abalones. 

3. s~hr EC50 values based on 
decreased shell deposition for oysters. 

4.9&b EC50 values on 
immobilization or loss of equilibrium or 
both and 96&r LC!Xl values for aquatic 
animals. except for cladocerans. midges, 
and animals whose behavior or 
physiology allows them to avoid 



axpostmtotoJKi~torflxwi!oadl8 . 
acut8advuweffwtoftbeaxposum 
cannot ba adaquRkeIy lrm.wmd such 
fmshwater .d saltweter anImala 
lndudee.irbrw~dlucr,unAonid 
clunr opemadatb sn.@l& end bivah 
moll\urca except for some 8pedee that 
cannot “cha.3 up” and thur prevent 
expoeum to toxicant ruch aa the bay 
scallop (rlrgopecten 2mdkn8). 

P. For the use of LC50 or EC50 values 
for durations rhrter and longer than 
tbnw listed above. we Secdon X. 

C.Ifthraartatoxkityofthe 
#UbOtMWbPqunHCurimokhPIb 
ahown to 

. 

*water organiama oz salinity lor 
sahvabrorginbnw.aFlnalAcute 
Equatian aAmlld be da-id basad an 
that water quality cbaractarirtic Go to 
sacdaa v. 

HIftharnotetoxk2yof~ 
subs- haa not been adequately 
showntoberelatadtoawaterquality, 
chnroaarfsttc~eechrpacfasfcx 
which at least one acute value ia 
available, calculate the geometxic IIWRIJJ 
of the r8su.h of all flow-thruugb tati in 
wktl the toxlc3nt criMmsltratiOM wum 
nlwallmd. Pa 8 3pede-s for WbiGb = 
such mault ia availabk caldab the. 
geometric mean of aI! avahbbrcuts 
vaheh &L rcuu&a 5f flow-trlrqh tests 
in wbkh the txdcent ccncaantratiaM 
wmJnotme.ea~aBdresaltrofr~tic 
and mnewel tests based on initial total 
to%icant wnwntradom, 

Nat&.-3?n~ic-dNrnQba8 
iaobtainsdbyUrrgtbeProotdth 

- A!tesl~~* du 
~5!i!-da~~tiby~ 
tbalo@tkudthaNnmbedlvid.bqtha 
rmnbyN.mdtak&tiAatlIoqofthr 
quottsd The geotneteic mean d two mrmbsn 
c8aa.lmkczdadatedasYesq~rodd 
the product ai l!G tw-3 nuh3ra llia 
gDom&ic mean of otla number Ir tJ.ut 
number. Either uetwaI [tasa 0) 0s conmum 
(bawl0)lqsrielaaJxab.sdtucaknbte 
@mzmmthIQauisaskKyastbeyuad 
amtstently witi eadh a-A c$ data i.& dm 
antuogd~~tcb~3loguitbmwi 

LcmntthenuIobef=Nof8pedsriirr 
w&b a spedem mean r&e value ir 
available. 

j. order the species m&en acute 
vaheafmmbwtah.l&Taksth 
common l0garitb.m~ of the N veluea (log 
mean values). 

K The intervals [ceU widtha) for the 
lower clnmllatlwi pmpordfon 
cakulationr am ill1 common log unfts 
apart starting from the lowest log value. 
Tlmvalue of0.13 haI3 estimata of 
am pnxisio5 and was calcalated 
from rapkate specks acute valuer 

L starting with the Lowest log mean 
value, repants the N values into 

iralvah (a CA) MAcnbted in step Iv. 
K. 

M. tzahlbta cnmubtlva plupoam 
fo?euchn oa-empty hti by mmmiry 
thnumberofvah&inthepms&tand 
all lower InteA and dividing by N. 
These calculations only need to be done 
for the firat three non-empty intervals 
(a cdr). 

N. Calculate the kbmetic mean of 
the log mek values for each of the three 
intervats. 

0. Uring the two interval mean acute 
vahm and cumulative pmportionr 
closest to 0.05. linearly extrapolate or 
inntsrpolate to tbs 0.W log amcultrauoll. 
EE Acute Value i8 the adog of 

concwtmtIoa. 
In 0th~ words, whem ’ 

prop(l) and ccmc(l) am the cumuMve 
portion and mean log value for the 

lzs t non-empty inter-nil 
Prop(~) and conc(~) are the cumulative 

propartIcu~ and mean log vaha for the 
second lowert non-empty ir&rvaA. 

A-Slope of the cumulative pmpodons 
B-The 0.05 log value 
Thutlz Thutlz 
A=IQ05--Pmp(l))/IRop(~)--Prop(l)1 A=IQ05--Pmp(l))/IRop(~)--Prop(l)1 
B-co@l)+A [co=@)-coat(l)] B-co@l)+A [co=@)-coat(l)] 
Flnal Acute Value=W Flnal Acute Value=W 

P. If for an important speck such a* 
art3creaknaUyoramsmenWy 
hpatant 8pedes the geometric mean 
of the acute value8 from flow-throngh 
tests in which the toxicant 
coacmtradoas wem meemmd fr lower 
than the Flnal Acub Vak then that 
EFztiydould be naed as the 

Q.CWO&vl 

V. l?inaI Acute Equation 
AWbenawughdataareav8.MAeto 

B&W that acute toxidty to two or more 
qmdes Ir rimilarly affected by a water 
quallty charactarlsdc this effect cm be 
taken into account aa described below. 
poded mgmwion fmalysis should 
pmduce oimiksr results, altho+ data 
available for individual species would 
be weighted differently. 

R For each species for which 
comparable acute toxicity values am 
available at QWJ or man different 
vahm of a water quality characterC3tic 
which apparently affect9 toxicity, 
perform a leaat squares regreeaion of the 
rutural logarithm of the acute tolddty 
values on the natural logarithms of the 
values of the water quality 
cb.eracterijtic. (Natural logarithms 

s [logarithms to the base e. denoted as In] 
am nwd herein merely because they am 
easier to use on some band calculatora 
and computers than common logarithms 
@og&thm to the base lo]. Consistent 
une of either will pmduce the same 

result) No txaadmwtiaa a a dKkent 
tradomanonm~ykuwdif1tfAt8tbe 
dg~~wP&vy?&ti-~ 

Cxh~~~~anotwcAl 
acuterlopei8meaningf4takiugtnto 
account the rantjo and number of values 
of the water qudib chmcterbtlc 
terted. Pa examplr a dope based on 
four data pointa may be of limited value 
ifitirbaaedoalyorldataforanarr0w 
range of values of the water quality 
charac~tic On the other hand, a 
dope baaed 021 only twu data pointr 
maykmea&k&lifitkcmmiat8nt 
wttbotbe?id~uoBar4difthehva 
pointaouverabroadenough~of 
tbow8torqdityohuactabdcB 
meaningfd abpes am not wmfiab fw 
atl~tworpechorif~avtilPbb 
slope8arenotsiinihr,mtraatrDSedon 
lv.H,dIlgtberedt8oftesi8 
conducted under condiUo~ and in 
watersimilartothutetxrmkmiyused 
fortoxidtytwts*rithtbespedea. 

D. Ca.Aculate the fheaa acute slope cv] 
as the arithmetic average of d the 
msantngful acute riopar fa f.mdvidual 
v=i- 

E For each spedes cdcdata the 
geometric ama (W) of the acute toxicity 
ved~uldthe~ticme8n(x)of 
the mbtod vahes of the watar quality 
tzbmmtlc. 

F. Pa each spa&es calculaia ths 
l~~inte6capi(Y)uaingthe 
lquatiomY=lllw-v@lx). 

G. Pa sacb qmciaa cahadate the 
3ym&a mena acute ldeumpt as the 
dilOgofY. 

LIfformbnportantspecieSsucbMe 
mcmatioaauy a B 
important rpedes the Intercept 
cahlated only horn maultr of flow- 
through teats in wblcb the toxicant 
cormmtmda~wem nnmtmd Ir lower 
dlantheFlMAAcutahterwptthantbat 
interceptshou.ldbeusedartheFinal 
Acute Intercept. 

HObtaintheRrvlAcutaInturceptby 
u8iBgtbp.mcDdunldasaibedhlsecnon 
lv. E-0, axazpt inwlt “laiemept’ for 
“valw”. 

J. The Final Aauts Equation is written 
as eRh(- - -I+- 3 where 
V-mean acute riope and Z-FInal 
Acutelrltarwpt 
v,L Final chronic h.hlU 

ATheFinaiChronicVaktecanbe 
cakuhted in the sane manner a3 the 
Final Acute Value or by diviidtng the 
Final Acnte Value by the Final Acute- 
chronic Ratio. depending on the data 
available. In some caaee it will not be 
possible to calcul~h a Final CZhrcmic 
V&I% 

B. Uea only the rwults of flow-tbmugh 
(except renewal 1~ acceptable for 
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daphnids) chronic teats in which the 
concantrado~ of toxicant in the tert 
solutions were measured. 

C Do not use the results of any 
chronic test in which survival growth 
or reproduction among the contmlr was 
unacceptably low. 

D. Chronic values should be based on 
endpoints and lengths of exposure 
appropriate to the species. Therefore, 
only the results of the following kinds of 
chronic toxicity tests should be used: 

1. Life-cycle toxicity tests consisting 
of exposures of each of several groups 
of individuals of a species to a different 
concentration of the toxicapt throughout 
a life cycle. To ensure that alI life stages 
and life processes are ‘exposed, the test 
should begin with embryos or newly 
hatched young lees than 48 houra old 
(lees than 24 hours old for daphnids). 
condnue through maturation and 
reproduction, and with fish should end 
not lees than 24 daya (90 days for 
salmonids] aftar the hatching of the next 
genaretion. For fish. data should be 
obtained and analyzed on survival and 
growth of adults and young, maturation 
of males and females. embryos sparmed 
per female, embryo viability (eaimopid~ 
only) and hatchability. For daphpids. 
data should be obtained and analyzed 
on snrvivai and young per fen&. 

2. Partial lb-cycle toxicity testa 
mnsieting of expoeures of each of 
eeveral groups of individuals of a 
species of Bsh to a different 

. waamtmth of the toldcant thou& 
most pnrttons of a life cycle. Partiallifs 
cycia tests are conducted with 5h 
qpda that require more than a year to 
reach uucual maturity, so that the test 
can be completed in lees than 15 
months, but still expose ail major lifa 
stages tn the toxicant. Exposure to the 
toxicant begins with immature juvenile8 
at least 2 months prior to active gonad 
development continues through 
maturation and repmduction, and ends 
not lerr than 24 days (W days for 
salmonids) after the hatching of the next 
genemUon. Data should be obtained and 
analyzed on survival and growth of 
adults and young, maturation of males 
and females, embryos spawned per 
female, embryo viability (ealmonidr 
only) and hatchability. 

3. Eariy-life-stage toxicity tests 
coneiet&g of 28 to X-days (60 days 
post-hatch for salmonids) exposures of 
the early life stages of a species of 5h 
f&m shortly after fertilizatiqn through 
embryonic, larval, and early juvenile 
development. Data should be obtained 
and analyzed on survival and growth. 

E Do not use the results of an early- 
l&stage test if results of a life-cycle or 
partial life-cycle test with the same 
species are available. 

P. A chronic value is obtained by 
calculattng the geometric maan of the 
lower and upper chronic limits horn a 
chronic test A lower chronic limit is the 
highest tested concentration (I) In an 
acceptable chronic test, (2) wbkh did 
not cause the occurrence (which was 
statistically significantly diffeuent from 
the control at p-0.05) of a specified 
adverse effect. and (3) below which no 
tested concentration caused such an 
occurrence. An upper chronic limit is the 
lowest tested concentration (I) in an 
acceptable chronic test (2) which did 
cause the occurrenca (which was 
stetistically significantly Merent fkom 
the control at p-0.05) of a spedfied 
adverse effect and (3) above which ail 
tested concentrations caused such an 
oc-ce. 

N~V~~~IS ruthors have ised a 
variety of terma and dehidoru to interpret 
the meuite of chronic tart% so reported 
muIb rhonld be reviewed carefully. 

G. If the chronic toxicity of the 
substance to aquatic animals has been 
adequately shown to be related to a 
water quality characteristic such as 
hardness for freshwater organisms or 
saliiiity for saltwater organisms, a Final 
Chronic Equation should be derived 
based on that water qua&y 
cheractaristic Co to Section VlL 

H. If chronic values an, available for 
eight species aa described in Section III’ 
B.1 or RI. Cl. a dpeciee mean chronic 
value should be calculated for each 
spades for which at least one chronic 
value ts available by calculating the 
geomeMc mean of ali the chronic values 
for the species. The FinaI Chronic Value 
should then be obtained using the 
procedures descrikd in Section IV. I-O. 
ThengotoSectionVLM. 

L For each chronic value for which at 
ieast one appmpriate acute value is 
available, calculate an acute&m& 
ratia using for the numerator the 
aritbm~Uc average of the results of all 
standard flow-through acute tests in 
which the concentrations were 
measured and which are from the same 
study as thechronic test. Lf such an 
acute test is not, available, use for the 
numerator the results of a hxxiard 
acute &et performed at the same 
laboratory with the same species. 
toxicant and dilution water. If no such 
acute test is available. use the species 
mean ucute.value for the numerator. 

Nob-U the acute toxicity or chronic 
toxicity or both of the substance have been 
adequately shown to be related to s water 
qu&y chsrscterirtic. the numerator and the 
denominator must be bared on tests 
performed in the same water. 

J. For each species. calcuate the 
species mean acute-chmnic ratio ‘as the 

geometric mean of all the acute-chronic 
ratios available for that rpeder. 

K. For some substances the rpeciee 
mean acute-chmnic ratio seems to be 
the same for all .spedes. but for other 
substances the ratio seems to increase - . 

. as the species mean acute value 
increases. Thus the Final Acute-Chronic 
Ratio can be obtained in two ways, 
depending on the data available. 

I. If no major trend is apparent and 
the acute-chronic ratios for a number of 
spedies are within a factor of ten. the 
final Acute-Chronic Ratio should be 
calculated as the geometric mean of all 
the spader mean acute-chronic ratios 
available for both freshwater and 
saltwater species. 

2. If the species meen acute-chronic 
ratio seams to increase as the species 
mean acute value increases. the value of 
the acute-chronic ratio for species 
whose acute values are close to the 
Final Acute Value should be chosen as 
the Final Acute-Chronic Ratio. 

L Calculate the Finai Chronic Value 
by dividing the Final Acute Value by the 
Final Acute-Cbmnic Ratio. 

M. If the species mean chronic value 
of an important species. such as a 
commercially or recreationally 
important species. is lower than the 
Fmd Chronic Value. then that species 
mean chronic value should be used as 
the Fti Chronic Value. 

N.GotoSectionVlIL 

VU Final Cluvnic Equation 
A. For each species for which 

comparable chronic toxicity values am 
available at two or mom different 
values of a water quality characteristic 
which apparently affects chronic 
toxicity, perform a least squares 
regression of the-natural logarithms of 
the chartic toxicity values on the 
natural logarithms of the water quality 
characteristic values. No transfdrmation 
or a different transformation may be 
used if it 5ts the data better. but 
appmpriate changes will be necessary 
throughout this section. It is probably 
preferable. but not necessary, to use the 
same transformation that was used with 
the acute values in Section V. 

B. Determine whether or not each 
chronic elope is meaningfuL taking into 
account the range and number of values 
of the water quality characteristic 
tested. For example, a slope based on 
four data pointa may be of limited value 
if it is based only on data for a narrow 
range of values of the water quality 
&mcterietic. On the other hand. a 
slope based on only two data points 
may be meaningful if it is consistent 
writi other information and if the two 
points cover a bmad enough range qf 
the water quality characteristic. If a 
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mllab&lcbmxxicslopeistloMt 
avahble for at loart one specka ntum 
tosecdonvL.H. 

C Calculate the mean chronfc elope 
(L) as the aridxmeffc avenxgw of all the 
meenhgful cbmnic sloper for individual 
rpedeu. 

D. For each species cakulatr the 
geometric mean m of the toxicity 
values and the geometric mean (P) of the 
r&tad values of the water quality 
ChN-diX-iStiC 

E For each species caMate the 
logatidtmtc intercept (Q) using the 
eqmtion:Q=lnM-L(hrn. 

F. For ea& species cahiate a speciea 
meanchrfxnicintexeptutheandlogof 
Q- 

G. obtain the FInal chouic Intercept 
by wing the w described in 
section Iv. I-Q. except imert 
“Intercept” for “Vaine’. 

H. lf the specie8 mean chronic 
inmwpt of an important 8pedes. s& 
M a commdally or mcreatfoaally 
ixtIprmt~er,ialowerthMule 
RnaI cb.roxuc Intercept then that 
specks mean chronic intercept should 
be wed ar the fid Qtronic Intercept. 

LTheFlnaickIilic4llationis 
w-cittanwe -w-r-* 
~.wllereL=meanckxlicJopeand 
R-Rd-l.utercept 

VZL? Finoi Phnr vahw 
A Appro&~te measatw of the \ 

toxicity of the rtlb&nca, to aquatic 
pianta are Ued to unnpere the relative 
Mil8itl~uee of aqu@c piant. and 
a,aima& 

RAvaiueirra alnMntratfoon which 
decmaaed growth (as measured by dry 
weight chlomphyiL etc] h a 96-k at 
longarte8twithanalgaoorinachrdc 
tart with an aquaHo vaacuhr plaat , 

CQbtaintheFldP!antVa.lueby 
sdecthg the lowest plant value km a 
tart h which the toxicant conwntrationa 
were measured 

Lx Fhdi26siduwM 
ATlmFfnaiRaddueVahmLduriwd 

. incndl3rto(1Jprsveftt~~ar 

=-Whmporlaatagoa* 
organisma from actmdhgrelewnt FDA 
action level8 and (2) protect wMHfrh 
lrdtdhg 5hea md btrdr. that eat 
aquatic org8nhm hum demon8tmt8d 
adverse effact~. A residue v&e ir ’ 
calculated by dividing a maxtmwn 
pemniasibb fhue concentraffon by an 

~ZEGZEE$e*qkEt of 
the dnc~~don of a rubetance in ail 
or pert of an aquatic oganim dfvided 
by the amaYxltNdwn ln wrtsr ‘53 which 
th8ogantwhbWQlUXpOdA 
mudmrrmpennhiblatfsuue . 
concentmtlon Ie either (1) an adon 

law1 ihnn tJu FDA Adminiatrattw 
Guidelfnea Mammal for 5h oil or for the 
edible portlou of 5h or rhelIf& or (2) a 
maximum acceptable dietary intake 
baaed on observationa on uurvtval 
growth ur reproduction in a chronic 
wildlife feeding study. If no maximum 
permiaaible tissue concentration is 
available, go to Section X because no 
Final Residue Value can be derived 

Rl.ABCFdeterminedina 
laboratory test should be used only if il 
WM caLdated based on mean-d 
concentn~ffo~ of the rubrtance in the 
test mlution and war baaed on an 
expoam that continued until either 
rteady-rtate or Z&dqv WIU rsached 
Steady-&ate ia reached when the EC2 
doe8 not tbnge dgdfkady over a 
parlodofrims~ucha8twoday.sor16 
penxntofthelangthoftheexpomms 
tickewr ia longer. If a rrtaady-state 
BCF ir not available for a speciea the 
available BCF for the longest exposure 
over28duysrhouldbeusedforthat 

ZABCFhnnafleldexposureshould 
beuaedoalywhenitbknownthatthe 
concentration of the eubatance wa8 
meaouebly comt8nt for a long enough 
parfod of time over the range of territory 
inhabited by the organWw. 

~JfBCFvahxeekomfleidexposuru 
am wwfatendy. lower or kigim thfm 
thoee born laboratory expomlms, ttin 
only thtme values fmm 3eld exposures 
dmdd be wed ff possibls 

c A KF ahonld be caicaleted based 
on the amcentradon of the substance 
and its metaMtua. which am 
r&n&uaQyrimikandarsnotmncb 
mom salable in watar than the pemnt 

ltLTzst:aTL-Md 
concentradm in the oqdmma at the 
begin&q of the te& 

S.ABCFv&eobtainedfkma 
Iebomtory or ffdd exposure that cawed 
an obsecvabla adverse effect on the test 
qanismmaybousedonlyifftia 
aidar to that obtained with Unaaected 
otganhns at lower concen~tionr in the 
mme ted 

6. Wttenewr a BC?’ ia determined for 
a Iipid-rohable substance. the percent 
Upida mhoold also be determined in the 
tbue for which the BCF-WM calculated. 

C A BCF calculated using dry tlsrue 
weighta must be cortverted to a wkt 
tiame weight basis by muMplying the 
dry weight BCF’ value by 0.1 for 
plankton and by 02 for indivfdnal 
spadee of Edus and invertebrata 

Not&-TbTduoaoftuanda1w8tw 
derllmihumdatapoWlhdin: 
McDlffett W. F. 1970. Ecologv SlS7WJ8& 
BmdwaRW,ataL1maJ.WUclUfe 

uaMgemmlt~75. 

New York p. 411. 
Ruttnar. F., 1983. Fundamental d Lhnolow. 

3rded.Tnnr.byD.C.PrsyPndF.eJ.Fy. 
Univ. of Tomnto Presr. Toxwuto. 
Some additional vliuea CM k found in: 

Sculthorpa C D, 1967. l-h EUogy of 
~uaz’Asm.dar PLentr Amold Publishg 

, 

D. If enough pertinent data exint 
‘several midw values ~IU be calcuiatui 
by dividing maximam permissible tissue 
concentrations by appropriate BCF 
WlUW. 

I, For each available maximum 
acceptabie dietary in& derived from a 
chronic feeding study with wildlife, 
including bti and aquatic organiamr. 
the appropriate BCF is based on the 
whole body 6f aquatic species which 
cotwdtute or rep-sent a major portion 
of t%e diet of the tested wildlife speciea 

2. For an FDA action level. the 
appropriate Bcp is the highest geometric 
mean species BCF for the ediblb portion 
(muade for decapods. mwde with or 
without akin for 5hea. adductor musde 
for ecallopr and total liviiq tissue for 
other bivalve molluso ] oi a consumed 
speciea ‘Ihe highest species BCF is wed 
becaure FDA action levels are applied 
on a specie+by-rpecics basis. 

E For llpidaolable substancea. it may 
be poeaible to calculate additional 
residue valuea Because steady-state 
BCF vkluea for a lipid-joluble chemical 
seem to be proportional to percent lipids 
from one tierue to another and from one 
spedss to another, extrapolations can 
be mede horn tested Ursues or sped- 
to untested Uaauea or speciea on the 
bauia of percent lipids. 

1. For ad.3 BCF for which the percent 
lipida ir known for the same tissue for 
which the BCF was measured the BCF 
thouId be nonnaked toaonepercent 
lipid baaia by dividing the BCF by the 
percent Upida Thir adjustment to a ooe 
percent lipid barb makes all the 
meamued BCF valuer compatible 
regardlesr otttie specie8 or tissue for 
which the BCF war measured 

2 CalcttLete the geometric mean 
normaljzed BCF. Data for both saltwater 
and &e&water species can be used to 
determine the mean normalized BCF. 
because the narmnlired BCF seema to 
be about the same for both kinds of 
WI- 

3. Raridue values can then be 
txlctdeted by dividfng the maximum 
permhible tirue concentxationa by the 
meann.o~BCFandbyapercent 
llpida value appropriate to the maximum 
pennisrible tisrue concentretfoa i.e, 
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a. For an FDA action level for i3.& oiL 
the appropriate percant lipida value ia 
ml. 

b. For an FDA action level for fish, the 
eppmpriate percent lipids value is 15 for 
freshwater criteria and 16 for saltwater 
criteria because FDA action levels are 
applied on a species-by-species basis to 
commoniy conmumed species. The edible 
portion of th8 fmahwater lak8 trout 
avaragar about IS percent lipida, and 
tha edible portion of the saltwater 
Atlantic h8rring averages about 16 
parcant lipida (SldwalL V. D, et aI. 1974 
Gomporition of the Edible Portlon of 
Raw (Fmrh or Frozen) Cruataceanrr. 
Finflah and Mobks. L Protain. Fat 
Moirtum, Aah. Garbohydrate, Energy 
Valw. and GholeateroL Marine FIsheri 
Revisw 3&Z&35). 

c For a maximum acceptable dietary 
Intake derived ti a chronic feeding 
study with wildlife, the appropriate 
perc8nt lipida ir the percent lipida of an 
aquatic species or group of aquatic 
species which constitute a maJor portion 
Of th8 diet Of th8 wildlife SI78Ci8s. 

F. l”h8 FInal Residue Value ir 
obtained by selecting the lowest of th8 ’ 
avaihbh naidue vahar. It should be 
noted that in many caner the m 
RenidtmValw will not be low enough. 
For 8xampie. a nsidw value ca.hn&~thd 
hn an FDA action level would nsult in 
an avmage conwntration in the edible 
portion of a fatty spader that ia at the 
action level. On the average half of the 
individuals of the qmdcs would have 
concentrationa above the FDA action 
level Also. th8 redtn of InRlly chlwnic 
feeding studies are concentrations that 
CJXUE8’adverSe effects. 

x OthrDatQ 

Pertinent informatIon that could not 
be used in earlier section may be 
available concerning adverse effecta on 
aquatic organiema and their ~888. The 
most important of these am data on 
flavor impairment reduction in 8urvivaL 
grow& or reproduction. or any other 
adverse effect that har been shown to 
be biologically r&r&cant Eapedally 
important are data for species for which 
no other data am available. Data from 
behavioral, micorcosm. deld and 
physiological rtudier may also be 
available. 

XL Cntenbn 

A. The criterion consiets of two 
concentrations. one that should not b8 

exceeded on the average in a &hour 
period and one that should not be 
exceeded at any time during the 24hour 
period. This two-number criterion is 
intended to identify water quahty 
conditions that should protect aquatic 
life and ita uses from acute and chronic 
adverse effecta of both cumulative and 
noncumuiativa substances without being 
aa r8strictivs a8 a one-number critarion 
would have to be to provide the same 
d8gme of protectton. 
\ B. The rmudmum conc8ntration is the 

Final Acute Value or ir obtained fmm 
th8 Final Acuta RqUatiO33. 

C T’hr &hour average comxntration 
ia obtahd from the Final chronic 
VaIna th8 FiIlal Plant valw, and the 
FInal Residue Value by reletting the 
lowest available value, unless other 
data [s8e Section X) &om tssta in which 
the tOldCant COIlC8ntratiOM W8r8 
measured show that a lower value 
should be uaad If toxicity in mlat8d to a 
wa!ur qua&y charscterirtic the &hour 
average concentration ia obtained from 
the Flaai chmnic Equation, the Final 
Plant Value. and the ELnal Residue 
Vahi8 by selecting th8 one that resulta in 
the lowart concentrationn in the normal 
range of th8 water quality charactetitic 
uniesr other data (see Section X) from 
t88tlJ in WhtCh th8 t&Cant 
concmtratioru were measured show 
that a lower value should be used. 

D. The critarfon la (the &hour 
average concentration) as a &hour 
average and the concantratlon should 
not exwed (the maximum 
concemtrstion) at any time. 

XlL Rhew 

A On the baris of alI available 
perdxmnt laboratory and Aeld 
lnfo~~~tion determine if th0 criterion i8 
consintent’ with mound scientific 
evidence. If it ia not, another CrfteriOn. 
either hi&u or lower, should b8 derived 
using appropriate modificationa of the 
GuidelInes. 

These Guidelines were written by 
Qmrler E Stephan. Donald L Mount 
David J. Hansen, John Ii. Gentile. Gary 
A. Chapman and William A Brunga of 
the U.S.E.PA. Rnvironmentai Research 
~bomtoriar in Gorvalh& Ch’qOO. 
Duluth, Mnnerota, Gulf Bmaze. Florida. 
and Narraganactt, Rhode Island. 
Numerou.a other people, many of whom 
do not work for U.S.ILPA., provided 
asrirtance and suggetttfona 

th8coMentmcrnWetarcd~ 
Docuxwnts - . 

L Objective 
The objactfve of the health effect 

assessment Chaptera of the ambient 
water criteria documenta is to estimate 
ambient water concentrations which do 
not represent a significant risk to the 
public. These arressmanta should 
constitute a review of alI mlsvant 
information on individual chemical or 
chemical clarr8r in order to darivr 
criteria that mpmrent in the case of 
1lUSP8ct or provsn cardnOgena, various 
lsvelr of inamantal CBncer rirk or, in 
th8 CW8 Of 0th POlhlt8Ilbl. astirnat Of 
no-effect levelr. 

Idstally, anhhmt wat8r quality criteria 
should mpmsent levela for compound8 
in ambient water that do no: pose a 
hazard to the human population 
However, in any mahrtic assessment of 
human he&h hazard. a fundamental 
distinction must be made between 
absolute safety and the mcognition of 
somu rink. Criteria for absolute safety 
would have to be based on detailed 
knowledge of dosbmsponae 
mlationahipa in humane, including ail 
SOWI Of Chemical ex’pOsUre. the typ8a 
of toxic eff8cta elicited the existence of 
threshoidm for the toxic effects, *he 
significance of toxicant interactions, and 
the variances of senritivities and 
axpomue level8 within the human 
population. In practice. such absolute 
crituia cannot be established because 
of deflciendas in both the available data 
and the mesna of lnterpmting thin 
informatloxL coMequendy. the 
individual human health effecta chaptem 
propore criteria which minimize or 
spadfy the potential risk of adverse 
human effecta due to substances in 
ambient water. Potsntial rocial or 
economic coat8 and benefits are not 
considemd in th8 formulation of the 
criteria. 

LL Types of Ctitarh 
Ambient water quality criteria ar8 

based on three types of biological 
endpoints: CardnOg8Ilid~. toxicity (i.e.. 
au adverse effacta other than ULIICer), 
and o anoleptic effects. 

For s e purpore of deriving ambient 
water quality criteria, carcinogenic@ ir 
regarded aa a non-threshold 
phenomenon. using this arrumptioa 
“safe” or “no effect” levela fdr 
carci,nogena cannot be establlahed 
b-use Bven extmmely small doses 
muat be anrumed to elicit a finite 
maact in the inddence of ths 
msponse. Consequently, water quality 



criteria fix carcinopm nm preukd IU 
a ranga of pollutant cxxlcsntratioPr 
aawdatad with corrwponding 
lncmnental riska 

For compounds which do not manifest 
any apparent carcinogenic effect the 
threshold a~~aumption ia used in deriving 
a criterion. m aarumption ir baaed on 
the pnmire that a physiological reserve 
capacity exista within the organism 
which ia thought to be depleted before 
clinical &ease ensues. Alternatively, it 
may be assumed that the rate of dansge 
d be idgn&ant over the life span of 
the organian Thus, ambient water 
quality critaria am derived for non- 
cardnogenic chemicala and preanmabiy 
result in no observabkadverse-ef 
bV&(NoAEtr)iIltheXpOMdhUlllM 
popuhtion 

In some inatancer tit&a are based 
on organolepdc ch0racteriutia. Le, 
thresholda forbate or odor. Such 
criteria are e8tabIbhedwhau 
hmddent Lrtormndon ia available on 
bdcologic effecta or when t&t esdmata 
of the level of the pohtant in ambient 
watorbaaed on oganoieptic afiecta ir 
lower than the level calculated Imm 
tozdcoiogic data. It should be recognized 
that criteda baaed sorely on 
oganoleptic a&cts do not necejarily 

mafoe h- heaith. 
~tions of accaptabIe 

Several an&ant water quality criteria 
documents deal with claaaea of 
compounds which include chamlrrh 
axhibitiugvaryfngdegreerofrknctuml 
aimibrity. Becauae predictfon of 
bioiogkd effuda based soIely on 
re parameters ibdif3cu.k tha 
derivation of compaand-rpsddc criteria 
Ir prefeumbIe to a dasr crhdon. A 
coulpouad~critaiox4is defined 
a8abveIderivudtimdataoneach 
individual subject compound that doea 
not .mpreaent a significant rink to th 
public For some chemical dasaea. 
howevur, a compound-spedfic attarfon 
camotbededvedforea~mem&rafa 
cbaa.rHsucblrlstmzaftbsonrsttmM 
justibis to derive a class criterion fn 
which available data on one meunbar of 
acia8amaybeu88dtoesUmatecritaria 
for other chemicah of tha clasr because 
a ddemt data base is not available 
for there compounck 

For some chemicals andchemtcai 
cb.~~. the data base wa.a judged to br 
inrufadent for the derivation of a 
critarh. In those caaaa defldexies h 
the availabla information are detahd. 

LIZ APF+ 

water quality criturir Although primary 
emphasi8 i8 pbced on kiantifying 
epldemio~ogic and tlxicologio dati 
thew MMrwluxlti typicdly contain 
discuaeiona on four topics existing 
levels of human exporure. 
pharmacokinetks, toxic effects, +d 
criterion formulation. 

For all do cumsnts. an attempt is made 
to include the known relevant 
infnrmation Review articka and reports 
are often used in the process of data 
evahatfon and ryntheais. Sdenti5c 
judgment ir axardwd In the rwiew and 
evahdm of tb data in each document 
and in the ideu~tificathm of the adverw 
effecta qaht which pmtactive criteria 
amu&tInaddition.aachofthes49 
documenta fr rwiawed by- pa= 
cudttw ofrdentbta familbrwith-tha 
epeci5c compound(*). These work 
groupsevahlatettUqualityofthe 
availabb data, the completunerr of the 
data summary, and the validity of the 
derived critsrlon 

hltilean~uld~tklnofthe 
datkanattmnptbmadetobe 
coMiatmlt with respect to the format 
and the appkatton of acceptable 
mzientiftc prfncipler Evaluatfon 
p~tlWdblthsbourd 

, 

aawmnent proam fduw the prhcipIe8 
pudlnnd by the National Academy of 
!SciencesinIhinkiag WaturandHealth 
(lon]MdtbgliddiD8SOfthO 

t?c%r 
Auasamant Group of the 

The exposure racdon of the health 
effect3 chapten r&ewe known 
in.formadun on cument bveb ofhuman 
expo6um to tha indfvidMI polhltnnt 
fromelI-Muchofthedatawar 
obtained from monftorlng tier of air, 
water,fodrdtandhtmaauranimd 
hue residues. The major purpose of 
thb section ia to provide background 
fnfonaattcm ou the contitioa of water 
expowm rebtivu to au other DollEM. 
czoawquently, tInI expawre 8wtion 
indudes rubsecdonr ravievving different 
mutes of axpasum including water and 
foad inge8tioe inhahtioo, and dermal 
contact 

xnfomlation on expornre can be 
valuabb in developing and assessing a 
water quality criterion. In thew 
documents exposers hm constnnption 
of contaminated water and 
contaminated fish and rheMsh pmductr 
ir need in criterion fornruletkm. Data for 
all modes of exporure am uaefd in 
mbfing totai Make to the expect4 
contribution from wntaminated water. 
5shmrd8hallhh.haddidan 
infomadonforallmuieacdexpo8um 
notliInitedtodrinkhgaBfMdfbh 
and r&IIfbh ingestion can ba used to 

justify or aaseu the feuibility bf the 
formulation of criteria far amblent 
water. 

Theuwof&rh wMumpt&nMM 
expomlH factornlquirM th4 
quantitation of poMult residues in the 
edible portiona of the ingerted speciea 
Accordingly, bioconcantratlon factors 
CBcps) are used to mbte pollutant- 
residue9 in aquatic organh~ to the 
pohtant concentration in the ambient 
waters in which they reside. 

To ertlmate the average F capita 
intaka of a pollutant due to amsumptian 
of amtamhted &h and shelB,ah th 
rwultrufadtetwrveywareanalyzedto 

aheU5h (US. EPA, lse0). A spades L 
amdared to be a consumed hsbwatm 
orertuarh5shurdsheMilrpedsrif 
atsamortageinitaIifecy&itis 
hanmsted&omfrmhore&ua&awater 
for human coamlmption in ai$#fkallt 
quanduw (StrIphaIL 19ao). 

l%readifrhxtplQahres areuwdto 
estfmate the weighted avarage BCF 
dependhg upon the lipid solubility of 
the chemical and the availability of 
bioconantration data. 

For kipid+oiuble co~ounds. the 
average l3CF ia calcuiaird from the 
weighted averugw pemsznt lipid8 in the 
edibbpordlm8ofconsum ed freshwater 
and wuari~ fish and shellfish which 
was calcubtad horn data on 
corummptton of each specie31 end ita 
corrwpaadin(lpan%mtlipi&tobe~ 
percent (Stephan lSt30). Became the 
8teady-atata BCFr for lipid-aoiublo 
clqmlub am propdud to percent 
lipa biocoacan tration factors for Elrh 
and rhsi&h un be adjusted to tha 
avamge parixnt Upida for aquatk- 
organisms consumed by Ameriuna. For 
many lipid-eolubb pollutantr there 
eximts at least one BCF fur which the 
percant lipid value was measured for the 
tissuer for which the BCF b determined 

With 3.0 p-t as the weighted 
average percent lipi& for freshwater 
and estuarhe fish end rhail5sh in the 
average diet, a BCF’, and a 
corresponding percent Upid value, the 
weighted average bioconcentratioa 
factor can be calculated. 

EJCMlpIa. 
Weighted average penxnt lipids for 

average diet -3.0 percent 
Measured BCF of 17 for 

trichioroethybne with bhgilla at 
4.8 percent Iipids 

Weighted avemge BCF for a-8 
diet efpab 

17 x 3.0% = 1o.Q 
4.8% 
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Am an estimate. 10.6 ls us8d for the 
BCF. 

In there caaas wbem an appropriate 
bioconcentration factor im not available, 
the equation ‘Zag BCF I (a66 Log P)- 
0.70” can be used (Veith. et al. 1978) to 
estimate the BCF for aquatic organisms 
con&ining about 7.8 percent lipidn 
(Veith. 1980) from the octanol/water 
partition coefficient P. Arr adjustment 
for percent lipids in the average diet 
versus 7.6 percent is made in order lo 
derive the weighted average 
bioconcentration factor. 

For non-lipid-sofubie compounds, the 
available BCFa for the edibie portion of 
consumed freshwater and estuarine Bsh 
and shellfish am weighted accmihg to 
consumption factors to determine a 
weighted BCF representative of tha 
average diet. 

8. Pharmawkinetiu 
Thinmcthm- the available 

information oa the absorption, 
di~tibatioa metabolism, and 
elimination of the compound(s) tn 
humans and experimental mammal. 
Conceptually, such informahm b useful 
in validation of inter- and intmspedes 
extrapolations. and in characterizing the 
modea of tnxic ictian Sufficient 
informatioa on abrorptlon and 8xcmtion 
in animnh togethet with a bwiedg8 ?f 
ambient amc8ntrationa in water. food, 
and air, could be ussful in estimating 
bodyburdaProf&m.icalsinthehuman 
poptitioa Distribution data which 
suggert target organs or timma am 
desirable for interaped= comparison 
techniqv In terms of the derivation of 
crituia, pharmacokinetic data am 
essential to ertimate equivalent oral 
doses bPsad on data horn inhahtios or 
other muter of exposure. 

c Eff. 
Thii McdOU fiummakes information 

on biological effects in both humana and 
experimental mammals resulting In: 
acute, subacute. and chronic toxidty. 
synerginm and/or antagonism, 
teratogenicity, mutagenidty. or 
cardnogenidty. 

lie major goal of this sectfoh tr to 
survey the suitability of thr data for us-8 
in assessment of hazard and to 
determine which biological end-point, 
ie, non-threshald threshold or 
oqanoleptic should be selected for unt 
in criterion formuIatlon. 

B8causs this &on attempts td 
aaaesa potantlai human health effects, 
data on documented human effecta am 
thoroughly evaluated. However, s8v8ml 
factorr inherent In human . 
epidemiological studies usu~Uy pm&de 
the 114e of much data in generatlng water 
quality criteria. These problem aa 

summarized by the National Academy 
of Sdeacw (Nm lW7] am aa fbllows: 

I. Epidemiology cannot tell what 
effecta 8 material will have until aft8r 
humans have been exposed One muat 
not conduct what might be hazardous 
experiments on man. 

2 If exposure has been ubiquitous, it 
may ti impossible to assess the effecta 
of a material. because there ia no 
unexposed control group. Statistics of 
morbidity obtained before use of a new 
material can sometimes be useful. but 
when latent periods am variable and 
times of Introduction and removal of 
mat&ala overlap, historical data on 
chronic effects am usually 
unaatifactory. 

3, It Ir usually difIicuh to determine 
doaea in human exposures. 

4. Ueunlly, it is hard to identify small 
change9 in common effects, which may 
nonethelesr b8 important if the 
population La large. 

5. Interactions in a ‘hPtur8designed” 
experiment unuaHy cannot ba 
controlled. 

Although these pmblems often 
prevent the use of epidemiological data 
in quantitattve risk assessments. 
qualitative similarities or differences 
between documented effecta in humans 
and observed effects in experimental 
mammal8 are extremely useful in testing 
the valkiity of animal-to-man 
extrapolations. Consequently. in each 
case. an attempt is made to identify and 
utilize both epidemiologic and animal 
do*response data. Criteria derived 
from such a confirmed data base are 
considand to be reliable. 

The dtdsion to establish a criterion 
based on a non-threshold model is made 
after svaluatlng all available 
information on cardnogenidty and 
8upporUw information on mutagenicity. 
The approach and conditions for the 
qualitative decision of carcinogenidty 
am outlined in the U.S. EPA Interim 
Comer Guidelines (41 FR 2~02). ln a 
rqmrt hy Albert et aL (1977). and in the 
Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group 
(IRLC) gutdelines on carcinogenic risks 
(DUG 1~9). It is assumed that a 
subrtance which induces a statistically 
significant carcinogenic responre in 
animals har the capacity to cause 
cancttr in humans. A chemical which 
har not induced a signiflcent cancur 
msponsr tn humans or experimental 
animala ir not idenHfied a~ a 
carcinogen, even though itr metabolites 
or clore structural analogu88 might 
induce a carcicogcnic msponss or it W~IJ 
shown to k mutagenic In an fn Vito 
system. 

It is mcognized that some potential 
human carcinogens may not bs 
identified by the guidelines given above. 

For example. compounds for which 
them is plausible but weak qualitative 
evidence of cardnogenicity in 
expsrimcntal animal systema (ruch aa 
data brn moura skin painting or stmin 
A mouse puimonary denoma) would be 
included in this category. The derivation 
of a criterion for human consumption 
from these studies in not valid. 
regardless of the qualitative outcome. tn 
additioa them are certain compounds 
(e.g.. nickel and beryllium) which were 
shown to be carcinogenic in humans 
after inhalation exposure by chemical 
form, but have induced thw far no 
response in animals or humans via 
ingesting their soluble salts. 
Nevertheless, a non-threshold titer& 
Mdeveloped for beryllium because 
tumon have bean produced in animals 
at a site removed from the site of 
administration: in contrast a threshold 
critarion is r&ommended for nickel 
because then is no evidence of tumon 
at sites dialant msulting frcm 
adminirtradon of nickel solutions by 
either ingestion or injection. 

For those compounds which were not 
reported to induce carcinogenic effects 
or for those compound3 for which 
carcinogenic date am lacking or 
insufficient, an attempt is made to 
estimate a no-effect level. ln many 
respects, the hazard evaluation from 
these studies is similar to that of 
bioassays for carcinogenic@. In order 
to mom closely approximate conditionm 
of human exposum. preference ia given 
to chronic studies involving oral 
exposures in water or diet over a 
significant portion of the animal life 
spah Greatest confidence is placed in 
those studies which demonstrate dose- 
related adverse effects as well as no- 
effect levels. 

Thera k considerable variability in 
the biological endpoinb used to define a 
no-effect level. They may range from 
gross effecta ruch a8 mortality, to more 
subtle biochemical, physiological. or 
pathological changes. Teratogenicity. 
reproductive impairment, and 
behavioral sffecta are significant toxic 
consequence9 of 8nvimnmental 
contamination. In instances where 
carcinogenic or other chronic effects 
occur at exposure levels below those 
causing temtogenicity. reproductive 
impairment or behavioral effects. the 
former am used in deriving the crituion. 
For most of the compounds evaluated 
thus far, temtogenicity and mproductive 
impairment occur at dosea near 
maximum tolerated levels with dose 
aclmhidmtion schedules well above 
estimated environmental ex-posum 
levels. Monover. information On 
behavioral effects. which could be of 

. 
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significencu is not available for moat of 
the compounds under rtudy. 
Cozlrequendy, most NOAELa deriYdd 
hmm chmnic rtudiee are based either on 
gnu toxic effeota of oa effeots dimctly 
related to functional impairment or 
defined patholo ‘Cal lesions. 

For compoun zp s on which adequate 
chronic toxicity studies are not 
available. studies on acute and subacute 
toxicity assume greater sighiicance. 
Acute toxicity studier usually involve 
single exporuree at lethal or near lethal 
doses. Subacute studies often involve 
expoearue exceeding 10 percent of the. 
life span of the test organism, a.& 90 
clays for the rat with an average life 
span of 30 months. such rtudim are 
useful in eetabllshing the nature of tha 
compound’s toxic effects and other 
parameters of compound toxkzity, such 
as target organ effects, metabolic 
behavior, physiological/biochemical 
effects, and patterns of retention and 
tissue distribution. The utility of acute 
end subacute studies in deriving 
environmentaJly meaningful NOEG la 
uncwtaia, although McNamare (1978) 
haa dcveiopecl appilcatioa factom for 
such derivations. 

In some cares where’ adequate data 
are not available from studier utilkdng 
oral router of admini.9kation. no-effect 
levels for oral axpoeuree may be 
estimated loom dermal or inhalation 
L !udic~ Sudt eetimatee involve 
;Ipproximations of the total dose 
sdminiatemd based on assumptions 
about breathing rater and/or magnitude 
of absorption. 

T%ia section reviews existing 
standards for the chemical(r), 
8ummnrIw data on current llde of 
human exposure, attempts to identify 
special groups at risk, and de5ee the 
basis for the recommended criterion. 

information on tisting standah is. 
included primarily for comparison with 
the proposed water quality criteria. 
Some of the present standa& such a8 
those recommended by the 
Occupational safety and Health 
Administration (O!MA) or the Amrlcen 
Conference of Governmental lnduatrial 
Hygienists (ACGIH), v bared on 
toxicologic data but are Intended ae 
acceptable Ievela for occupational 
rather then environmental exposure. 
Other level4 mch as tho843 
recommended by the National Academy 
of Sciences III Drinking Water and 
Heafth (1~7) or in the U.S. EPA Interlxn 
Rrlmary DrMdng Water Standard& are 
mom cldeely related to proposed water 
quality criteria. Emphasis is placed on 
detailing the basis for the exisw 
standards wherever possible. 

sumaleriee of curtant levels of human 
expoeum. presented in this sectios 
spedficaily address the ruitability of the 
data to derive water quality criteria. The 
identification of spedal groups at risk 
either becauee of geogmpbical or 
ocoupational differences in exposure or 
biological differences in susceptibility to 
the compound(e), focuses on the impact 
that these groups should have on the 
development of water quality criteria. 

The basis for the recommended 
criteria section summarizes and 
qtdi5eealiofthedataueedin 
developing the criteria. 

N. Cuidelin~ for Crib&a Mvatibn 
The derivation of water quality 

criteria fmm laboratory animal toxicity 
data la eeaentially a two-step procedure. 
First a total daily intake for humans 
mart be estimated which establisher 
either a defined level of iisk for aon- 
threshold effects or a no-effect level for 
threshold effecta. Secondly, assumptions 
must be made about the contribution of 
contaminated water and the 
consumption of 5h/rhellBeh to the total 
daily intaka of the chemicaL These 
estimates are thenused to establish the 
tolerable daily intake and consequently 
the water quality aiterion, 

A Non- Thnshoid Effsctr 
After. the decision hae.been made that 

a compound has the potential for 
caua@cancemi.nhuman.s and that 
data exist which permit the derivation 
of a criterion. the water concentration 
which la estimated to cause a lifetime 
ardnogenic risk of 1tP is determined 
l%e lifetime cardnogenidty risk is the 
probability that a parron would get 
cancer somebe in his or her life 
aaauming ooatlnuoua exposure to the 
compound The water concentration ia 
calculated by asing the low-dose 
extrapolation procedure proposed by 
cnlmp (IQ&I). Thir procedure h an 
Improvement on the multietage low dose 
eitrapolatlon procedure by Cnrmp, et aL 
mm. 

The data used for quantitative 
eetlmatee are of two types: (1) lifetime 
animal etudiw. and (2) human studies 
wham excess cancer risk has been 
aaaociated with exposure to the agent. 
In animal etudiee it is assumed unless 
evidence exists to the contrary, that if a 
carcinogenic response occurs at the 
doer levels used in the study. then 
proportionately lower responses will 
also occur at all lower doses. with an 
inddence determined by the 
extrapolation model discussed below. 

1. Choice of Model. 
Thara b no really solid scientific basis 

for any mathematical extrapolation 
model which miates carcinogen 

exposure to can= risks at the 
extremely low leveir of concentration 
that must be dealt with in evaluating the, 
environmental hazarda For practical 
reaeom. euch low levels of risk cannot 
be measured directly either using animal 
experiments or epidemiologic studies. 
We must, therefore, depend on our 
current understanding of the 
mecheniem of carcinogenesis for 
guidance as to which risk model to use. 
At the present time. the dominant view 
of the carcinogenic process involves the 
concept that most agents which cause 
cancer also cause irreversible damage to 
DNA. This position is reflected by the 
fact that a very large pmportion of 
agenta which cause cancer am also 
mutagenic Them is reason to expect 
that the quantal type of biologicai 
reepoaee that is characteristic of 
mutagenesis is associated with a linear 
non-threshold dose-response 
relationship. Indeed, there is substantial 
evidence from mutagenesis studies with 
both ionidng radiation and with a wide 
variety of chemicals that this type of 
dose-response model is the appropriate 
one to use. This is particulariy true at 
the lower end of the dcse-response 
curve: at higher doses. *here can be an 
upward curvature. probably reflecting 
the effects of multistage processes on 
the mutagenic response. The linear aon- 
&r&old dose-response relationship is 
also coriiietent with the relatively few 
epidemiological studies of cancer 
responses to specific agents that contain 
enoagh information+0 make the 
evaluation possible (e.g.. radiation- 
induced leukemia, breast and thyroid 
cancer, akin wncer induced by arsenic 
in dri&ing water, and liver cancer 
induced by aflatoxin In the diet). Them 
is a&o some evidence from animal 
experimente that is consistent with the 
linear non-threshold hypothesis (e.g., 
her tumom induced in mice by Z- 
acetylaminofluorene in the large scale 
ED., study at the National Center of 
Toxicological Research. and the 
initiation stage of the two-stage 
carcinogeneeis model in the rat liver and 
the mows skin). 

Because it has the best, albeit limited 
sdentific basis of any of the current 
mathematical extrapolation models. the 
Linear non-threshold model has been 
adopted as the primary basis for risk 
extrapolation to low levels of the dose- 
resporrso relationship. The risk 
assessmenta made with this model 
should be warded as conservative, 
representing the most plausible upper 
limit for the risk Le., the true risk is not 
ye.l~tz:tban the estimate, but 

. 
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The mathem5tical formrrlation choeen 
to describe the linear. non-threshold 
dose-response relationship at low doses 
is the improved multistage model 
developed by Orump (1980). Tbi5 modal 
employs enough arbitrary conrtants. to 
be able to At almost any monotonically 
increaeing doss-response data and it 
incorporates a pmcedure for estimating 
the largest possible linear slope (in the 
XI percent confidence limit sense] at low 
extrapolated doses that is consistent 
with the date at all dose level5 of the 
eqxkment. For this rea5on it may be 
called-a “linearizsd” multitag mod& 

Z Pmcedura of Low-Dose 
ExtrapoL5tfon Ba5ed on Animal 
cardnogenlcity Data. 

k Description of the Extrapolation 
Model 

Let P(d) represent the lifetime risk 
(probability) of cancer at do5e d. The 
muhi5tage m&3l ha5 the form 
Pfd)=l-.xn [-(q.+q,d+qd’+. . . +ad71 
whcra: 

q>adi=aLZ.. . .k 
ELpiVdSUtl~‘, 

A(d)-l-axp [-(q,d+qld’+ . . . +q&)l ’ 
wham 

A(d) m P(d) - p(O), 
-' 1 - P(0) 

is the extra risk over backgmuxxd rate at 
dose d. 

Thegoint estimate of the coefficient5 
q5 i-0.1.2. . . , k and wnaequently 
the extra risk !?mctioa A(d) at any given 
dose 6 is c&uiated by maximihg the 
likelihood function of the data. 

The point estimate and the 95 percent 
upper confidence IImft of the extra dsk 
A(d) are calculated by using the - 
wmputer program OLORAL 79 
developed by Grump and Watson (1879). 
upper 96 percent co&ienw limit5 on 
theextmri5kandlower~percent 
confidence limit5 on !he does prodn.~ 
agivenriskaredetermhedkmna96 . 
percent upper wnfidenw limit qr’. on 
parameter ql. Whenever *MO+ ,at low 
doses extra risir A(d) ha5 approximately 
the form A(d)-qrxd Therefore. q,xd 
is a 95 penent upper confidence limit on 
the axtra risk and R/q,’ & a CS percent 
lower wn5dence limit on the dose 
producing an extra risk of R Let L be 
the maximum value of the log-likelihood 
function. The upper limit q,* i5 
calculated buy incxeastng qr to a value 
q,’ such that when the log-likelihood ia 
again mzxximized subject to this Bxed 
value ql’ for ths linear weffident, !he 
resulting maximum valus of the log- 
likelihood L 5aattsfie5 the equation . 
Z&-hl=WO554 

wham 27OtiLM is the cumulative 80 
percent point of the chi-rquam 
distribution with one degree of fnedom, 
which corresponds to a 95 percent upper 

. limit (onc5ided). Thin approach of 
computing the upper confidertoe limit for 
the extra risk A(d) is an impmvement on 
the Orump. et al. (1977) model. The 
upper confidence limit for the extra risk 
calculated at low doses is always linear. 
This is wncephrally consistent with the 
linear nonthreshold concept discussed 
earlier. The slope q,’ I5 taken a5 an 
upper bound of the potency of the 
chandcal in iducing cancef at low 
dosaa 

In 5tdng the dose-response model. the 
number of term5 in the polynomial g i5 
chosenequal!o@-l).wherehirthe 
numb of dore groups III the 
expow indudhg the wnflul group. 

Whenaver the multistage model does 
not 5t the data su&iently, data at the 
highest dose i5 deleted and the model b 
refittedtothere5tof!hedata.Tbi5i5 
continued until an aweptable 5t to the 
data is obtained. To determine whether 
or not a fit is acceptable. !he &i-square 
etadattc _ 

h 

x2 - (Xi - NiJ'd2 

. _ _ NiPi (1 - Pi) 
1-l 

L calculated. where N, is the number of 
animals tn the i* dose group, !& is the 
number of enimAla In the iU do5e group 
with a tumor responaa P, is the 
probability of a reeponse in the i* dose 
group e5Umated by 5tting the multistage 
model to the data, and h ir the number 
of remaining groups. 

7%~ 51 ir determined to be 
unacceptable whenever chi-square (X7 
L larger than the cumulative 99 percent 
point of the chi-rquare distribution with 
f degree5 of freedom, where f equals the 
numk of dare groups minus the 
number of non-zero multistege 
coeBciant5. 

3. Selection and Form of Date used to 
Eatimata Parametars in the 
Extrapolation ModeL 

For some chemicala rcveral studies in 
merent animal species. strains. and 
sexes each wnducted at several doses 
and different routes of axpomra M 
available. A ohoiw murt be mede aa to 
which of the data 5et5 &out severel 
studie55mtobeu5edin!hemodel.Iti5 
also new55ery to correct for metabolism 
differences between rpecier and for 
differences In abaarption via diffennt 
mutes of adminie!mtion The 
pmcednma listed below, used in 
eveluating these data are consistent 
wivi the estimate of 8 maximum-likely- 

a. Ttte tumor inckience data am 
separated accmding to organ site8 or 
tumor typea The sat data (La. do5e and 
tumor incidence) used in the model is 
set where the incidence is stati5ticaily 
signSc5ntly higher than the wn!rol for 
at leart one test dare levei and/or 
where the tumor incidence rate shows a 
statiadcally rigniEwn! trend with 
respect to dose IeveL The data set which 
gives the highert estimate of lifetime 
carcinogenic ri5k q,’ is selected in most 
cases. However, efforts are made to 
exclude data sets which produce 
spuriouaip high risk estimates because 
of a small number of animals. That is. if 
two reta of data show a similar dose- 
mpon~ relatfot&p and ooe has a 
very smell sampie size, the set of data 
which has the larger sample s!ze is 
selected for calculating the carcinogenic 
P--w. 

b. If there a)e two or more data set5 of 
wmparabie size which are identical 
with mspect to rpscies. strain, sex. and 
tumorritea thegeometricme5.n ofq,‘. 
estimated from each of these data set5 is 
used for risk assersment. The geometric 
meanofnumbemA,.A5.. . . ,A.is 
defined55 (AcxA,x . . . x&J”= 

c If sufecient data exist for two or 
more sign&ant tumor sites in the same 
study, the number of animals with at 
leart one of the rpeci5c tumor sites 
under wnrideration L used as incidence- 
data in the modei. 

d. PoUowing the suggestion of Mantel 
and Schneiderman (197S). we assume 
that rug/surface area/day is an 
equivalent dose between species. Since 
to a dose appmximadon the surface 
MM i5 pmpOtiOd to the ??Ji& POW= 
of the weight a5 would be the case for a 
perfect sphem, the exposure in mg/%rds 
power of the body weight/day is 
similarly considered to be an equivalent 
exporure. In an animal experiment. this - 
equivalent dose ir computed in the 
fotlowing manner: 
Let: 
ladoration of experiment 
~dur5tioa of exporurs 
m-average &SO per day ia q during 

w.imi&tmtion of the agent (i.e, durmg 1) 
W raverag* weight of the exprrlmanrnl 

onim5L 
Then, the lifetime average exposure is 

dz. 
ltm x Ill 

Le x b&3 
Often exposures are not given in uni!s 

of mg/day. and it becomes necessary to 
convert the given expoy.ues into mg/ 
day. For exampla in most feeding 
studieu expoaura is expressed a5 ppm in 
the diet. In thin cam3 the exporura (mg/ 
day) frderived by: m-ppm x F x r 
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whom ppm,h parta per miluon of the 
cardnogenicagantinthrdistPirtha 
weight of the food consumed per day fn 
kgma ud r ir the absorption &action. 

In the abeence of any data to the 
contrary, r ia araumed to be oneI For a 
uniform diet the weight of the food 
coneumed ir proportional to the caloriea 
required. which. in turn. is pmportiond 
to the surface area or the Krds power of 
the weight so that: mappmx W*“Xr or 

Ppm - 
1 

$7 
h a result ppm In the diet is often 

aaeumed to be an equivalent exposure 
between spedea However, we feei that 
this b not justified since the calories/kg 
of food ia rigni&antly different in the 
diet of man va. laboratory animals. 
primarily due to moisture content 
differencea lnatead we use an 
empirically derived food factor. f = F/ W, 
which ia the haction of a speciea body 
weight that ia wnmuned par day aa 
food. We use the rate3 given below. 

u 
2 

m aoa 
MO iz z 

Thua when the exposure is given as a 
certain dietary concentradon fn ppm. the 
OXpOSprs blBI.g/W”‘L 

In 
r x a3 -Tw- 

I w - ppm x f x W3 

When expomia ia given in brms of 
I n&kg/day-m/Wr=r the convatdoa I8 

Simply: 

When expasure is via inhalattoa the 
calculation of dose can be conaidered 
for two came where (I) tha cardnoganic 
agent ia either a completely water- 
soluble gas or an aerosol and ia 
absorbed pmportionaily to the amount 
of air breathed in, and (2) where’ the 
carcinogen is a poorly water-soluble gas 
which reaches an equilibrium between 
the air breathed and the body 
compartments. After equiiibrinm fr 
reached, the rate of abrorption of these 
agenta la expected to be pmportlonal to 
metabolicrate, whichin tuxnia 
pmportionai to the rate of oxygen 
co~nmptloa which in turn i8 a function 
of aurfaca area. 

Case1 
Agentathatamillthaformof 

particulat8nlatterorvirtwlIy 
completely abrorbed ga-es much aa SoI 
can reasonably be expected to be 
aborbed proportional to the breathing 
rate. In tbir case the axpoatum in mgjday 
may be expressed as: m = I x v x r where 
I ir inhalation rate per day in m? v is 
mg/m’of the agent in air. and r is the 
absorption fraction 

The inhalation rates. L for various 
apedes can be calculated from the 
obrervation [PASW 1974) that 25 gm 
mica breathe 34.5 liters/day and 113 gm 
rats breathe 105 liters/day. For mice and 
rata of other weighta, W, (exprasrad in 
kg), the aurfaca area pmportionality can 
be wed to determine breathing rates (in 
m’/day) aa follow: 

For mice. 1=0.034!5 (W/O.OZ!JJ]*‘%‘/ 

For rata I-0.103 (W~0.113)Ysma/day 
For humans, tha values of 20 mJ/day l 

is adopted ar a standard breathing rate 
[ICRP. lml. 

The equivalent axporum in n&W” s 
for these agents can be derived from the 
air intake data in a way analogour to 
the food intake data. The empirical 
factora for the air intake per kg per day, 
i-I/W based upon the previously stated 
nlationabips. are as tabulated below: 

1-V 
w w 

Mm 70 M 
RI 0s au 
ya . 403 13 

Therefom. for partlculatar or completely 
absorbed 

4 
aaee, the equivalent sxpoa~ 

hmg/w ‘is 

In the absence of empirical data or a 
round theoretical argument to the 
contrary, the ha&on absorbed r, ir 
araumed to be the rams for all species. 
awe 2 

The dore in mg/day of partially 
soluble vapors ia pmportional to the 0~ 
consumption which in turn ia 
pmportional to W” ’ and to the 
tolability of gas in body fluida, which 
can be pressed as an abrorption 
coaffident r for the gas. Tberefom, when 
expresring the 01 consumption aa Or-k 
WY a. where k i.a a constant independent 

ofspecieaitfoElomthatm=kWu*xr 
xror 

An &ith Care L in the abrence of 
experimental information or a sound 
theoretical argument to the contrary, the 
absorption fraction, r, is assumed to be 
the same for all species. Therefore, for 
these substancea a certain concentration 
in pbrn or p/m’ in experimental animala 
ia equivalent to the same concentration 
in humans. Tbia fr supported by the 
obrervation that the minimum alveolar 
concentmdoa necerrary to produca a 
given “8tage” of anertheria. ia eimilar in 
man and animala (Drippa et a.L 1~77). 
When the animah ware expored via the 
oral mute and human expospra is via 
inhalation or vice-Vera& the arsurnption 
b made, unleer there is pharmacokinetic 
evidence to the contrary, that absorptton 
b equal by either exporum mute. 

a If the duration of experiment (L.,] ir 
lest3 than the natural life span of the test 
animal (L), the slope q,‘, or mora 
generally the exponent g(d), is increared 
by multiplying a factor (L/LJ’. We 
assume that if the averaga do8a.d. ia 
conttnued, the age ape&c rate of 
cancer will conthe to increase a8 a 
constant function of the backgmund 
rate. The age svedfic rates for humans 
increase at least by the 2nd power of the 
age and ofion by a considerably higher 
power, aa demonstrated by Doll (197.I). 
Thun, we would’eucpect the cumulative 
tumor rata to increaee by at least the 3rd 
power of age. Using this fact we assume 
that the slope ql’, or more generally, the 
exponent g(d), would also increare by at 
least the 3rd power of age. A8 a result if 
the slope q*’ [or g(d)] ia calculated at 
age L, we would expect that if the 
experjment had been continued for the 
full life spau L at the given avamga 
exposure. the dope qr* [or g(d)] would 
have barn incmaaed by at leart (L/L.)? 

This adjustment ir conceptually 
con&tent to the proportional hazard 
model propoaed by Cox (1972) and the * 
th&odumor modei considered by 
Grump. et al (19771 where the 
probability of cancer at age t and dore d 
is given by P(dt1 - 1- exp( - f(t) x e(d)1 

_ 

4. Calculation of Cardnogenic Potency 
Based on Human Data. If human 
epidemiology rtudier and suff!ciently 
valid exporure information are available 
for the compound they are always used 
in rome way. If they show a 
cardnogenic effect the data are 
analyzed to give an estimate of the 
linear dependem of cancer rater on 
lifetime average done, which ia 
equivalent to tha factor qr*. l.f they rhow 
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no cardnogenic effect wham positlw 
animal evidence is available, then it ts 
assumed that a risk doee exist but it is 
smaller than could have been observed 
in the epidemiologic study, and an upper 
limit of the cancer incidence is 
calculated assuming hypothetically that 
the true incidence is just below the level 
of detection in the cohort shxiied. which 
is determmeci largely by the cohort size. 
Whenever possible, human data are 
used in perference to animal bioassay , 
data. . 

Inhumanstudieathemsponseis 
measumd in terms of the relative risk of 
the exponed cohort of individual 
compared to the control group. In the 
enalyuis of this dala. it is assumed that 
the excess risk, or relative risk minus 
one. R(X) - 1, is proportional to the 
Metime average exposure, X and that it 
is the same for all ages. It follows that 
the caminogenic potency in equal to 
(R(X) - l]/X multiplied by the lifetime 
risk at that site in the general 
population. Except for an unusually 
well-documented human study, the 
confidence limit for the excess risk is 
not calculated, due to the dif3culty in 
aazounfing for the uncertainty inherent 
inthedate(exposum andceDcer 
=po-). 

5. Caicuiatlon of Water Quality 
Criteria. After the value of qr’ in (mg/ 
kg/day)” hen been determined, the 
lifetIme risk P, &om an average daily 
expos-um of x mg/kg/dey is found from 
the equation P==q,*x. Therefom. if the 
lifetime risk is set at P=lW5 for 
calculation purposes, the intake. L in 
mg/dayfora7Ukgpersoncanbefound 
by the equatforx 1=70X10-‘/ql* 
The intake of the agent from ambient .. 
water is assumed to come &urn two 
sow (1) drinking an average of 2 
litam of water per day, and (2) ingesting 
anaveregeof6.5gramsoffishperhy. 
Because of accumulation of residues in 
5sh. the amount of the pollutant in fish 
(mg/kg of edible fish) ls equal to a factor 
R times the water concentration (&kg 
of water). Therefore. the total intak8 I 
can be written as sum of two terms: 
Uw/~~)==C(mg/lJ~R(l/b 
fish)xO.m65 kg fish/day+C(mg/lx21/ 
day=C(2+0.0085R) when C is the 
water amcentra tion in mg/L Themfom. 
the water concentration in mg/l 
cormqxmding to a lifetime risk of l(r’ 
fora70kgparsoniscalculatedbythe 
formula: 

I  

C- 70 x 10-S 
ap(2 + 0.0065 RJ 

R Ilreeiwld Effecm 
1. Use of Animal Toxidty Data (Oral). 

In developing guidelines for deriving 
criteria baaed on noncardnogenic 
responses. five types of response levels 
are consided 
NOEL-No-Otxwrved-F.ffcct-Level 
NOAEGNo-Observed-Adverse-Level 
LOU.-Loweat-Obrerved-Effect-Level 
LO-west-Observed-Adverse-EZfect- 

Level 
FEI.-FTd-Efht-LVd 

Adverse effects are defined as any 
effecta which result in functional 
impairment and/or pathological lesions 
which may effect the performence of the 
whole organism. or which mduce an 
organism’s abiilty to mspond to an 
additional challenge. 

One of the major pmblems 
encountemd in consideration of these 
concepts mgerds tbe~reporting of 
“observed &ect levels” as contrasted to 
“observed adverse effect levels”. The 
terms “adverse” vs. “not adverse” are at 
tfmes satisfactorily de5ed. but due to 
increasingly sophisticated testing 
protocols, mom subtle msponses am 
being identified. resulting in a need for 
judgment mgarding the axact de5ition 
of adversity. 

The concepta listed above‘(NOEt 
NOAE& LOLL LOAEL) have received 
much attention because they repmsent 
laadmarks which help to de5e the 
threshold region in speci.5 urperiments. 
Thus. if a single experiment yields a 
NOELeNOAELeLOAETLanda 
clearly de5ed FEL in reiatively closely 
spaced doses. the threshold region has 
been mhtivcly well &fine& such data 
em very useful for the purpose of 
deriving a criterion. On the other hand a 
clearly de5ed FEL has We utility in 
establishing criteria when it stands 
Jona, because such a level giver no 
hcUceUon how far mmoved the data 
point is hm the threshold mgion. 
SimUariy, a he-standIng NOEL has 
little utility, because them is no 
indiceUon of its pmximity lo the LOEL 
since a Erssstanding NOEL may be 
many orders of maetude below the 
threshold region. 

Based on the above dossmsponse 
&saificatlon system. the folIowing 
guideUnes for deriving criteria have 
been adopt& ’ 

a. A -standing FEL is unsuitable 
for the derivation of criteria. 

b. A free-standing NOEL is unsuitable 
for the derivetlon of criteria. Lf multiple 
NOELs are available without additional 
data on L0EI.a. NOAELs or LOAEIA 
the highest NOEL should be used to 
derive a criterion. 

cANOAELLOEI.orLOAELcanbe 
o&able for criteria derivation. A wall- 

defined NOAEL brn a chronic (at least 
9Odey) study’may be used dimctly. 
applying the appropriate uncertainty 
factor. For a LOLL a judgment needs to 
be made whether it actually cormspond.s 
toaNOAELoreLOAEL&thecaseof 
a LOAEL an additional uncertainty 
factor is applied; the magnitude of the 
additional uncertainty factor is 
judgmental and should lie in the range of 
1 to 10. Caution must be exercised not to 
substitute “Frank-Effect-&veIr” for 
“Lowest-Okervabl6Advcna-Effect- 
Levels”. 

d If for mesonably closely spaced 
dosesonlyaNOEZandaLOAEI.of 
equpl quality am available, then the 
appmpriete uncmtainty factor is applied 
to the NOEL 

In using this eppmach. the selection 
and justifjcation of uncartainty factors 
em criUcaL The basic definition and 
guidelines for using uncertainty factors 
her been given by the National 
Academy of Sciences (1977). “Safety 
Factor” or “Uncartainty Factor” is 
defined as a number that reflects the 
degree or amount of uncertainty that 
must be considered when experimental 
data in animals am extrapolated to man 
When the quality and quantie of 
experimental data am setisfa~tory. a 
low uncertainty factor b used: when 
data is judged to be inadequate or 
equivocal a larger uncertainty factor is 
used The following general guidelines 
have been adopted in establishing the 
uncerteinty factors: 

a. Valid experimental results from 
studier on prolonged Ingestion by man. 
with no indicetion of carcinogcnidty. 
Uncertainty Factor- 10 

b. Experimental results of studier of 
human ingestion not available or scanty 
[e.g.. acute exposure oniy) with valid 
msults of long-term feeding studies on 
experimental animah or in the absence 
of human rtudies, valid animal studies 
on one or mom sPedes.,No indication of 
carcinogenicity. Uncertainty Factor==100 

c No long-terni or acute human data. 
Scanty rtsultd on experimental animals 
with no indiLation of carcinogenicity. 
Uncertainty Factor=l.OOO 
Considerable judgment must be used in 
selecting the appropriate safety factors 
for &riving a critarion. In thora cane8 
when the data do not completely fulfill 
the conditions for one category and 
appear to be intermediate between two 
categories an intermediate uncertainty 
factor ts used. Such an intermediate 
~ncertninty factor may he developed 
based on a logarithmic scale (e-g, 33. 
b&g halfway between 10 and 100 On I 
logeritJlmic ocele). 

In &tenni&g the appropriate use of 
the tmcedahty fUtOf% ths ph.90 -0 
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indication.of c8rcinogenicity” is 
interpreted a9 the absence of 
carcinogenicity data from animal 
experimental studies or human 
epidemiology. Available short-term 
carcinogenicity screening teats are 
reported in the criteria documents, buf 
they are not used either for derivation of 
numerical criteria nor to rule out the 
uncertainty factor approach. 

Because of the high degree of 
judgment involved in the selection of a 

_ safety factor, the criterion derivation 
section of each document should 
provide a detailed discuarioo and 
justification for both the selection of the 
safety factor and the data to which it ia 

t 
. ‘applied Thin disc~adon should reflect a 

critical review of the available data 
base. Factors to be considered include 
number of animals. species. and _ 
parameters tested; quality of controls: 
dose levti mute: and dosing schedulea 
An effort rhould be made to 
differentiate between resuib which 
constitute a toxicologically sufficient 
data base and data which may be 
spurious in nature. - 

2. Use of Acceptable Daily Intake 
(ADI). For carcinogens. the e8stuIIptiOn 

of low dose linearity precludes the 
necessity for defining total exposure in 
the estimation of increased inmemental 
risk. For nondogena, ADLa and 
criteria derived therefrom are calculated 

I from total axponum date that lnclude 
contributions kern the diet and air. The 
equation used to derive the criterion (C) 
is: cm-m-(M+INj/[2 I+(0.m6 kg 
Y R)] where 2 1 is assumed daily water 
consumptioa 0.0065 kg ia assumed daily 
fish consumption. R is bioconccntration 
factor in units of I/b M ir estimated 
non&h dietary intake, and IN la 
estbateti daily intake by inhalation. 

If estimates of IN and M cannot be 
provided from experimental data, an 
assumption must be made concerning 
total e*eure. It is recognkd that 
either the inability to estimate DT and 
IN due to lack of data or the wide 
variability in M and IN in diffhrent 
states may add an additional element of 
uncertainty to the criterion fomuIation 
process. lrl term8 of scientific validity, 
the accurate estimate of the Acceptable 
Daily Intake is the major factor in 
satisfactory derivation of water quality 
criteria. 

3. Use of Threshold Limit Values or 
Animal Inhalation Studies. Threehold 
Limit Values iJ’LV9) are established by 
the American Conference of 
Governmental and Industrial Hygienists 
(ACGIH) and represent &hour time- 
weighted average concentrationa in air 
that are intended to protect workers 
from various adverse health effecta over 
a normal working lifetime. Similar 

dU8S are set by NIOSH (criteria) and 
OSHA (standards) for IO- and a-hour 
8XpOrWWS. respectively. To the extent 
that these values are baaed on sound 
toxicologic assessments and have been 
protective in the work environment, they 
provide useful information for deriving 
or evaluating water quality criteria. 
However, each TLV must be carefully 
examined to determine if the basis of 
the TLV contains data which can be 
used directly to derive a water quality 
criterion using the uncertainty factor 
approach. In addition, the history of 
each TLV must be examined to assess 
the extent to which it has assured 
worker safety. h each ca9e. the types of 
effecta agaimt which TLVs are designed 
to pmtact are examined in terma of their 
relevance to axporure from water. It 
must be demonstrated that the chemical 
is not a localized irritant and that there 
is no 9ignificant effect at the site of 
8lltry iITWJp8CtiVO Of the lUUt88 Of 
exposure (i.9~ oral or inhalation). 

lftheTLVor9imilarvsJueia 
recommended a9 the, basis of the 
criterion. consideration of the above 
points ia explicitly stated in the criterion 
derivation section of the document 
Particular emphasis is placed on the 
quality Of the nv rSiatiV8 t0 the 
available toxicity data that normally ir 
given priority over TLVs or similar 
established values. If the TLV can be 
justified a9 the basis for the cirterion. 
then the pmblema associated with the 
estimation of acceptable oral doses hm 
inhalation dstta muat be addressed 

Estimating aquivalencier of doss- 
response relation9bipr from one route of 
exporure to another introduces an 
addibonal element of uncarknty in the 
derivation of criteda. Conaeqnently, 
whenever.pordble, ambient water 
quality criteria should be based on data 
involving oral exporuma. if oral data am 
lnauffldent data fmm other mutes of 
exporure may be useful in the criterion 
derivation process. 

Inhalation data. indudlng TLVs or 
similar values, are the most common 
alternatives to oral data. R9nmat89 of 
equivalent doses can be based upon (1) 
available pharm8cokinetic data for oral 
and inhalation routes, (2) measurementa 
of absorption efficiency from ingested or 
inhaled chemicah~. or (3) comparative 
excretion data when the auradated 
metabolic pathway9 are equivalent to 
those following oral ingestion or 
inhalation. Given that sufficient 
pharmacokinetic data am available. the 
use of accepted pharmawldnetic modbla 
provides the most satisfactory approach 
for dose conversions. However, if 
available pharmacoldnetic data are 
marginal or of questf’onabie quality, 

pharmacokinetic modeiing is 
inappropriate. 

The Stokinger and Woodward (19%) 
approach or similar models based on 
assumptiona of breathing rate and 
absorption efficiency. represents 
possible alternatives when data are not 
sufficient to justify phannacokinetic 
modeling. Such alternative approaches, 
however, provide less satisfactory 
approximation9 because they are not 
based on phsumacokinetic data. 
Consequently. in using the Stokinger 
and Wpoclwsud or related models. the 
uncertaintier inherent in each of the 
asrumptionn and the basir of each 
assumption must be hearty stated in the 
derivation of the criterion. 

The we of data pertaining to other 
router of exposure to derive water 
quality criteria may also be considered 
Aa with inhalation data. an attempt is 
made to use accepted toxicoiogic and 
pharmacokinetic principles to estimate 
equivalent oral doses. If simpiifying 
assumptiona are used. their bases and 
limitations must be cleariy sped&d 

Because of the UUCertainties involved 
in 8xtrapoIating from one route of 
exposure to another and the consequent 
limitation.9 that this may place on the 
derived criterion. the decision to 
disallow such extrapolation and 
recommend no criterion is highly 
judgmental and must be made on a C-Z 
by-case basis; A decision for or against 
criteria derivation muat balance the 
quantity and qulity of the available 
data agaiast a perceived risk to the 
human population. 

If the Stokingor and Woodward (19SB) 
approach is wed to calculate an ADI 
from a TLV, the general equation is: 
ADI==TLVxRRxDExdxA J(%xSFJ 
wham: 
AJXrAccaptabie dsily tntak8 in mg 
TLV=Coacaatratioa in air ia mg/d 
DE= Duradoa of exporum id hour9 per day 
d-s dryr/? daym 
A,=EEideacy of absarptloa from eir 
A,+F33dency of absorption from oral 

axpo*- 
SP=S&ty factor following guidelines given 

above 
BR=Amount of air bneth8d par day; assume 

10 ill* 
For deriving an AD1 from animal 
toxicity data, the equation is: 
ADI==C,x&xdxA,xBRx70 kg/ 
(BW,x&xSFJ where: 
ADI I Acceptable daily intake in mg 
CA = Conceatradoa in air ia mg/ma 
De- Duration of exporum in hours per day 
d-Numb-w of dayr rxpored/numbu of days 

obrarved 
A*- Efficiency of absorptioa from air 
BR-Volume of sir breeth8d per day in ma 
70 kg=Asrumsd human body weight 
BW*-Body weight of experimrstai animal8 
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SF = Safety factor foilowiq guldehes given 
above. 

More formal pharmacokinetic modelr 
mupt be developed on a compound-by- 
compound basis. 

It should be noted that the safety 
factors used in the above formulae are 
intended to account for species 
vanability. Consequently, the rngf 
surface area/day conversion factor is 
not used in the derivation of toxicity 
band criterion. 

C Oqanoleptic Criteria 
Organoleptlc criteria d&e , 

concentratioas of materiala which 
impart undesirable taate.and/or odor to’ 
water. in developing and utikzing such 
criteria two factors must be appreciated: 
the limitationa of moat organolepttc data 
and the human health significance of 
organoleptic properties. 

The publicatkuu which report taste 
and odor thresholds are, with very few 
exceptions, cryptic in their descriptions 
of test methodoiogies. number of - 
subjects tested, concentration: response 
mlationshipa and sensory 
characteristics at speciik 
concentration above threshold Thus, 
the qilditp Of Or@&?!QtiC d&3 iJ OftGIl 

) aignihdy In4 than that of toxidcol0@~ 
data used in establishing other criteria. 
Consequently, a critical evaluation of 
the available organoieptic data muat be 
made and the selection of the most : 
appropriate data bare for the criterion 
must be baaed on sound scientific 
judgment 

Organoleptic criteria are not based on 
toxicolo@,c information and have no 
direct mlatfonrhip to potential adverse 
human health effects. Although 
sufficiently intense organoleptic -- 
characteristics could result in depressed 
fl.uidiatakewhich.intummight 
aggravate a variety of functional dkaae 
atatea (Le., kidney and drcnlatory 
diacaaes). such effecta are not uaed’in 
the derivation pmceaa of organoieptic 
criteria unleaa available data would 
indicate an indirect human health effect 
via deceased fluid consumption, 
criteria derived aolaiy kom organolepk 
data are baaed upon aesthetic qualities 
Cldy. 

Siam organoleptic and human health 
effects criteria are based oa different 
endpoints, a distinction must be made 

’ between these two sets of informatioa 
Ia criteria summaries involving both 
types of data the following format fs 
uad 

For comparisou purporsa two spproaches 
wara used to derive criterion levels for 
- Based ore available toxidty data, 
for thr protection of public health tha derived -. 

1wei ia - Udg avdable orgumleplc 
data. for cantrokrq undeaimbh tutr and 
odor quality of ambient watu thm estimated 
level ia - It should ba mcogni& that 
orgenolrptk data as a basis for establlrhing a 
water quality criteria have no demonstrated 
relationship to potential adverse human 
health effects. 

In those instances whem a level to 
limit toxicity cannot beherived, the 
following statement is to be 
appropriately inserted 

Suffident data am oat available for 
- tt derive a level which would 
pmtoct against tha potandal toxidty of thie 
-poMd 
D. Cderxb for Chemical Uasses 

A chemical claaa ia bmadly de&led as 
any group of chemical compounda which 
am reviewed in a single risk aaaeaament 
document In criterioti derivation, 
isomers should be regarded aa a part of 
a chemical class rather then a4 a single 
compouad A daas criterion ia an 
eathats of risk/safety which applies to 
mom than one member of a dare. It 
involves the use of available data oa 
one or mom chemicals of a class to 
derive aiteria for other compounds of 
the same dare ia the event that them 
are insufficient data available to derive 
compound-ape&c criteria. 

A daaa critertoa usually apphea to 
each member of a daaa rather than to 
the sum of the compound4 within the 
claaa. While the potential hazards of 
multiple todcant exposure em not to b0 * . 

4 a criterion, by definition. 
moat often applies to an individual 
compound. Exce~Uoas may be made for 
complex alixtlmr which am pmducelL 
released and toxicologically tested as 
mixtures (e.g; toxaphene and PCBa). For 
such exceptioaa, some attempt ia made 
to asseas the effect4 of environmental 
partitioning (Le. different pattern4 of 
eaviroameatal transport and 
degradation) on the validity of the 
critarioa. If theaa effects cannot be 
asseared. an appmptite statement of 
uncertainty should accompany the 
criterioR 

Since mlatfvely minor sh7.1ctnru.I 
chaager within a claaa of compounds 
can have pronounced effects on their 
biological activities. rehnce on claaa 
criteria should be minimized. Whenever 
suBdent toxicologic data are available 
oa a chemical .withh a claaa. a 
compound-ape&c criterion should be 
derived Nonetheless. for some chemical 
claraas. scientific judgment may suggest 
a mffident degree of similarity among 
chemical4 within a da44 to justify a 
ciasa criterion applicable to some of all 
membera of a daaa. 

The development of a claae criterion 
takes into consideration the follow@ 

1. A d&aAhd Maw of th chdcd and 
physical properties of chamicah within tha 
group should be mado. A clan mhtionahip 
within th chu with respect to chemtcal 
acitivity would swest a similar potent&l to - 
math common biological aiter within tirrws. 
Likewise. rimilu lipid soiubilities would 
suggest the possibility of comparable 
abrorption and tluue distribution 

2 Qualitative and quantitative data for 
chemicals within the group are examined 
Adequate toxkologic datn on a number of 
compounds within a group provides a mom 
reasonable basis for extrapolation to other 
chemicals of the sama class titan mlnimai 
data on oua chsmical or a few chrmiti 
withinlhegmup 

3. Similaridea in th nature of the 
t0xi001ogic mspo?ma to chemical4 il l the dare 
pmvidea l dditloaa.l support for tha pmdiction 
that the mepam to othu metmkm of the 
das8 may ha similaf. In contnsst wham the 
btol+xi msponse bar been rhown to di&r 
ouuhdly on a qditntive and quantitative 
baais for chemicals within a chaa. the 
axtmpoiation of a criterion to other members 
of that class is not appmpriatk 

4. Addidod support for the validity of 
extmpolatton of a critarion to other members 
of a ciasa could ba provided by evidence of 
similar mstahotic and phannawkinetic data 
for some memhen of the dasa 

Based oa the above considerations. it 
may be reasonable in some cases to- 
divide a chemical class into various 
subchaser Such divisions could be 
baaed on biological endpointa (e.g.. 
car&ogens/noa4arcinogens~. potency, 
and/or sufkieacy of data (e.g, a 
criterion for some members of a ciaaa 
but no criterion for others). While no u 
priori limits can be placed on the extent 
of subda44ifitxtio~ each 
subclaaaiflcatioa mwt be explicitly 
justified by the available data 

Class criteria. if pmperiy derived and 
supported. can constitute valid scientific 
aasesaments of potential risk/safety. 
Conversely, the deveiopment of a da48 
criterion from an inaufkient data base 
can lead to serious errors in 
underestimating or overeetbnating risk/ 
safety and should be rigorously avoided. 
although scientific judgment has a 
proper mie in the deveiopment of class 
criteria, such criteria are useful and 
defensible only if they are based on 
adequate data and acieatifk reasoning. 
The definition of sufficient data oa 
similarities in physicaL chemic.aL s 
pharmacokinetic or toxicologic 
properties to justify a class criterion 
may vary markedly depending on the 
degree of st~~tural similarity and the 
gravity of the perceived risk. 
Consequently, it is imperative that the 
criterion derivattoa aecfioa of each 
document in which a char criterion is 
recommended ex~kity addresa each of 
the key iaaues dkuaaed above. and 
define, aa clearly ae possible. the 
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limitatlom of the proposed criterion aa 
wd ar the type of data needed to 
generate a compound-epecific criterion. 

A daar criterion should be abandoned 
when there is sufficient data availabe to 
derive a compound-specific criterion 
which protects against the biological 
effect of primary concern: e.g., the 
availability of a good subchronic study 
would not necessarily result in the 
abandonment of a class criterion based 
on potential carcinogenicity. 

The inability to derive a valid class 
titerion does not and should not. 
preclude regulation of a compound or 
group of compounds based on concern 
for potential human health effects. The 
failure to recommend a criterion is 
simply a statement that the degree of 
concern cannot be quantified based on 
the available data and risk araessment 
methodology. 

Some chemicala particuiarly certain 
metals, am essential to biological 
organinma at low levels but may be 
toxic and/ or carcinogenic at high levels. 
Because of potential toxic effects. it is 
legitimate to estabiiah criteria for such 
essential elenients. However, criteria 
must consider eswntlality and cannot 
be eatabtished at levels which would 
result in deficiency of the element in the 
human population. 

Elements are accepted an essential if 
listed by NAB Food and Nutrition Board 
or a comparably qualified panel. 
Elamenta not yet determined to be 
essential but for which supportive data 
on essentiality exists need to be furthar 
reviewed by such a paneL 

To modify the toxicity and 
cardnogenidty baaed criteria. 
esrentidity muat be quantified either 8s 
a “recommended daily. allowancei 
(RDA)or” ’ ’ daily nquirenlexlt” 
(MDR). These levels are then compamd 
to eatfmated daily dorea aasodated with 
the adverse effect of primary con- 
The difference between the RDA or 
MDR and the daily doaea canring II 
specified risk level for carcinogens or 
PsIa for non-carcinogens defmea the 
spread of daily doses from.which the 
criterion may be derived. Because errora 
are inherent ia defining both essendal 
and maxlmum tolerable leveb the 
criterion h derived hrn does levela 
near the canter of such a dose range. 
The de&ion to uaa either the MDR or 
RDA ia guided by the rpread of the 
doses and the quality of the easentlalhy 
and toxicity estimates. 

The modification of criteria by 
consideration of essentiality mwt take 
into account all mutes of exposure. If 
water ia a significant source of the h4DR 
or RDA the criterion must allow for 

. 

attainment of essential intak. 
Conversely, even when essentiality may 
be attained born nonwater sources: 
standard criferia derivation methoda 
may be adjusted if the derived criterion 
represents a small &action of the Al31 or 
MDR. On a case-by-case basis. the 
modification in the use of the guidelines 
may include the use of different safety 
factors for non-carcinogen8 or other 
modifications which can be explicitly 
justified. . 
F. UseofExMing Standah 

For some chemicals for which criteria 
are to be established drink@ wafer 
standards already exirt. These 
standards represent not only a critical 
assearment of literature. but also a body 
of human experienca since their 
promulgation. Therefore, it is valid to 
accept the existlng standard unless 
there ir compelling evidence to the 
contrary. This decision should be made 
aftar considering the existing standarda 
va. new scientif’lc evidence which has 
accumulated since the standards have 
been established There are several 
instances where the peer review process 
recommended usage of the present 
&inking water standarda. 
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AppadxD-FbqmmtoComnmntron 
Guidiws for l.lddag Wattx Quality 
tXbdaforthaRotdanofAqdic 
IifeandItaUses 
IidAiuctibn 

Two versions of the GuideIines were 
published in the Feda Rag&tar for 
comment The fht version (43 FR qS0f& 
h4ay1a1978and43PR29028JuIyJ, 
1978) was simply published for 
comment The second (44 PR 15928, 
March 15.1979) was published as part of 
the request for comments on the water 
quality criteria for 27 of the 65 
polIutants. The second version was 
meant ta bs clearer and more detailed 
than the fIret but very similar 
technica.lIy. Since the two versions were 
sa similar, wmmenta on both will ha 
dealt with simultaneously. 

Many comments were received that 
no draft water quality criteria for any of 
the 85 pollutanta should have been 
issued for pubiic comment until the 
commenta on the first version of the 
CuiW had been dealt with 
adequately and the Guid&ner changed 
appropriately. The commenb on the fint 
vamion were read and the Guidelines 
were revised in an attempt to maka the 
second version clearer and more 
&tailed than the 5rst. However, an 
axtenaiw revision of the techniwI 
contant of the Guidelines war not 
attempted between the first and second 
~emions becuure the Agency wan 
preparing water quality criteria basad 
on the Guidelines. The Agency could 
have avoided this criticism simply by 
not pubUshing any version of the 
Guidelines for comment until March 15. 
1979, but this would have gready 
reducad the length of time available for 
people to consider the Guidelines and 
comment on them. As it waa some 
people commented that the comment 
period announced on March 15.197e, 
was too short 

1. Comment-The pmcedumr used to 
derive c&aria in the “Red Book” were 

upheld in court and pmbably shouid stiIl 
be used. 

ReeponrcThe pmcedurws usad in 
the Guideliner am rimihr to soma of the 
procedures used to develop critaria in 
the “Green Book”, “Elue Beak”, and 
“Red Book”. The Guidehnes are 
designed to be mom objective and 
systematic, to deal more adequately 
with residues, and to incorporate the 
concept of a minimum data base. 

Z. Comment--Criteria should be 
compilations of criticaLly reviewed data 
with no synthesis or interpratatioh 

Respotieither P.I. 92-500 nor the 
Canaent Dectw 8pecify the form which 
a criterion must take. The Consant 
Decree (para. 11. p. 14) specifh that 
‘such criteria “OhaIl stats inter lliia 
recommended rqaximum permissible 
concentmdo~“. Adequate precedents 
have been ret in the “Green Rook”, 
“Blw Rook”, and “Red Rook” for the 
form of critarla used in the Guidelines. 

3. Camment-The Guidelines and 
criteria should ba developed by a 
conuensw of aquatic toxiwlogists rather 
than by EPA personnel only. 

RespoHA certainly wants the 
Guidelines and the criteria to be as good 
as possible and as acceptable to aa 
many interested people as possible. To 
this end, EPA haa widely distributed 
draft versions of the Guidelines and the 
criteria documents, discussed them with 
inany people, considered the comments 
received. and made many significant 
technical changes and editorial 
revisions. it is quertionabie whether or 
not a true wnaens~ could have been 
reached by any means within the time 
available. In addition. EPA has a 
legislative responsibility which it should 
not delegata to someone else. 

c Comment-The Guidelinea should 
ba updated regularly. 

ResponsbThe Guidelines am not 
being pmmulgated as a regulation or 
directhe. The purpose of presenting 
there Guidelines is to show how the 
water quality criteria for aquatic life 
wen, derived for the 85 pollutants. If 
EPA uses these Guidelines again, they 
will be revisad to take into account new 
data. concepts, and ideas. 

5. Comment-The objectives. purpose. 
and limitations of the GuIdelInes should 
be stated. 

Responsa-The introductory portion 
of the GuideJines has been expanded to 
addresr these subjects more fully. 

a Cemmant-The Guidelines are too 
ambiguous. * 

Response+The Guidelines have been 
m&i and rewrittea partly to improve 
clarity and pmvide additional details. It 
ia not possible to pmvide explicit detaila 
on all items: in 8ame areas only general 
guidanca can he provided at this time. 
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EPA attempt& to dearly and w~cisaly 
deal with all irrutr which might 
aignificantiy e5tct the msulting c&aria 
without going into utrtmt detail on 
every potential problem Because 
numtmw judgments mwt ht made. A 
reasonable amount of txptritnce in 
aquatic toxicology will bt necetstry for 
a person to atilizt the Guidtlintr 
effectively. 

7. Comment-The Guidelines trt toa 
complex. 

Responsbhiving a water quality 
criterion is a compiur axthat bscaust 
semmldifhrentkindsofdataanda 
wide rtritty of orgg nttd to bt 
considarsd In addMoa because data 
have baan gesmsrated usfng vuiont 
pmcedlIfuuuumeiwusipdivi~ 
dtdaionsnttdtobemadtaadtha 
Guict~rttelnpttopruvirh,guidaMe 
conctming &&ions that teem b need 
to bt made frtqutndy. Tbt G&i&ntt 
am mom compitx than initially 
envirioned to help inture that aiteria 
for difftnmt potits am derived in a 
masonabiy compsmblelwnler. 
Ahhougb tbt proctst of dtriving a water 
qnaiity crittrion for aquatic Uf?J it 
complex tht Guidtiints htip m 
the pmctst into logical componants and 
-T= 

8 Gommeu!-The Guid&uss should 
btmomfl&hk~ 

RqeTht GuidtAintt tm mtunt 
topmvidegtd&nctaxtdattheruaa 
time &n8masonabIe5exibi5ty.nlty 
have been uttd with quits a vtrit@ of 
poLMBlltr for wbicb tbt recp&W=tr of 
the minimum &ta bate art satis%d. 
and they setm to bt reaatmably 
appropritb in all cat43 btcaust the 
txptritnmI9 with thttt substanctt wtrt 
a major part of the btsit for i.bt 
Guidellntt. If sound scitnti5c &dtnct 
Indicates that a particular atpazi of th 
Gukhhea ir not approprieta fm a 
apf2ci6c substict. then somt otbar 
mom appmpriate pmcedure should b 
wed However. the Guide5Ms shdd 
not k CIlMged based on IndIvidud 
whimorpersoIApAtrence. 

9. Commtnt-The Guidtlintt should 
take into account synagism and 
antagonism by a wide varitty of hctom 
and the effect of the pollutant on 
inqwdant tcological relationships. 

Response-Very little practiully 
useful inf~tion is evailabls~on these 
factors in corln8clion with the tfffXts of 
pollutants on aquatic oganiamt. 
Synergitm and entagonitm art possible 
between numemut combination of two 
or mom pohtants, and some data 
indIcptt hat such inttmctiona am Mf 
only speciet specific but aiso vary with 
the ratios and abaolute concwtratiorta 
of the pollutantt and the Me stagt of tht 
speck PoMants may affect the 

structure and function of aquatic _ 
ecosystems separate horn tbtir efftcts 
on individual qwdts, but p~ctid 
app!icatir3ns of such idtat sttm very 
tenuous at this time. Little tnformatfon is 
available concerning such effects, and 
the significance of the available data is 
questionable. An obviously important 
ecological relationship is tht 
depender.ce of higher organisms on 
lower organisns for food. Evtn here. the 
existence of numerous lower species. 
and their adaptability rednces the 
importance of any individual food 
species. 

IO. Comment-The Cuidtiints should 
take into account all identifiable 
tffsctsdant5cial as wall at htrmfuL 

Rtsponst-Ftw ttsts have been 
conducted to identify btneflcid effecta 
of individual pohtants on aquatic 
organitms. However, beneficial effects 
art sometimes observed in chronic 
toxicity tests at concentrations below 
those that cause adverse affects. Usually 
in such cases the qanimnxa in low 
wncsntratioxm of the pa5utant am 
longer or htavitr or repmduct mom that 
do the contmls. Even if such effects tru 
statistfcally signi.fIcant they art not 
judged as adverse or harm&l. On the 
other hand, a bene5ciai effect on one 
species may &imatsIy be to the 
dttrfment of a couxntity if e balanct 
betwttn apt&s is &sturbtd Also. l 
concentration that benefits one sptcies 
may harm a mom sensitive sptcits. 

11. Comment-The Guidtlintt should 
take into account anely&el 
methdoIogy. H 

Rttpo-T'ht ChAtlines do take 
into eccount analytfcai mttbodology in 
the dtfinitkm of the substance. when 
ntctssary, but not in deriving the 
numtrical value of the criterion. 
C4nbctntmtloru which cannot be 
routintly measured accurately can onen 
be mtasumd accumtely by nonrouttne 
mtthodt and mom importtntly, do 
romatimtr adversely affect aquatic 
organisms. When aquatic organisms am 
mom sensitive than routine analytical 
methoda t&t proper solution it to 
develop batter analytical methods. not 
to underprotect aquatic lift. One use of 
criteria should be to idane nttdt in 
andytbl chtmittry. 

12 Comment-The Guidtiints should 
take into account (a) production and 
usage patterns. (b) chtmical, physical 
and biological factorr pertaining to 
degradation and fate of pollutants. 
inchding properties such as solubiiity in 
wattr, decay rata. ptrsisttnct. and 
transformation pathways. and (c) 
whtthtr or not a criterion it needtd for 
the substance. 

bsponst-Items includtd in (a] and 
(la) mey be important Ln deciding 

whether a criterion is needed for e 
substance. but the Guidelines am 
intended to k wed after the decision 
has been made that a criterion it 
needed. EPA is prtttntly developing 
principles that can be used to decide 
whether or not a criterion ir needed for 
a substance and items such as those 
listed above are probably aomt of the 
factors that should be considered when 
deciding whether or not a criterion is 
needed. If the toxicity of the chemical is 
used to evaluate the need for a criterion, 
the Guidelines may be useful in the 
collection and interpretation of the 
available toxicity data. 

IX Comment-The Guidelines should 
take into account costs to statts and 
industries, technological feasibility, and 
such characteristics of bodies of water 
as arsimilativt capacity. disptrsel. 
dtssipativt factors, dilution. hydrology, 
mixing zouts, and sediment. 

Responss-Factors such as these 
should be considered in developing 
standards, but not in dtriving criteria. 
EPA is prtstntly developing an 
implementation policy which will 
describe which of the above factors and 
which chtracttristiu of the pollutant 
should be used. and bow they should be 
used. in dtveloping standards. 

14. Comment-The CuideiInts am not 
appropriate for establishing a 
concentration which may be present in 
an afllutnt 

Respons&-The Guidelines are for 
deriving water quality criteria, not 
tffhaat standarda nor mixing zone 
standards nor water quality standards. 
Weter quality criteria will probably bt 
one factor taken into account in the 
development of water quality standards 
and toxicity-based effluent standards. 
but not technology-based effluent 
standards. EPA is prestnrly developing 
policies concerning proper we of water 
quality criteria in variour regulatory 
activi tits. 

IS. Comment-The derivation of 
criteria should be fudamtntaily a 
scientific txtrcist and should not 
employ subjective judgments. 

Response--No exercise which 
involves the use and interpretation of. 
data can avoid subjective judgment. 
Indeed, even the generation of scientific 
data requires subjtctive judgment such 
as how many ttst organisms to we. 
what temperature to use, etc. One may 
decide to accept the rtcommandations 
of experts. but this is usually still e 
subjective dtcision. In statistics the 
subjective decisions art made on the 
basis of probability statements but the 
final decisions art still subjective 
judgments. Although the davtiopment of 
the Guidtlinet and the derivation of 
criteria cannot avoid subjective 
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decisions. grou extrapolations. wild 
assumptfons. and novel judgmants can 
be avoided. One can also avoid using 
large safety factor9 to “make up” for 
ins&fkient data. When some agreement 
exists between experts, such aa on test 
temperature and duration of tests. the 
collective opinion can usually be used. 
EPA feel9 that the Guidelines do not go 
too far beyond the state-of-the-art and 
do not produce criteria by extrapolating 
far beyond the usefulness of the data. 

16. Comment-The Guideline9 should 
not we unproven extrapoiations. 

Response-EPA feels that the 
extrapolations used in the Guideline9 
ara reasonable for most pollutants. 
Probably the most questionable 
extrapolation ir the acute-chronic ratio, 
hut even hem an arbitrary ratio is not 
wed. Indeed, the ratio used is usually a 
mean of experimentally determined 
acute-chronic ratio9 for at least thres 
not jwt one, speciea In addition. the 
species must include at least OM fish 
and one invertebrate. Even this amount 
of data does not “prove” the validity of 
the extrapolation, but it should provide 
reasonable evidence for or against the 
use of the ratio with any particular 
substance. To achieve reasonable 
criteria without using any extrapolations 
would require acute and chronic tests 
with many mom rpecies. This .would be 
a h$~ price to pay for disallowtng any 
use of dentific inference in deriving 
criteria. 

The eady versiona of the Guidelines 
used adjustment factor9 and sensitivity 
factor9 which wers averages derived 
born data for a wide variety of 
substances and thus were attempt9 tn 
maka some extmpoiatfona across all 
substancea The present version of the 
Guidsiines is based on a mlnimnm data 
bass for each individual pollutant and 
the cakulationa are essentially 
pollutant-specific Thus no 
extrapolationa are made from one , 
pollutant to another. 

II. Comment-Iaboratory tests 
0veresUmate the toxicity of mat&ah 
because the test organisms ars stressed 
by tha arti5cal conditions. 

Response-Laboratory conditfons 
certainly are arti5daL but they do not 

. n9w9sarily stress the test organiams.~ 
~ganiams which survive. grow, and 
reproduce well in the laboratory cannot 
be 9tres9ed too much. Organism9 in a 
laboratory might be considered 
pampered because they do not have to 
compete for food and are not subject to 
stress due to predaton and changing 
and extreme conditiona of turbidity, ’ 
temperature, now, and water quality. 
Also, laboratory organisms are rs?ely 
subject to stress from pollutants Some 
species probably have longer average 

life spans in laboratories than they do in 
field rituations. 

ia Comment-Laboratory tests 
undemrtimate the toxicity of materials 
because the tests are usually conducted 
with rpedes wbicb am hardy, 
adaptable, and insensiUve. 

Response--Species which are readily 
adaptable to laboratory condition9 are 
not necessarily insensitive as evidenced 
by the great range of sensitivities 
obtained in laboratory tests for some 
individual pollutant9 with different 
species. h fact once the the proper 
technique9 are developed. a wide 
variety of specie9 can survive. grow, and 
reproduce well in laboratories. When 
the pmpar technique9 are discovered 
and a species change9 form “dif5cuiY’ to 
“easy”, its sensitivity does not change. 
Also. some spedes and life stage9 which 
am hgiIe and muat be handled with 
great care are not particularly sensitive. 
On the other hand. because so few 
species have actually been tested in 
labomtoriea specie8 which am mom 
sensitive than any of those tested in 
laborstoriea specie9 which are more 
sensitfve than any of those tested 
probably exist for most substances. 

19. Comment-Laboratory tests are 
arU5dal and contrived and do not 
represent the real world. 

Respmboratory tests are 
indeed artificial but they are not 
aptrived to give r89uh9 that are 
un~~89sarily high or low. Organisms in 
a laboratory are generally acclimated to 
water and conditions of constant and 
desirable quality, whereas in the field 
they are often subjected to 5uctuations 
a.ndaxtremes.Organismaina 
laboratory do not have to compete for 
food and am not subject to predators or 
pollution. Organisms in the Reid sre 
often axposed to mom than one- 
pollutant at a time, with the 
combinations and concentration9 
changblgoftmL 

It h true that aqukic organiama are 
arrudy exposed to inntantaneoua high 
concentrations in laboratory tests. but in 
5eid situations organisms are often not 
given much chance to acclimate to spills 
or short-term discharges. Also. some 
ameliorating effect9 occur in field, but 
not laboratory, situations, but such 
effect9 are not always dependable over 
long period9 of time. The concentration9 
of mitigating anions. suspended solids. 
and complexing agents are relatively 
constant fn some bodies of water. but 
not in othem. Suspended solids probably 
do sorb and detoxify significant 
amounts of some pollutants. but high 
concentraUons of suspended soM.s also 
stress some aquatic organisms. In 
addition, organisms are usually fed ln 
chronic tests, 90 the test soluUon 

contains ruspended solids and dissolved 
organic carbon 5um the food and fed 
matter. Degradation and other 
transformationa am mars likely in’ 5eld 
situaUons than in laboratory situations. 
but degradation pmducts are not always 
less toxic than the undegraded’material. 
On the other band, many of these hinds 
of considerations will probably be taken 
into account when site-specific criteria 
and standard9 are developed under the 
implementation policy which is being 
developed by EPA. 

20. Comment-kboratory tests am. 
poor predictor9 of what wiH happen in 
5eld situations. 

ResponsbIf condiUon9 am 
comparable, laboratory toxicity testa are 
useful predictom of what will happen in 
Bald situatlonr. The usefulness of such 
predktio~ will depend on how 
carefully one accounts for difference9 
between species, water quality, and the 
form of the pollutant Extrapolations are 
much mom dif5cult for some pollutant9 
than for other9. Water quality affects the 
toxicity of some poilutants much mom 
than othera and specie9 differences. 
even within families. are much greater 
for some poWants than for others. If 
such factor9 are taken into account 
useful predictions are possible. In what 
is probably the most extensive 
comparison availabIe of laboratory and 
field data (Geckler. J, R. et a!. 1976. 
Validity of Laboratory Testa for 
Predic . 

-7 
Copper Toxicity in Streama 

EPA400 3-78-118. USEPA. Duluth. 
MN 208 pp.); it was found that effects 
observed in laboratory exposure9 were 
also obrerved in 5eld exposures.’ 
However, avoidance, which was not 
studied in laborstory exposures. was 
observed in the field exposures. 
Laboratory to 5eld comparisons are not. 
simple because several facton must be 
taken into account the laboratory teat 
mwt be conducted well and the 5eld 
observationa and measurements must be 
extensive. Although advene effect9 
observed in laboratory tests will usually 
occur in similar 5eld situations, a 
problem exists with the bioaccumulation 
of some persistent substances. For 
example, PCB’s seem to bioaccumulate 
to much higher levels in some bodies of 
water than they do in laboratory tests. 

n. Comment-The Guideline9 should 
placa more emphasis on field 
information than on laboratory 
informatiorL 

Response-Field information on 
effect9 of pollutant9 on natural 
populatfons is acceptable. but the 
collection of definitive information of 
this type is high risk and costly. Few 
studies on the effect9 of pollution on 
natural populationa provide definitive 
information because of the multitude of 
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variablesthatneedtuktakaninto 
account. The major advantage of Md 
rtadies is that wnditioas are natural 
(Lam conditionr are not con&oiled), but 
thir is llro the-major pmblem with field 
studies. With uncontrolled wnditionr. 
numemus variables must be taken into 
account. because any individual 
variable or combination of variables 
may affect the results or indeed may be 
the cause of the results. Therefore. Bald 
studies on natural populations usually 
must last over several seasons and 
possibly over molh than one year to be 
reasonably mre that pmposed caum- 
and-e&& relationships are maL 

Another pmblem with field studies 
that are ba8ed on 8taMkally 8ign&ant 
diffm is the power of the test. 
Because natural biological. spadal, and 

’ temporal variability is ohen rather great 
a large number of sampies is usually 
required to detect even a moderate 
change. A Reid rtudy which purport8 to 
show that no change occurred is of no 
value if the power of the test calculated 
fmm the-experimental design and 
observed variability wan not high 
enoush. 

Because field studies arh high cost- 
high risk ventures, weil-designed 

- laboratory test8 are usually much mom 
cost-effective for obtainixq data on(l) 
the toxicity of substances to a variety of 
species and (2) the effect of vtiow 
water quality chamcteristia cm toxidty. 
Laboratory tent8 have been shown to 
generally be useful predictors ofwbat 
happens ia a Bald situation. and so it 
makes little 8en8e to wndhoi high ri8k 
hig6 cost &id rtudies rather than 

‘. laboratory tests. Evea definitive field 
studies mrdy provide enough 
informatioa to dew sxtmpolatioa uf 
resulta to other ribrations, so 5eld 
studier am more u8efui in reviewing 
c&riatha.ninderivingcriterk 
- P Comment-Field verification of 

laboratory tests and of the Cuideh 
amneeded. 

Responae-Fieid verifioation of 
laboratory tests and of the Guidelines 
are certainly desimbie and pmvida 
hEormatloa that cannot be obtdinad in a 
laboratory. Fleid verifioatlon rtudies do 
notneedtobea8ri8kyoruwatiya8 
studies on the effects of a poRutant 00 
natural populations becaura verification 
rtudas can be designed (I) 88 a ride-by- 
side comparison of the resulta of 
laboratory test8 and field testr or (2) 
based on etiting result8 of laboratory 
tests. 

23. Coaunent-BPA should aBow 
criteria to be derived using on-dte acute 
toxicity test8 and an application factor. 

Response-‘SW approach fs usually 
suggested for developing effhent 
standard8 but may be just a8 applicable 

to deriving watar quality criteria undm 
certain wnditionn. Tbia approach 
cannot be used with pohtantr whop 
most rensitfve advems effect ir due to 
residues. Also, it IXD only be used when 
the appiication factor has already been 
acceptably determined. Finally. acute 
test8 must be determined with either an 
appmpriate range of specie8 or with an 
appmpriate sen8itive species. The 
implementation policy presently being 
developed by EPA will pmbably allow 
the use of appmpriate on-aite toxicity 
teats in the development of site-specific 
criteria and rtandard8. 

24. Canmeat-It is not clear what * 
level of pmtection is Intended. . 

Rerpanre--EPA EeeL that tt is not 
po88ible to spedfy a minimum level of 
pmteotion that I8 neoessary to “pmtect 
aquatic life” or even to pmteot a 
particular spedee for such reason8 88: 

a. There am so many untested. 
spedea 

b. Little practically useful iaformation 
is available wnceming synergism, 
antagoairIu ecological relatiomlbipa 
and avoidance. 

c. The effect of factor8 such as 
temperature on toxicity seem8 to be 
spedewc for at least some 
substances. 

d. Information is not available 
wnceming what amount of any effect 
would be eooiogically rignifkant and 
whether the amouut is species-8peciEiG 

One porribla wnclwioa ir that to 
~mtect aqua& life. ail rpeoier must be 
adequately protected. A possible 
extension of this wouid be that all 
critdashouldbez8rob8causeany 
amount of any pollutant may affect 
moms aquatic organism. Indeed, the 
asrimilative capacity of body of water 
largely depend8 on the abihty of aquatic 
life to “pmoess” poilutantr and to some 
extent any orgdm which pmces8esn 
a pollutant Ir in some way affected by It 

The apparent level of pmtectfon f.8 
merant for each kind of effect (acute 
toxidty to animala chronic toxidty to 
animala toddty to planta and 
bioaccumulation) because of the quality 
and quantity of the available 
information. An attempt wa8 made to 
take into account such thinga as the 
importance of the effect the quaMy of 
the available data, and the pmbable 
eoological relevance of the test method& 
Thus it wad felt that with regard8 to 
toxicity to animal8 it was pmbabry not 
necesrary to protect all of the species all 
of the time, but it certainly seems 
appropriate to protect most of the 
species most of the time and to protect 
important species. 

On the other hand, the data base oa 
toxidty to aquatic plant8 is usually very 
small and a variety of test8 and 

endpoints have been ti espedally 
with algae. Also. little iaformatioa is 
available conoem@ the eoologkal 
nlevanoe of the rwub of any toxidty 
test with algae in a wnuatrated test 
medhtu espedaily beoause so maBy 
species of algae exirt in each body of 
water. 

The results of bioconcentrntion test8 
with organic chemicals. but not with 
inorganic chemicals, can apparently be 
extrapolated reasonably well based on 
percent lipids from one aquatic animal 
species to another, at least within 
commerdally and recrea tionaily 
important spades. in addition, the l&its 
on acceptable concenfration8 in &sue 
am rea8onablp well deEI.ned in some 
casea 

These kinds of consideration8 merely 
illartrata the complexity of the problem 
and the neoes4ity for making decision8 
about each kind of effect individually. L, 
addition. it in importani to distinguish 
between the apparent !evel of protection 
pmvided by the Guidelines and the 
actual level of protection which will 
result in a ffaid situation hum the use of 
the implementation poiicy. 

No attempt was made to develop 
Guidelines which would achieve a 
predetermined numetixl level oE 
pmtectiou For each etfect much 
desirable information 3 not available. 
and so it would be mialehiing to imply a 
level of sopbiatication that is not 
currently possible. EPA believes that the 
present rtate-of-t&e-m in aquatic 
toxioology does allow some useful 
conclusions about the ability of a 
subrtanoe to adversely affect aquatic 
organisms and their uses whenever the 
requiremeats of the minimum data base 
am aatM4 with the full realization 
that the resulting criterion may be 
8omewhat overpmtective or 
underpmtectivd. 

In almost all cases more data would 
be desirable and so an attempt to reach 
the “golden mean” will sometimes result 
lncriteria being to high and sometimes 
too low. One alternative is to derive no 
tit&a until all desirable data are 
available this is unacceptable because 
it wiif almost alwayr result in no criteria 
and no pmtecdon. The other alternative 
is to apply 8afety or uncertainty facton 
that am inversely pmportlonal to the 
adequacy of the data base. In the long 
run this appmach would encourage the 
generation of useful data where it was 
most needed, but in the short run would 
require many 8igniEicant subjective 
decisions beyond the current state-of- 
the-ert 

25. Comment-The Guidelines should 
not base criteria on ‘wont case” 
a8sumptions. 
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Reepmee-The phrase “wont caee 
assumptiolla”~uaually refers to the 
aaauxnption that both the worst water 
quality and the most sensitive life stage 
occur at all times. These two 
assumptiona are a natural result of the 
two concepts that criteria should be 
constant throughout the year and that 
aquatic life is not adequatley protected 
if it is not adequately protected 
throughout the year. The implementation 
policy being developed by EPA will 
determine whether site-specific criteria 
must be constant throughout the year. If 
not then the “wont cede aeeumptione” 
will not apply. Although the Guidelines 
might lx viewed aa making the “wont 
ca.98 aaaumptiona”, the implementation 
pdcy wtll determine whether the site- 
specific water quality criteria and 
etandard4 will be baaed on these 
a8sumptiona. 

iit?+. Comment-Safety factors should 

’ 
be ueed to protect againat such thinga as 
~po~tl;;btle, but important long 

ResponabPollutanta may cause 
many direct and indirect adverse effeota 
which have not been studied 
adequately. For inatanca. some 
substances may make aquatic organisma 
more auaceptiblr to disease or other 
hwsee. In spite of such poaaibilities, 
the available information indicatea that 
the major possible adverse effects are 
Covered in the Guidelinea and that 
adequate protection will usually be 
achieved without the use of safety 
factors. Safety factom would certainly 
offer additional protection, but the 
available information does not show 
that eigiificant additional pmtection is 

~ il0edad. 
Safety factora of from 10 to loo0 am 

often used to protect people mainly 
because people.feel that people are. - 
more important than aquatic organiama 
and because humnnr em usually 
protected on the baaia of tests with 
other specter of animala thus reeultIng 
in a greater uncertainty in the 
applicability of the results. Complete 
pmtection can only be achieved by 
setting all criteria at zem. Unfortunately. 
even “Mother Nature” sometimes 
seriously harma large groups of aquatic 
organisms. such as during droughts or 
severe winter freezes. EPA feels that 
complete pmtection ir neither feasible. 

-desirable, nor possible. In addition 
aquatic ecosystems can recover from 
some adverse effects. 

27. Comment-The Guidelines do not 
provide for an adequate margin of 
safety. 

Response-If “margin of safety” ia 
interpreted to mean “safety factor”, then 
the Guidelines do not pmvide a margin 
of safety. If the Guidelines are viewed 

tu deriving criteria for a constant 
quality water, then they provide a 
me@ of safety during there portions of 
the year during which the most renaitive 
life stage does not occur. Although some 
species may occarionally be adversely 
affected EPA feels that the Guidelines 
pmvida adequate safety because 
aquatic communities and their uses 
should not incur any substantial or 
permanent damage. Whether or not site- 
specific criteria will have a margin of 
safety will depend on how they are 
derived. 

28. Comment-Criteria should be set 
at the least metrictive concentration and 
states can then apply mom restrictive 
concentrationa when necessary. 

Responab-It ia unclear what i8 meant 
by the “least restrictive concantration” 
but presumably it would be a 
concentration which would not protect 
very many aquatic communities and 
their wee. This ia contradictory to the 
concapt that criteria are to protect 
aquatic life and ita uaea. The 
implementation poticy being developed 
by EPA will allow sitcepecific criteria 
to be higher or lower than the criteria 
derived using the Guidelines when 
adequate information is available. 

29. Comment-The Guidelines should 
pmduce criteria in the form of a 
concentration-risk curve with 
appropriate co&dance limits for each 
kind of effect 

Response--EPA feels that a risk 
analysis appmach ia certainly desirable, 
but far beyond the state-of-the-art at 
this the. When dealing with safety to 
humans. only one species is being 
protected and extrapolationa are made 
far outaide the limits of the actual teat 
results. such as to I death in 100.000 
people. With aquatic life, numemua 
epedee need to be protected and 
extrapolation far beyond the actual data 
is not readily accepted In addition, 
safety or uncertainty factors are mom 
readily accepted when protecting people 
than when pmtecting aquatic organisms. 

Most aquatic toxicologists are not 
willing to let criteria for the protection 
of aquatic life be as dependent on 
mathematical models. assumptions, and 
manipulations as on the actual test 
resulta. Moat peopie with experience in 
aquatic toxicology have an intuitive 
“feel” about how data should br 
interpreted and the Guidelines are 
merely an attempt to formalize a 
resaonable appmach. The Guidelines 
could be written as mathematical 
algorithms and some appmach such as 
error models could be developed in 
order to derive confidence limita. 
However, the algorithma and models 
would contain many unpmven 
assumptions and. to be worthwhile, 

would undoubtedly require more data 
than are usually available. Although 
such models and algorithma would be 
acceptable to many etatietidana and 
may be an appmpriate future goal, the 
current Guidahnee need to be useabie 
by and comprehensible to current 
aquatic toxicologists. Most experienced 
aquatic toxicologists will judge the 
reasonableness of any set of Guidelines 
by comparing the resulting criteria for 
various pollutants with the data 
available for those pollutants using B 
“common sense” interpretation of data. 

30. Comment--The Guidelines should 
not use uneound statistical procedures 
or misuse sound statistical pmcedures. 

Reepcme--EPA has tried to make 
sure that no etatiethtl procedures are 
mieuaad in the Guidelines. that no 
unsound statistical pmcedures are used 
and that the purposes of the calculationa 
are explained adequately. 

31. Comment-It appears &at 
geometric meana were used instead of 
arithmettc means in the Guidelines to 
obtain lower values. 

Response-Decisions such as this 
wera made throughout the Guidelines on 
a case-by-case basis, and none were 
based on whether the nsulEng ti!eria 
would be higher or lower. Tbc selection 
of the procedure used to calcdate the 
mean could be based on the distribution 
of the values in the individual data set 
Unfortunately, with small da!a sets 
rarely is it possible to reject many 
posaible distributiona and WI& large 
data seta all possible distributions are 
often rejected. Because many of the data 
sets of interest in the Guidelines are 
small, a reasonable approach is to base 
the selection of a procedure for 
calculating the mean on some general 
@3ciplee such as: 

a. Sets of ratios and quotients are 
Ekely to be closer to lognormal than 
normal distributiona. Thus geometric 
means rather than arithmetic means. 
are used for acute-chronic ratios and for 
bioconcentration factors. 

b. When there are numemue 
independent possible sources of error 
for each datum in a set. the error tends 
to be multiplicative rather than additive. 
Thus when the acute or chronic toxicity 
of a substance to a particular species is 
determined in diETerant laboratories 
using different batches of organisms. 
different waten, etc. the geometric 
meana ehouid be used to calculate the 
species mean value rather than the 
arithmetic mean. 

c. If a set of numbers approximates a 
lo’gnonnal distribution, the logarithms of 
the numbers will approximate a normal 
distribution. 

d. The distribution of the sensitivities 
af individual organisma in a toxicity test 

L 
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I8likSiytUbe&J8lWtOalOgIlO!TMl 
cliatribution than a nonnai distribution. 
Tbur the geometric memu rather than 
the arithemetic mean, of the upper and 
lower chronic limits i8 uwd. 

3t Comment--There should not be 
any criteria which apply to all bodies of 
water, Criteria should be specific for 
individual states, regions. other 
geographic areas. or bodies of water. 

Response-The Guidehnes are 
designed to provide guidance in the 
wllrction and interpretation of data 
wncarning the effad8 of pollutanta on 
aquatic life and Ita uses. The wee of the 
resulting criteria will be described by 
EPA in various regulationa. If desired, 
the Caidelines can be appropriately 
modified and wed to derive a critarion 
specific to one or mom bodier of water 
or geographic area9 if an appmpriate 
data baw is available. The critical 
literature reviews on which the criteria 
are based will be available for use in the 
dezivation of local, state. or regional 
txitaria. The latitude allowed for 
deriving locaL rtate. or regional dterla 

and @&arda mll be determkxd by the 
iUlp~UillMtetiOfl POtiCy PIWllti~ bca 

developed by EPA. 
33. Comment-The Cuidehes should 

redt in criteria that am specik for 
individual rpecies or gmupa of speciee 
(e.g., warmwater and coldwater). 

Rerponae-U the necneaary data we= 
available, cr&eria could be derived for 
My pSill’ti& 8pedUS O? grOtQl Of 

SpdaS It War hlpl’&kd for EPA to 

derive criteria for many sucfr group, but 
a relatively simple division h hshwater 
and s&water organirma because these 
two goup ramly wexiat. Mart other 
poaribie gend dfvtdioM of rpeciee am 
faced with the problem that 8pedea 
coexirt in various combinationa unless 
the gmupr are very narmiv. In addhioa. 
toxic&y data are rarely available for 
veiy many individual tpeciej and so 
data for representative species muat be 
used unless appropriate new data are 
generated. Also. the available data 
sometimes show wide differencea within 
f&es so extrapolations from one 
epeder to another are often. tenuous 
Because of tbesa pmbiema, deriving 
criteria for individual species or gmupr 
of species was deemed impracticah 

34.lhnmant-A criterion should be 
one number, not two. 

Rerponae-The hue-number criterion 
is an acknowledgement that aqua tic 
organirms can tolerate abort exporurer 
to concentmtions that are higher than 
tho8e they car3 tolerate continuowly. I+ 
a two-number uiterioa the Mgher 
number can as8um that ahort-term 
fluctuations above the average am not 
too hf$~ whereas the lower number can 
a8sum that the long-term average is not 

too high. A one-number criterion coold 
be derived by using the existing u-hour 
average aa an inatantaneoue maximum. 
This would certainly pmvide additional 
protection, but would provide 
unnecesrary overpmtection in most 
cased. Because a one-number criterion 
would be more of an appmximation 
than a two-number criterion, one- 
number criteria would be too high or too 
low more often and to a greater degree 
than two-number criteria. ’ 

35. Comment-The criterfa should not 
specify sampling schemes. 

Ra8pCm3b-Crftti should state 
numerical wncantratitm limits in term8 
of exposure durationa because. 
everything elre being wnatant the 
amount of adverse effect dependa oa 
both the concentration of the pollutant 
and the duration of exposum. Criteria in 
the Green Book, Blue Book, and Red 
Book worn usually stated aa air&e 
number8 With no duration exprWl8ly 
dated The i.mptiCatlon wiu that the 
criteria were never to be exceeded at 
any time. Each titerton war apparently 
and i~tantaneous maximum. La 
practlca however. 8tandnrda derived 
&urn thaw criteria were usually 
enforwd on the baaia of ~-hour 
comporits ramph.!s. To avoid any 
ambiguity, the Guideiines specify that a 
criterion rbould be expkitly Hated in 
termaoftwotimeframeazan 
hstaataneow maximum and a ~-horn 
avarage. However, thir ta not a 
8~C.d~ for a SNIlphQ rcbeme. 
Standards developed from such a 
criterion rhould probably specify a 
8Sllllpling 8ChWIlCd for compliance 
monitoring, but it would not necessarily 
be in terma of point measurements and 
X-hour averages. 

Any sampling scheme used to 
determtne whether or not an ambient 
concentration exceeds a water quality 
criterion or a comparable water quality 
8tMdard s&odd take into aCC0U.d 8UCh 

things ae the ratio of the inetantaneoua 
maximum and the N-hour average and 
the retention time of the body of water 
because these will primarily determine 
which portion of the criterion is most 
lidting in any specific situation. The 
sampling scheme should probably also 
take into account the cost of the 
analyses and results of any past 
analyser. 

38. Comment-The criteria should be 
8tated in tern of time frames longer 
that an instantaneous maximum and a 
%-hour average. 

Response-These two time bnmes 
were cboren because they would ailow 
the derivation of a criterion which 
would be less restrictive than, but just 
as pmtective as. the previous one- 
number criterion. These two specific 

time hnm worn chosen beca~ they 
match two kindaof samples that are 
wmmoniy wlhctadz grab 8amphM and 
24hour composite sample% These 
specific time kamer could probably be 
&anged somewhat without much 
practical effect. but EPA raw no 
particular advantage to anyone to 
introducing novel time periods. For 
example, for all practical purpoees in 
most situations a lo-minutes average ir 
pmbabiy about the same as an 
instantaneour maximum. 

Large increarer in the tlme frames 
however, would not pmvtde the same 
amount of protection. lf the 
instantanevw maximum were changed 
to a 24 or Sbbour average, and the U- 
hour average wem changed to a T- or 3% 
day average with no change in the 
numerical limita. the amount of 
pmtection afforded aquatic life would 
fall to an unacceptable levek The longer 
the time span for the average. the higher 
the instantaneous concenhation could 
be for abort perioda of time witbin that 
span. Although most chmnic tests laet 
for Z&days or longer. some chronic 
effecta may be caused by short 
axporures of sensitive life rtager &f the 
acute-c&onic ratio is small fluctuations 
in the instantaneous ccncentration may 
even cause acute toxicity, especially for 
cumulative pdlutants. because for some 
subatannae the 24-,&i-, and 96boor 
acute values do not diEer too much. 

37. Comment-A two-aumber 
criterion will be ciifflcult to enforce. 

Response-Criteria are not 
enforceable. Standards am enforceable. 
When rtandards to protect aquatic life 
are developed, they may or may not be 
in the same format a8 cbe criteria for 
aquatic life. Few 8tandards am 
adequately enforcead because of the high 
coat of continuous monitoring The real 
value of many irriteria and standarda ia 
in the design of waste treatment 
facilities: a two-number criterion ah&d 
be a better baris tar design than a one- 
number criterion. 

38. Comment-The criteria should be 
expressed to one siguficant figure, not 
tW0. 

ResponsMA acknowledges that 
there is much variability in some of the 
data and that the range of senaitivites ia 
often great. When the requirements of 
the minimum data base am satisfied and 
the data agree reasonably well, two ^ 
significant figures are not unrearonable. 
ROUdhg Off t0 One 8&dhSIt figU.m 

could arbitrarily raise or lower the 
criterion by up to forty percent with no 
apparent consistent benefib to 
dlscbargem, regulators, or aquatic life. 

39. Comment--The Guidelines should 
only uae date for species that ought to 
be pmtectsd. 
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Responds-The GUid8ihl8s do not 
necesrarily base the criteria on the data 
for the most ssnritiva species. However, 
an aquatic ecosystem cannot be 
pro&t8d bypr&acting only th8 Species 
which sm innendive. Protectinn half the , -- 

Rerponsbln order to protect 
commercially and mcmationally 
important rpedes, a wide variety of 
“unimportant” specie13 must also be 
plUt8Ctd SUCh SO-&h9d ‘unimportant” 
species in&de the food organisms all 
the way to the bottom of the food chain. 
The “important” Species in an aquatic 
community cannot maintain themSelVeS 
without the help of primary pmducen, 
primary consumers, nitrifiers. 
dentrifien, detritivores and saprophytes. 

40. Comment-Criteria should not be 
based on Sensitive, short-lived 
invertebrates. 

ResponsMany Species of 
invertebrates are short-lived and are not 
widely distributed However, these 
numemum short-lived local Species do 
serve important functions and should be 
mpmrentbd in the data base. This group 
of organisma needs to be pm&ted even 
if no one species can be considered 
important 

41. Comment-Criteria should pmteci 
endangamd rpecies. 

RewA agrees that criteria 
should protect endangered aquatic 
Species. However, very f8W toxicity 
test8 have been conducted with 
endangered species. and it does not 
appear feksibie to require tarts with 
such spedes. Endangered Species am 
some of the many untested species 
which should be pro&M by criteria 
derived hoi available data using the 
Guidelinea 

42. Commenl--Migratory 6ped8sarta a 
gpedaI pro~em. 

Resmgmtory species should 
wnaily be pmtectad by criteria derived 
using the Guidahnes urdes8 Such sped813 
em tmumslly se&live. Migratory 
species may be espucially susceptible to 
avoidance, but Esw data are available to 
compare species on this basis. 
Avoidance may be a serious latent - 
problem because it might apply to alI 
motile Specie* rather than just 
migratory species, and it has not been 
Studied very much. 

43. Gxnment-Eatuarine species wem 
ignored. 

Response--The term “saltwater 
organisms” is meant to indude’estuarine 
species aa wall as true marine species.. 

44. Comment-The classihation 
“lnvertebmtes” includes species that are 
too dtssimiiar to be grouped together. 
These species should be separated into 
phyla or &sses. 

Response-The never-ending 
arguments between the “lumpers” and 
the “splitters” can only be resolved by 
considering the advantages and 
disadvantages of each approach in each 
situation. The “Splitters” can usually 
argue that obvious differences should be 
taken into account and it is certainly 

hue that shrimp are diffemnt from 
inmcta and both are different from 
worms. It can also be argwd that then, 
8r8 ri@fhllt diff8PXlC8S within phyla. 
daases, and famiiies. Each species could 
be considered a separate group, if 
di&rences between stains are 
arbitrarily ignored. After the species a.rs 
split into separate groups, the problem 
then would be whether to ncombine the 
data to derive one criterion for all 
species or to derive one criterion for 
each group. if numemus criteria are 
derived for a pollutant how are these to 
be wed to develop rtaxxhrds? Another 
pmblam is that unless mom data am 
genrmtad the greater the number of 
group the less information there ia 
available per group. 

Tb8 basic question is “Whet are the 
important differences that need to be 
takeninto account and how should this 
be done?” Because them are differences 
between taxonomic gmups. the 
Guidelines require date on a number of 
spedes from a varitety of taxonomic 
groupr. Tim information of each 
separate species ia treated individually. 
This approach preserves the differences 
between species and allows all spedes 
to be considered in the dgveiopment of 
the criterion. Tbe number of data points 
h increased and the range of the data is 
readily apparent. Because 
%vertebrater” ia already a large 
diverse group and because the range of 
Sensitivities of fish usually overlaps that 
of inv@?bmtes, little justification exists 
for not combining ail aquatic animals. 

45. Comment-U0 not extrapolate 
from freshwater organisms to saltwater 
organims or vice verse. 

R8spOMeteria and absolute 
toxicity values were not extrapoiated 
hrn frsrh water to salt water, but some 
mluti~~ data were, when it did not 
appear that factors such es salinity 
affected the data. The toxicity of Some 
subrtances apparently is significantly 
affected by salinity, but most substances 
seem to have overlapping ranges of 
toxicity to freshwater and saheter 
organisqu. However. because these two 
kinds of organisms rarely inhabit the 
same body of water simultaneously, 
Separate criteria were derived for each. 
Even though these two kinds of, 
organisms are physiologically diffemnt 
they do not seem to be too different 
toxiCOiOgidy. Bioconcentration faCtOIY 
and acute-chronic ratios seem to be 
fairly similar for many freshwater and 
saltwater species for many poilutants, 
FSUtiCUidy OeMiC Ch8miCahL 

48. Comment-The Guidelines base 
the criteria only on sensitive species and 
do not take into account insensitive 
species. 

species will pmbably not protect the 
community. To offer reasonable 
pmtection to aquatic life and its uses. 
each major kind of organism and each 
major use must be given reasonable 
protection In some cases it may in fact 
be necessary to protect the most 
sensitive species if it ir a highly 
desirable speder. 

4~. Comment--Species should be 
tested et their environmental extremes. 

Response-Toxicity tests with each 
pollutant could indeeed be conducted 
with some or d species under a variety 
of extreme conditions and the lowest 
remit obtained with a species could be 
used in8tsad of e mean result. On the 
other hand, differenuts between results 
with different species seem to be much 
greeter, and themfore mom tmportant 
than the differences between results 
obtained with one species ur.der 
different wnditiona. Furthermore. 
criteria need not nscessarily protect 
species from d etress under the most 
extreme conditions. because aquatic 
communities and populatiorv of 
Individual species can recover from 
some parturbatiom. 

48 Comment-Only data lor ;Decies 
that 8m widely distributed. 
representative. critic& indigenous. 
important, 8cologicaily relevant and 
sensitive should be used. 

ResponsbFew species would satisfy 
all of the requirements that have been 
suggested. Aa mom and mon data are 
obtained with a wider variety of species 
for any one pollutant. it becomes mom 
obvious that f8W if any SpeCiOS are 
atypically sensitive, although that may 
not be true for aquatic communities 
which contain very few species. No data 
exist to show that species in any one 
key mle are toxicologic8lly mom 
Sensitive than other kinds of species. 
Ecologically relevant species and 
species that have key mies or ar8 
relevant to the overall functioning of 
viable ecosyrtemr are not necessarily 
toxicologically different from other 
species. EPA feeb that if the available 
data cover an adequate number and 
variety of Species, it is not necessary to 
try to identify and conduct tests with all 
important, sensitive species. fn addition, 
the derivation of a criterion Should not 
be based only on sensitive species. 
because a knowledge of the range of 
se~itivitfes may be useful. For instance. 
elevated concentrations of a pollutant 
&at produces a narow range of Species 
sensitivities are likeiy to cause mom 
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cismagu then elevated concentradons of 
a pollutant that produces a w-i& range 
of sped88 rensitivittes. 

49. CommsIlt--The dirdIlction 
between ionizable and untonizabie 
compounds is not very good because 
some chemicals ionize and reach 
chemical equilibrium very slowly and 
others very rapidly. 

Response-Most chemicals can 
readily be classified into one of three 
groups: 

A. Chemicds that ionize. including 
hydrolyze, at least 90% and reach %I’% of 
equilibrium in less than g hours in most 
surface waters. 

B. Chemicals that ionize. including 
hydrolyze, less than IO% in 30 dw in 
meet surface waters. 

C Chemicals that do not fit into either 
one of the above cat 

7-F 
ries. 

For the purpose of e Guidelines. 
chemicals in the A group should be 
co&dared iontzable. chemicals in the B 
group should be considered non- 
ionizable. and chemicals in the C group 
should be cIassi5ed on a case-by-case 
basis. Although the distinction between 
ionizable and unionizable may not be 
perfect it is very useful for most 
chemicds. 

5~ Comment--Each individual 
organic compound should be considered 
separateiy. 

RespoWThe vast majority of 
organic chemicals will be considered 
separately according to the Gn.id&ner 
excuptfurutnl~ysimilarorgMic 
compoundll that meet au three 
specifications given in the Guidelines. 
such as polychlortnated bipbenyis and 
toxapberlk 

51. c4xmmlt~-stieam water 
quality criteria am meaningieaa for 
snbstancee that are lnghiy insoluble. 

Response-The concentration of come 
substances in se&nent may be 
important separate Erorn the 

_ concentration of the substance in the 
ambient water and for these compounds 
a sediment quality criterion may be 
necessary. Generally such C0UlpouXldS 
can aiso cause adverse effects if the 
concantration in the ambient water is 
too high even if the concentration in the 
sediment b low. Thus for such 
compounds both kinds of criteria may 
be necessary rather than just one or the 
other. 

XL Comment-If a substance ir not 
dissoived, it is not biologically or 
toxicologically available. 

RespowAkhough this may usually 
be true, it certainly does not appiy to 
elemental mdfcury which can be 
oxidized and methylated to form a very 
toxic compound Some organic adds 
and phenols and hydroxide and 
carbonate salts of metals have 

solubilities which differ substantially 
from one body of water to another. 

53. Comment-Criteria for metal8 
should not be for total metal. 

Respontiteria foe metals wtll 
generally not be based on total metal. 
Most will be based on total recoverable 
metal because forms of metalr that are 
not measured in the total recoverable _ 
procedure probably am not and will not 
become, toxic. A major problem is that 
some people use a procedure for total 
recorverable. but report the results as 
totaL metal. In many situations the two 
msults am about the same, but in somu 
caste the msultsa.m qnite different 

54. Comment-The Guidelines should 
give mom guidance for didtinguirhing 
between acceptabie and unacceptable 
data. 

Responw-The GuidelInes contain aa 
much detail on thiesubjeot aa EPA 
believes is currently feasible. Items such 
as the maximum acceptaH control 
mortality and minimum number of teat 
organisn~~ am based on what many 
aquatic toxicologists generally feel are 
acceptable. as expmssed tn published 
methods. No data should be used in the 
derivation of a criteria until their quality 
and acceptability had been reviewed by 
a competent person. Competent people 
will occasionally M but that is a 
fundamental property of subjective 
decisions. . 

56. Comment--only published data 
should be used 

Res~onre--Peer review is one of 
many concepta that is bettar in theory 
than in pmctlda. Some poor quality data 
are published and some high quality 
deta am mjected. In addition. 
pubiication is not a pardculariy rapid 
pionsr. Whether or not data are used 
should depend on the applicabiiity and 
quality of the data, not on whether they 
have been publirhed. Data that are not 
published should be made readily 
available if they are used to derive 
water quality criteria. 

58 Comment-All stkttc test are 
unacceptable 

Responsbln general, high quality 
flow-through acute tests are pmferable 
to high quaky static acute tests. but 
static tests are by no means 
unacceptable. Few data are available to 
show whether static tests consistently 
produce acuta values lower or higher or 
diffemnt than flow-through tests. - 
Whereas degradation, violatilization. 
and buildup of metabolic products are 
mom likely to be a problem in static 
tests, operator and mechanical errors 
am more likely in flow-through tests.. 
Static acute tests are certainly not 
unacceptable for most pollutants, but 
static chronic tests generally are 
unacceptabie because of changes in the 

toxicant concentrations and the qnality 
of the dilution water duting the teet 

9. Ccunment-Data obtained using ’ 
test organisms that we- prwiously 
exposed to the pollutant should be used 

ResponabComparisons of msults 
obtained with unexposed and pmviouly 
exposed organisms should indicate 
whether or not acclimation has 
occu.rred. Generally, data obtained with 
acclimated organisms should not be 
used in deriving criteria because 
accliniated organisms are the exception 
rather than the norm. Rarely, if ever, can 
acclimation be depended on to protect 
organisms in a field situation because 
concentrations often fluctuate and 
motile organkns do not rtay in one 
looatloo very long. Data obtained with 
acclimated organisms may be 
acoeptable for use in deriving some sit* 
specific criteria. 

58. Comment-Foreign species should 
be wed to expand the data base. 

Response-Fomign species may be 
mpmeentative of indigenous species, hut 
some of them are quite unusual Data 
obtained with foreign specie8 may give 
good indications of indigenous speceim 
that should be used in tests on some 
pollutants and may identify some 
potential probiems thr! should be 
investigated. 

SQ. Cmnmerit-If data for brine shrimp, 
em not used the criteria should not 
apply to salIns waters. 

Reaponee-Data obtained using brine 
skimp are not used because these 
ofpnirms am atypical. Although they 
may not be usually sensitive or 
insensittve to variond pollutants, the 
species found in North America and 
used for teadng only sunive in the Great 
Salt Lake and in salt ponda near San 
Francisco Bay. These two habitats are 
unlike any others in the United States. lf 
criteria were to be derived specifically 
for the Gmat Salt Lake or for salt ponds, 
then data for brine shrimp should be 
used 

60. Comnient-Structum-activity 
relationships should not be used unless 
provea . 

Response-No provision is made in 
the Guidelines for the use of structure- 
activity mlationships. Such relationships 
may soon be well enough understood 
that they can be used in deriving water 
quality criteria. 

81. Comment-A criterion should not 
be derived for a pollutant until data are 
available for a broad range of 
commercially, mcmationally, and 
ecologically important spedes. Each 
species should be acutely and 
chronically tested under a variety of 
conditions in a number of different 
watem. 
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Responre--Except for those people 
who merely want to stop EPA &om 
deriving any water quality criteria. most 
people will admit that there must be 
some reasonable limit a9 to how much 
information is necessary concerning any 
regulatory action. This is as true for 
deriving water quality criteria. as it is 
for issuing NPDES pernxts. submitting 
PMXs, registering pesticides, etc. AU of 
these regulatory activities deal with 
potentially significant adverse effects on 
aquatic organisms and should take into 
account mariy of the same possible 
kind9 of adveme effects. Therefore. the 
data needs for these various activities 
should pmbably be somewhat similar, 
but for each regulatory activity the 
minimum data requirement9 also need 
to take into account the special aspect9 
of the program and practical 
considerations. Unrealistic data 
requirement9 will benefit no one. It ir 

‘not necasrary that all questions be 
answered before any action is taken. It 
is only ~~999ry that enough data be 
available to allow reasonable 
confidence that the water quality : 
criteria will generally not be too high or 
too low. 

EPA haa-developed minimuni data 
requirements that de9cribe the amonnts 
and kfnb of information that should 
usually be available if a criterion is to 
be derived using the Guid&nes. When 
the minimum data requiremanta am 
satin&d, it should usually be poasibie to 
derive a useful criterion. The 
requfrements take into account many 
things such as: 

a. The. exi9tence of soti species 
which am commeriwUy or 
recreationally important and generally 
9anritive to some bmad classes of 
polhltWl& 

b. The range of spedes for which data 
are available: 

c. The cost of obtaining additional 
data and the usefulness of the data: and 

d. The nasonablenes9 of 
extrapolation9 from one specie9 lo 
another within and between groups. 

Thf3 requi.rement9 set forth in the 
minimum data base are indeed minimal, 
considering the great varitey of species 
which exist in most aquatic ecosystema 
However, EPA feels that based oa the 
availavble information the routine 
requirement of more data would 
pmbably not improve criteria enough to 
justify the additional cost. 

82 Comment-The mimimum data 
requirement9 should depend on the 
nature of the pollutant. 

Response-EPA feel9 that such an 
appmach may be feasible 9ome time in 
the future, but would be an unwarrented 
level of sophistication at this time. For a 
few pollutants. it may be possible to 

relax son191 of the data requirements, but 
in geperai thi9 can only be determined 
after enough data are available to 
indicate that a special caw etits. In 
other cases the minimum data may 
indicate that additional data are highly 
desirable. 

6% Comment-Criteria should not be 
derived if enough data are not available. 
The alternative procedures which were 
pmposed should not be used. 

Response-EPA agree9 that a 
numerical criterion should not be 
derived if enough appropriate data are 
not available, except in some special 
cases. EPA aIso agrees that the 
alternative procedure9 which wera 
proposed should not be tured to develop 
numerical criteria at the present time. 
However, EPA feels that when a 
numerical criterion is not derived, a 
descriptive criterion can be used to 
accurately raflect the latert scientific 
knowMgs 

64. Comment-The guideline9 should 
give mom guidance on relating a 
criterion to a water qua&y 
ChU73CtOriSdC 

ResponsbMore detail on this subject 
has been written into the Guidelines. 

85. Comment-If data on the relation 
of toxicity and water quality are not 
available, no criterion should be 
derived. 

Reapw9e-The purpose of a criterion 
ir to present the best available 
informatioa not to ensure that all 
desirable information is available. Any 
water quality characteristic may a&ct 
the toxdcity of each pollutant to some 
dagme and it k never going to be 
possible to inva&gate all such 
hteractto~ for even a few species and 
poilutantr EPA has adopted a minimum 
data bare requirement for deriving 9 
criterion, but there must be practical 
Iixiita or an criterion will ever be 
possibla When the minimum data base 
requirements are sati95ecL a criterion 
shouid be derived regardlesr of 
speculation that some un9tudiad 
relationship uciat. When enough good 
data demonstrate a relation between 
toxicity and a water quality 
characteristic, an attempt should be 
made to use this infolmation in the 
derivation of a criterion. A major 
purpose of site-epccific criteria is to take 
into account the effect of local water 
quality condiJion.3 on toxicity. 

66. Comment--Do not specify the form 
that a relationship between toxicity and 
water quality must take. 

Response-The Guideline9 allow the 
use of any set of transformation9 that fit 
the data well. The log-log model is given 
as an example because it 9eemd to Rt 
most of the available data concerning 
the relationship between hardne9a and 

toxidty of metal9 (the only such 
relation&p for which much quantitative 
data are available) reasonably welL 

67. Comment-The toxicity of metal9 
should not be nIated to “harcines9”. 

- ResponseA baa tried to derive 
criteria in a form that will (a) adequately 
protect aquatic organirms and (b) be 
practically usefuL Hardness is used as 
an easily measured surrogate for a 
number of interrelated water quality 
characteristics. such as PH. alkalinity, 
calcium, and magnesium Various 
combination9 of these pmbably affect 
individual metals differently, but these 
are all reasonably well correlated with 
hardncrsr in a wide variety of natural 
watem. Some waters. such a9 those 
impacted by acid mine drainage, 
obviouely am special caseft but they 
have special pmblem9 of their own. , 

68. Comment--Do not extrapolate 
slope9 for toxicity vs. water quality from 
fish to invertebrate9 or from acute 
velue9 to chronic values. 

Response-The Guidelines do not 
now a99ume that the acute slope and the 
chronic slope are similar for 4 pollutant. 
On the other hand there is no reason to 
believe that invertebrates are more 
similar than are fish and invertebrates. 
Aa expiained earffer. the grobip 
“invertebrates” doe9 not coruist of a 
coUecUon of sped129 that are similar 
taxonomically or toxicologically. Some 
water quality characteristics apparently 
affect the toxicity of the poikdtant rather 
than the sensitivity of the organisms. For 
these k&da of f&tom. slopes should be 
the same for different speciea. Even . 
factom that affect such things as the 
permeability of membranes may 
produce similar slopes for a wide 
variety of speck. if each specie9 must 
be treated separately, no criteria will 
ever be possible. ’ 

69. Comment-Relationships based 01) 
only two point9 should not be wed. 

Response-Two points certainly do 
not provide ve y much information 
about the shape, rlope and position of a 
line. However, if other Information or a 
reasonable assamptton is available 
concerning the shape of the linr. two 
good data points. spaced at a 
reasonable inter4 can provide very 
useful information concerning the slope 
and position of the Ihe. Three 
appropriately spaced points would 
certainly be better, and four points 
would be an ideal minimum. 

70. Comment-Do not combine 
relationships that are and am not 
statistically sipifi~t 

Response-The Guidelines do now 
specify that relationships should be 
tested for statistical sign5canca. A test 
for statl9tical significance may be one 
idication of whether or not a slope is 
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uaafd, but such a test cannot be used 
with jwt two pointa and does not take 
into account such things as the 
comparability of the data. the quality of 
the teat. and the range of the 
independent variable. A r-elationsbip 
based on six points may not be as 
significant as it seems if five of the 
points are tightly grouped. 

71. Comment-The Guidelines should 
not combine 9&hr LCSO values and 484~ 
EC30 values. 

Responrs--Bot.h LC.50 values and 
ECSO values are used to measure acute 
toxidty of a substance to aquatic 
oganisms.Ingeneral.anECSQcanbe. 
hased on a wide variety of effects, but 
the Guideilnes specify that the only 
efkts to be used for deriving critarie 
am inurmplete shell development, 
immobilization, and loss of equilibrium. 
AU of these are certainly drastic effec& 
In a 5eld situation these effects 
probably often lead to death Just as the 
andpoiut may be specific for the specie, 
romaybeth8hgthofthettmtl%e 
generally accepted length of an acuta 
test with daphnids ia 48 houm, whereas 
fix most species of fish. it is 96 hours. 
Thus tke Guideii.nes use both 484~~ EC30 
values and 9&u LCSQ values because 
they are the wideiy accepted durations 
and endpoints used to measure acute 
toxidty to speci5c species. 

72 Comment--Shell deposition tests 
am chronic tests and should not be 
aquatad with lethftlity tests. 

Rmpmaa-“Acute” impltes “short” 
not “death”. Many acute toxicity tests 
do use death for the effect, but many 
ala0 use non-lethal effecta The shell 
deposition test is one of many non-MU 
acute tests and is gummily accaptsd as 
a short test compered to the average Me 
sp=ofayr- 

73. Comment-AdJustment factors 
should not be used to adjust for the 
length of the test. the technique, and 
umnaaaumi concautrationr 

Re5po~Allthrsakindaof. 
adjustment factors have been deleted 
horn the Guidelines. The factor for the 
hmgthofthetestwasfomldtobe 
unnm becauaa most teata had 
been conducted for the standard times 
usuaily specified for the Individual 
rpedes. Thus the Guidelines now 
specify that only data born tests 
conducted for the time spedfied for the 
species should be used to calculate the 
Find Acute Value. 

EPA has found that on the average 
flow-through acuta te5tl give mauita 
slightly lower than do static tests, but 
thereistioashipdoesnotseesn~betoo 
constskntandmsyvyfromspecdesto 
Qmdea for some pollutants. In a&tiW 
on the average results based on 
rmaaured conceuxltratioM do not seem 

to be much different from those based 
on unmeasured concentrations. 

However, the results of flow-through 
tests based on measured concentrations 
are generally accepted as being better 
measures of acute toxidty than the 
r~ult~ of 5ow-through tests based on 
unmeasured concentrations or the 
results of any static or renewal 
tests.Tberefom. whenever the results of 
flow-thmugh acute tests in which the 
conrantrations wers measured am 
availsbla the msults of all othex kin& 
of acuts tests with that species and 
pollutant are not used in the cakulation 
of the speck m8an acute valw. 

74. Commen~pedea sanaitivity 
factors should be polWantspeci5c and 
avenge factor should not be calculated 
for a veriety of substancsa 

Responss+EPA agrees. The 
requimment for acute dues for at leaat 
eight different species was developed in 
part to allow for a reasonably good 
calculation of a mean acute value and a 
species sensitivity factor for each 
individual pollutant. A better way of 
using the acute vaiuss for the individual 
spedea has been developed, bnt no 
extrapolations are made from one 
pouutant to another. 

Is. Comment-The distribution of 
apad mean acute values for a 
poIlutsnt wiIl be truncated if the species 
csnnot be killed or affected by 
conc~tmtio~ above solubtlity. 

Re5ponas--sOr~ spades are so 
‘lwsiatant tn some poilutallt5 that they 
cannot be killed or affected in acute 
testa even by concentrstions whtcb are 
much above sohbility. Such “greater 
than” valuer cannot be used in the 
calcu&Uon of meens and va&nces for 
pdlutante. When tha “greater than” 
valuea are for inaenaitive species and 
are at or above solubilfty, the values can 
be used in the caiculstion of the Final 
Acuta Value by adJustIn.g the cumulative 
pmporthna for all the speices with 
quantitative values. The shape of the 
curveattbehighendcennotbe 
detennked, but the Finel Acute Value & 
mom dependent on the species mean 
acute values and the cumulative 
probabilities at the low end. 

78. Comment-Early life-stage tests 
with 5ah should be used 
Interchangeably with h-cycle and 
partial lifeqde test8 with 5sh. 

Rasponas--EPA agrees that early life- 
stage tests with 5eh generally gtve about 
the same results as comparable Ufe- 
cycle and partial life-cycle tests 
However, because the shorter test Ir 
mereIy a predictor of the longer task 
whsnever both kinds of lwsultr ua 
available. the resuits of Ufexycle and 
partial Ufbcyde tests should be used 

instead of the results of early life-stage 
tests 

77. Comment-Appropriate measures 
of chronic toxicity and appropriate 
lengths of exposure should be defined. 

Response-The descriptions of 
appmpriate chronic tests have been 
chri.5ed. 

78 Comment-The factor of 0.44 
should not be used. 

Responss--It is not now used. 
7’9. Comment--The Final Chronic, 

Value should not be lower than the 
lotiest measured species chronic value. 
even if chronic date are not available 
for sensitive species. 

RespomAquatic ecosystems 
cannot be protected from chronic 
toxidty by protecdng only the 
insensitive species 5om chronic toxicity~ 
In the past both arbitrary and 
experimentally determined application 
factors have been used to relate acute 
and cbmnic toxicity. For a variety of 
lW8OM the Guideiines do not use an 
application factor, but instead use the 
acutbchmnic ratio. which is similar to 
the inverse of an application factor. 
Thar the acute-chronic ratio should _ 
normally be greater than one. The acute 
chronic ratio ia to be used with 
invertebrates as well as 9sh and is to be 
an experimentsIly determined value for 
each individual pollutant The acute- 
chronic ratio should also avoid the 
confusion as to whether a large 
application factor is one that is dose to 
unity or one that has a denominator that 
is much lager than the numerator. T!x 
acute-chronic ratio is calculated by 
dividing the appmpriate measure of 
acute toxicity for the species (as 
specified in the Guidelines) by the 
appmpriate measure of chronic toxicity 
for the same species (as specified in the 
Guidelines). 

Some people have confused 
application factors and safety facton 
and use of the term “acute-chronic 
ratio” should help avoid this problem. 
Acute-chmnic ratios are a way of 
estimating the chronic sensitivity of a 
species for which no chronic toxicity 
data are available. Safety factors would 
pmvide an extra margin of safety 
beyond the sensitlvtty of the species. 
Safety or uncertainty factors are 
intended to reduce the possibility of 
underprotection. wbemas acute-chronic 
ratios are intended to estimate the 
actual chronic sensitivity of the sped08 
to the pohtant This estimate is just as 
likelytobetoohtghasitlstobetoo 
low. A mean acuth-chmnic rstlo will in 
fsctbetoohi&forhaUtbesp*sand 
toohvfortheotherhalf. 

When three or mars acutbchronic 
ratloa have bean determined for a 
pohtant with both 5l and 
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invertebrates. three patterns have been 
obe8rved when ths individual apecier 
am Wed in order of their species mean 
acute values: 

a. The radoa randomly diffar by a 
factor of ten or mom. 

b. The ratio appears to be about the 
3ame (within a factor of ten) for alI - 
species. 

c. Species with higher acute values 
also have higher acute-chronic ratios. 

The available data indicate that fish 
ad invertebrates do not consistently 
have different acuttcfvonid ratfor and 
that for some pollutanta tihwater and 
saltwater species have 8imilar acute- 
chmnic ratio5. 

t30. Comment-No application factor 
should be ured unleea it fr rpeciec for 
the pollutant, rpeciea and water. . 

Raapollae-Them IA no point in using 
an application factor or acut*c 
ratio or any concept if it does not allow 
some genemiization or elrtrapolation 
from one species to anott8r or 5wm one 
water to another. Not allowing a.nr 
genemUzatiom or extrapolation.3 would 
require that much data be generated for 
each spedes and each pollutant in each 
water in which a criterion is necessary. 
When enough tipporting data are 
available. extrapolationa using such 
tbhga aa acute-chronic ratios are cort- 
effective and sdentiflcdly sound. 
- 81. Comment-Additional 

davdopment of methzxio~ogy for toxicity 
teats with aquatIc plants ia needed. 

RcrponsbThis is moat certainly true. 
Much other rarearch also h needed and 
generally is considered higher priority. 
EPA hope5 that someday all of the 
additional research that neads to be 
done will be done. Few pollutants seem 
to affect aquatic plants at 
concentrations which do not chronically 
affect aquattc anfmais, and it i3 hoped .. 
that this ir not an artifact of the te5t 
method3 Andy used. 

82. Comment-Date on toxicity to 
plants should not be u3ed for deriving 
criteria becau3e plant3 an3 mom site- 
spedflc than lanimds. 

Responss-Numeroua 3peciej of 
plan& especially algae, exist In nmet 
bodie3 of water. On the other hand. EPA 
knows of no data to support the 
contention that the sensitivities of 
aqua& plant9 are any more site-epedfic 
than those of aquatic anhnais. or that 
the range of sensitivities between plants 
la aa great a3 that for animals. One _ 
species may or may not be 
representative of other species. After the 
methodology for toxidty test.3 with 
aquatic plants is better developed, tests 
with a wider variety of species would 
certainly be desirable. 
. 83. Comment-The Final Plant Value 

should not be the lowest available plant 

value bared on measured 
cunmntrationa 

RespomA adopted the 
proc8dur@ described in the Guidelinea 
for obtaining the Final Plant Value for 
several reason3 including: 

a. The methodology for toxicity tests 
with aquatlc plants is not weU 
developed. 

b. For only a few poilutanb have 
toxicity tests been conducted with more 
than a very few species of plants. 

c Little is hewn about the range of 
een3itivitier of various species of 
aquatic plan&. 

d. Bawd on available data, almost no 
pollutanti are to& to aquatic planta at 
the lowert concentration which am 
chronically toldc to aquatic animal3 or 
calwe unacceptable residues. 

8c Comment-Residue accumula tioa 
in any part of an aquatic ecoryatam 
should be prevented aa much a3 
possibla 

Response-Accumulation of residue 
in aquatic organismn only become5 a 
problem if the concantratlon of msidua 
is high enough to adversely affect either 
(a) tha orgeniam itself. @) a consumer of 
the orgeniam, (R (c) the marketability of 
the organism. Adverse effactr on the 
aquatic orgar&m itself will be detected 
in acute and chronic toxicity tests. The 
use of FRA actlon levels and chronic 
feeding rtudiar with wildlife are 
designed to protect the uses and 
conmrner5 of aquatic organisms. 

85, Comment-Bioconcentration 
factoti (BCFs) derived from field date 
should not be used. 

Response-EPA feels that BCF3 
derived hrn adequate data. whether 
they be laboratory data or fleid data 
should be used. Mom data am 
necearary to document a BCF from a 
5eld expoaum than a laboratory 
cxpows, as specified in the Guideiines. 
but if enough data are availabie, field 
BCFs should be u38cL 

66. Conuuent4Uneticd~ derived 
biixoncantmtion factora (BCFs) should 
be used. 

Responae+XineticaUy derived BCFs 
ahouid be used if the bioconcentratioa 
test lasted long enough. i.13, to apparent 
steady-state, to verify that the model 
(assumption) used in the calculations 
actually 5t3 the data for the individual 
poUutant 

87. Comment-Bioconcentration 
factors (BCFs) rhouid not be estimated 
from octanol-water partition _ 
coeffidenb. 

Response-The available data seem 
to indicate a reasonably good 
relationship for lipid-soluble eubstancea 
between steady-state BCFs and octand- 
water partitfon coefficients. BCFs 
estimated from partition coefficient3 arS 

not used in the Guidelinea became 
measumd BCFs are available for ail 
pollutants for which a maximum 
permissible Usaue concentration is 
available. 

88. Comment-BIoconcentretion 
factors (BCFs) am dependent on 
temperature. food salinity, stress, and 
other things. 

ResponseMany thing3 such a; these 
probably do affect BCFs. Until data are 
available to show that such effects are 
important and am not species-specific 
littIe need8 to be, or can be. done to take 
such factom Into account when deriving 
water quality criteria. 

89. Comment43ioconcentration 
factors (BCFa) should be based only on 
tiraues that am actually eaten. 

Response-Although people usually 
only eat muscle tiaue of fish. wiidli.fe 
umaelly eat the whole body of&h. The 
tfsmz~r us8d in the determination of 
BCFs must be appropriate to the kind of 
co~umar organism or regulatory action. 
On the other hand since the BCF for a 
lipid-soluble rubrtanc8 seems to be 
proportional to percant lipidb 
extrapolations a be made on the basis 
of percent lipid3 regardless of the tissue. 

90. Comment-Xhroni~ toxicity test3 
with rata and mica should sot be used 
as mpmsentative of tests on mammalian 
wildlife. 

Responae--Becauw result3 of tests on 
a variety of speciea am exuapolated to 
man, it should be just aa masonabie to 
extrapolate from one mammalian 
spedes to another mammalian spades 
within certain limita. However, ouch 
extrapolationa am not now uaad in the 
Guidelines: only the msults of chronic 
toxicity test3 with wildlife are used to 
protect wildlife coasnmera of aquatic 
life. 

9l. Couxment--lntormetion concerning 
bioconcemtration should only be wed if 
such information is used to protect 
aquatic organirmr, not to protect the 
marketability of aqnatic organisma 

Responaa-Protection of aquatic 
organirma must include not only the 
pmtection of the titence of aquatic 
organisma but also pmtecdon of the 
common use* of aquatic organisms. 
Commercially important aqua tic 
oganirnu cannot be considered 
adequately protected if they cannot be 
sold The Guidelines do not use any 
data pertaining to safety to humans in 
an attempt to pmtect human consumers 
of aquatic organisms. Instead the 
GuidelLne3 memly attempt to ensum 
that x&dues in aquatlc organiems do 
not ekaed FDA action leveir 30 that the 
uses of commerdally and recreationally 
important spedes are not restricted by 
the Food and Drag Admini5tration. 
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92. Comment-A Final Rsddue Valua 
calculated from an FDA action level is 
actually a concentration that will result 
in the average concentration in some 
species being at the FDA action level. 

Response-This is a good point. A 
thilar situation sxists when the 
calculation is based on a concentratfon 
which caused an adverse effect in a 
chronic wildlife feeding study. In all 
such ctlaes. the Final Residue Value 
should be lower, but EPA knows of no 

non-arbitrary way to determine how 
much lower the value should be. 

93. Comment-Tbg FDA action levek 
for &iahed animal feed should not be 
used. 

Response-They are not now used. 
94. Comment-Flavor impairment 

should not be used to d,erive water 
quality criteria for aquatic Me. 

Response-Many of the commardalty 
and recreatfonaily important aquatic 
orgnaisms am consumted by people. If 
the flavor is aignifkantly impaired, the 
we of these species wiil be adversely 
affected. Flavor impairment should be 
considered an effect that can adversely 
affect the use of aquatfc organkas. 

95. Comment-The lnstrucUonr for 
wing the other data are not very 
detailed and are not mathematical 

Response-EPA has tried to include 
as much detail in the instmcttons for 
using the other data aa are currently 
justified Extensive detail and 
mathematical beatmemf am not deem& 
realisUc at this the bacause IO little 
information is available concsming the 
various kinds of other data. 

96. Comment--The Enal review of ths 
criteria should allow revision up or 
down baaed on round sdentlb 
evidence. 

Respona~The Guidelines always 
have allowed revision up or down, but 
this is now stated expllcitiy in the 
Guidelines. 

97. Comment-Some badfer of watsr. 
such a8 some USGS bencbm& stream8 
and the Houston ship channel, contain 
conced-ations above the critaria for 
some poilutanu and still contnin aquatic 
wmmuniUe5 that am dive- healthy. 
and productive. Such information should 
be wed in the review of the criteria 
because it indkates that some criteria 
are too low. 

Response--Rarely are them enough 
data available to accurately identify tha 
concentmtion5 of pollutants to which 
aquatic organisms in b&lies of water are 
actually exposed The sampling scheme 
should provide a good estimate of the 
mean and variance of the concentmdoa: 
a few grab or composite samples cannot 
provide en&& information to 
characterize the concentrations of 
pollutants in most bodies of water. The 

concentration5 vary not onIy with time 
but also with location at ench time, so 
the samples must be taken whem the 
organisms of interest are located at that 
time. 

A mom serious problem concerns the 
definition of an acceptable aquatic 
ecosystem. How does one determine if 
an aquatic ecosystem is healthy or 
pmductive? If a diverse system is, by 
definition. healthy, is it also, by 
definition. productive? What is the 
minimum acceptable diversity? What is ’ 
the minimum acceptable productivity? 
Should the acceptable levels of diversity 
and productivity be site-speci5c7 Is a 
body of water acceptable just because 
no dead fish are observed How many 
pounds of trout should a trout stream 
produce each year to be considemd 
healthy and productive? How does one 
treat motile spedes that may avoid 
some periodic increaser in pollution 
levels? Is an aquatic ecosystem healthy 
and productive if,tbe normally edible 
portlon of a consumed apedes tastes 
bad or contains excessive residues? 
Questions such as these indicate the 
difkdty of quantitatively judging the 
qua&y of aquatic ecosystems on the 
basis of their acceptability or usefulness 
to man or on any other basis. Although 
judging bodies of water would be a 
dBkult job, it certakly could be done 
by a competent group of trained 
pmfessionals. The point ir that it is not 
ar easy a job aa some people would like 
to thinlr. Them am also people who feel 
that various pristine bodies of water 
should be managed because they am not 
M pmductlve as they could be. 

As mentioned earlier, the criteria 
documenta derive criteria which may be 
too high or too low for some specific 
bodies of water. With appropriate 
modiflcadons the Guidelines can be 
used to derivi criteria for any spa&c 
body of water or geographic area. In 
addition, it ia certainly possibie that one 
or moie factors which affect the toxicity 
of one or mom pollutants may not have 
been studied very &roughly or even 
identified yet The criteria am based on 
the best available information and the 
stats-of-the-art of aquatic toxicology, 
6ut lt is always possible that something 
important has not been adequately 
rtudied by regulators, discharges or 
academia. 

Appendix E-Responses to Public 
Comments on the Human Health Effecta 
Methodology for Deriving Ambient 
Water Quality Criteria 

I. Lntnxiuction 
On March 15,1S79. the US 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
announced the availability for public 

comment of the proposed methddology 
for the darivatton of ambient water 
quality criteria for the pmtection of 
human health. The public comments 
wem resolved in three P~OSOS. 

First comments relating to policy 
issues wem resolved in an initial 
screening/disposition by Agency 
personnel Second a peer review 
workshop was conducted and involved 
Agency personnel, contractors, and 
recognized 5cienUsts. The group 
evaluated alI issues pertaining to the 
derivation of criteria for non- 
cardnogenr. and third a similar 
worhhop was held to review all issues 
relating to the derivation of criteria for 
cardnogens. 

The following mport pmsents the 
resolutiona of the public comment5 by 
the EPA altar considering the advikof 
the meeting attendees. While the EPA 
greatly appreciates the’contribution of 
these individti and acknowledges 
their substantial assistance in resolving 
many difficuit questions. the EPA 
accepta full msponsibility for the 
positions outlined~in this document. 
(Notat Comments addressing similar 
issues wem appmpriately compiled and 
summarized under each issue.) 

Comments Resolved in initial Screening 

Issue 1 
Comment summary: The water quality 

criteria document5 should pmvide 
information and/or guidelines for 

deriving standanis from criteria. 
Response: The water quality criteria 

documents contain information which - 
will be useful in developing standard5 
(e.g., current levels of exposure). 
However, in developing standards, 
many additional facton not directly 
related to criteria must be considered It 
would be more appropriate to compile 
and to analyze this information as part 
of the standard-setting pmcess rather 
than to include it in the criteria 
documents. Guidelines will be issued 
separately since the development of the 
standard include5 use designation with 
a commensurate criteria value. 

I55ue 2 
Comment summary: Water quality 

criteria should consider or be limited by 
technological achievability, cost/benefit 
analyria knits of detection and 
environmental fate. 

Response: The distinction between 
criteria and standards must be 
mcognized For non-carcinogens, 
ambient water quality criteria are 
estlmater of concentration5 in water 
which will not msult in either adverse 
human health effect5 (criteria based on 
toxicity) or unplesant taste or pdor 
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(organoleptic criteria). For carcinogens 
criteria am estimates of concentrations 
of individual compounb in water which 
will result in specified increases in the 
lifetime risk of develop@ cancer. By 
definition, these criteria exclude 
considerations of technological 
achievability, cost/benefit analysis. 
limits of detection. and environmental 
fate, as appropriate within the authority 
of The Clean Water Act [33 U.S.C. 
1314(a)]. These factors are more 
propa@ considered in the standa& 
setting pmcau. 
Iasue3 

llbmmkt summcuy: The validity of a 
eingls criteria for alI bodies of water is 
questionable. Criteria should be site 
spedfic an/or use speufic 

Response: In the standard-setting 
procase, criteria may be modified based 
upon sits spedfic or use specific 
considerations. 

IMtlfJ4. - 
Comment summary Even if them is 

insufficient data. some criteria must still 
b developed for “highJy hazardous 
compounds.” 

RespaAALS If thera is sufficiept 
information to indicate that a compkd 
la “highly harardous.” there should be 
sufiicient information to derive a 
criteria. Conversely, if fnsu.Bdent data 
am available, by defmition no criteka 
can be derived. 

IamlIls 
Comment summary Criteria should 

k derived only for persistent . 
compound8orforcompoundawhicb 
preaentadwh~tohumana 

Respanse: Criteria can be derived for 
any compound on which sufficient 
infennatiun ia avtible. By dafini’tioa 
criteria am independant of persistence 
or cement levek of exposure, 

IameS 
&mint sunmmy: Criteria should 

be developed to pmtect terrestrial 
wildlife aa well as humans and aquatic 
OrgasisIW., 

Rmpcmw Because ofth41 great * 
.number of diverse wildlife species and 
differences in their habitat, dief and 
behavior, it h unlikely that a single 
criteria could be developed to pmtect all 
wildlife speciea from a ‘given 
contaminant The EPA is cui~entiy 
assessing posrible approaches to 
deveioping a valid methodology for 
deriving wildlife criteria. Until a rpecik 
wildlife criteria methodology is 
developed, the proposed aquatic life and 
human health effecta criteria shduld 
serve as interim ieveL for the protection 
ofwildlife. . 

Issue 7 

Comment summaryr Critmi~ should 
be derived by an independent scientific 
panel and not by the EPA. 

Respanoe.-The EPA has a legislative 
mandate to derive ambient water 
quality criteria and mu& accept the fmal 
responsibility for this process. However, 
the EPA hu solicited the advice of 
many independent edentists in this 
effort It should be noted that the 
con8ew of the peer review 
committeea hu been considered and 
generally foiIowed by the EPA. 
Nonetheless, the responsibility for the 
aiteria mata eolely wtrh the Agency. 

Issue 8 

C’mment summary: The ambient 
water quality criteria are not suf35ci8ntly 
protecdve of special groups at ride. 

Res~nse.- In moat cased each 
docnmant wntaina a specific section on 
special pupa at risk. This ir intended 
to serve aa a noticn to inditiuals or 
agencies using the criteria: that the 
derived criteria may not be suf5cimtly 
protective in all applicationn. If 
sufficient data are available. 
lnfomaticm in the section on spedal 
gmopa at rink could be used to m&ify 
the cxiteti during the standard-settlng 
proa=. . 

Lmue9’. . 

Camment summary: conlmults 
expnm concern viith the failure of the 
criteria to speciflc&y address possible 
tcxicant interactioM. 

Raspanse The importance of toxicant 
interaction8 in the environment cannot 
be m Each document attempts 
to summarize the available data on such 
interactione. However, since the 
wmpoaition of toxicants in likely to vary 
aubatanUaUy in different ~81. a 
generaI approach modifying criteria 
based upon toxkant interactions in not 
available at thia time. Further, the 
limitationa of valid approacbea for 
dealiq with interactions in multi- 
toxicant mixtures should be rewgnized. 

Issue10 

Comment summary: Because of the 
uncertaintlea involved in deriving 
criteria. the criteria should be llmited to 
only one rig&cant figure. 

Response: The KN.mber of significant 
figum~ used to express the criteria ir an 
admittedly arbitrary de&ion. The EPA 
mcognizea the inexactitude of these 
numbers. 

ILL Cammenb on Norrcarrinogena 
k Criteia for Chemical Class00 
Issue 1 

Comment summary: Two basic 
approaches were taken in the 
documents on chemical classes when 
suflicient data were not available on all 
members in a class: 

(a) Criteria were derived for 
individual chemicals on which sufEcient 
data were available and no criteria were 
recommended for other chemic& in the 
class. 

(b) A criteria wan derived for all or 
some chemicals in the class based on 
toxidty data on one or a few members 
of the dasa. 

Alternative “a” can be criticized for 
“allowing” contamination by “pmbably 
hazardous compoundrr” (reasoning by 
demical analogy). Alterastive “b” can 
be criticized for applying a general 
criteria to a speci5c compound for 
which data arts not available. 

What guideEnea with justifications 
can be given for selecting either 
alternative? What other zd!ernatives 
might be considered? 

response The initial methodology did 
not adequately address tha problem 
associated with deriving t:lasa criteria. 
The foilowing section has been added to 
the methodology and newas as a useful 
guide in the criteria derivation process 

A chemical ciasa ia broadly defined aa 
any group of compound8 which are 
considered in a single risk assessment 
document. In criteria derivation. isomers 
am regarded aa a chemical class rather 
thanaaarin&compound.Adaar 
criteria IS an estimate of risk/safety 
which applier to more than one member 
of a daea. and involves Varying degrees 
of extipolation ti available data on 
some mambers of the dasr to other 
claw members on which rticient data 
am not available to &Me a wmpound- 
sped& aWria (to, a criteria based on 
data solely on the specific chemical for 
which the criteria in derived). 

A dasa criteria unuaily applies to 
each member within the dase rather 
than to the nun of the compounda within 
the dau. Whila the potential hazard8 of 
multiple toxicant exposure are not to be . . mlnlmfvd a criteria, by definitioa most 
often appiieo to an individual 
compound. Exceptionr may be made of 
complex mixture9 which are produced. 
reieaaed, and toxicologically tested as 
mixtures (e.g., toxaphenr and PC&). For 
such exceptions, come attempt should 
be made to aasesa the effect8 of 
environmental partitioning different 
patterns of environmental transport and 
degradation on the validity of the 
criteria. If there effects cannot be 
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assessed an appropriate statemant of 
uncertainty &ouid accompany the 
criteria. 

Because mlativeiy minor structural 
changes within a class of compound8 
can have pronouncad effects on their 
biological activities, ciaes criteria should 
be avoided Whenever euffitient 

. toxicoiogic data are available on a 
chemical within a class, a compound 
specific criteria for that chemical should 
be developed Nonethelese. for some 
chemical classes, scientific judgment 
may suggest a sufacient degree of 
similarity among chemicals within a 
class to justify a da68 criteria applicable 
to some or all members within a cIa88. 
Such a judgment should ha influenced 
by a percaived tik to tha human 
population if a class criteria was not 
derived. 

The development of a dasr c&aria 
should take into consideration the 
foIl0 . 

(a)?%ai.Ied mview of the chemical 
and phpsical pmperties of chemicals 
within the group should be available. A 
doea relatfonship within the da88 with 
respeot to chemical activity would 
suggert a similar potential to math 
common biological sites within ti8mes. 
Likawim similar lipid solubiMier would 
weat the possibility of comparable 
absorption and ttssue distibution. 

(b) The amount of qualitative and 
quanUtadve data for cbemical8 within 
the group shouId be examined. 
ObviousIy adequate toxicoiogiul data 
on a numbar of compound8 within a 
group would provide a mom masonable 
basi8 for extrapolation than mfnimal 
daia on one or two chemicala within a 
SOUP 

(c) S&iIdtier in tha nature of the 
toxicoiogid response to chemicalr In 
the class pmvides additional support for 
the prediction that th8 response to other 
rrifnnhara of the clarr may b sixnhr. In 
contrast where the biological response 
ha8 been rhowq to differ mariradiy on a 
qualitative and quantitative Bahia for 
chemicals within a clasr. extrapolation 
of a criteria to other member8 of that 
da88 may not bo appropriate. 

(d) Additional support for the validBy 
of extrapolation of a criteria to other 
members of a class could be provided 
by evidence of simil+u metabolic and 
pharmacokinetic data, if available, for , 
some members of the class 

Bared on the above considerations, it 
may be rearonable to divide a chemical 
da88 into various subclalrses. Such 
diviaion8 could be baaed on biological 
endpointa (e.g., carcinogens/non- 
cardnogens). potency, and/or 
suffidency of data (e.g.. a criterfa for 
dome members of a da88 but no 
criterion for others). While no 0 priori 

lJmitr can be blaced on the extent of 
subclassificatfon, each mu8t be 
explicitly justified by the available data. 

Class criteria, if properly derived and 
supported can constitute valid scientific 
assessments of potential risk/safety and 
can be used in establishing appropriate 
standards. Conversely, the development 
of a clasr criteria from an insufficient 
data base can lead to serious errors in 
underestimating or overestimating risk/ 
safety and should be rigorously avoided. 
Although scientific judgment has a 
pmper if not totally explicable role in 
the development of dare criteria. such 
critaria wilI be usefui pnd defensible 
only if they 8,m based on adequate data 
and edentific reasoning rather than 
intuition. The lack of data on 
dhimilarity cannot be used as the basis 
of a class criteria. Further, the de8niUon 
of nrfacient data on similarities in 
physic4 chemical pharmacokinetfc or 
toxicologic pmperties to justify a da88 
&iteria may vary mmarkably depending 
on the d-w of superficial structural 
simihrity and the gravity of the 
perceived risk. Consequently, it is 
imperative that the criterion derivation 
s&Ion of each document in which a 
class criterion is recommended 
explicitly addresr each of the key issues 
diacuswd above and defme, am clearly 
as porribie, the hitatio~ of the 
pmposed criteria-and the type of data’ 
neceewy to generate a compound- 
specific critarioIL 

Qasr critaria should be corrected 
when sufficient data become available 
to derive a compoundapeciflc criterion 
that protects against the biological effect 
of primary concern The availability of a 
good auhchmni rtudy would not result 
nacm8arily in ths abandonment of a 
class c&aria bard upon potential 
cardnogenidty. . 

The’inability to derive a valid da88 
criteria does not and should not 
preclude regulatfon of a compound or 
group of compounds ba8ed upon 
concern for potential human health 
effectr. The failure to recommend a 
criterion L simply a statement that the 
degree of concern cannot be quantified 
from the available data and risk 
assessment methodology. 

IMua2 

Comment summv To what extent 
can “guilt by association” be used to 
derive a cancer-based criteria for a 
compound which has been tested for 
cardnogenidty with negative results 
[e.g., bi8(%chIomisopmpyl) ether in the 
ChIoma.lkyl Ethers Ambient Water 
Quality Criteria Document]. 

Response: As stated in the response to 
Isrue L “guilt by association” is only an 

extmmely limited role in criteria 
derivatfon process,. 

B. OQanokeptic Criteria 

Issue 3 ’ 
. . 

Comment summary Whenever 
organoleptic criteria are derived 
corresponding toxicity based criteria 
should be derived if possible. 

Response: The Agency agrees. Since 
orgtioleptic criteria are not based on 
toxicologic information and have no 
direct relationship to potential adverse 
human health effects, both oganoleptlc 
and toxicity based criteria am provided 
whenever porsible. 

Issue 4 

Cofnmenl summary: The quality of 
organoleptic criteria should be assessed 
in term8 of experimental design and 
statistical analysis. 

Rasponss: The mvised methodology 
recognize8 the lhitaUoni of most 
organoleptic data: 

With very few exceptions, the 
pu7blicaUons which mport tarte and odor 
thresholds are cryptic in their 
descziptionr of test methodologies, 
number of subjects tesied. 
concentraUon/response relationships, 
and sensory characteristics at specific 
concentrations above the threshold 
Thus the quality of the data is usually 
worse than the toxicological data ured 
for the setting of other criteria. 
Consequently, a clear critical evaluator 
of the available data on a compound’8 
organoleptic characteristics should 
appear in the criteria document 

Issue 3 

Comment summay Criteria based on 
organoleptic pmperties should not be 
conaidemd equal to criteria based on 
toxicologic effects. 

Responaez The revised methodology 
makes a dear distinction between 
organoleptic and toxicity based criteria. 
The we of the criteria in the regulatory 
process should mflect an appreciation of 
this dIsuncuon. 

C. Natzudy Ocmg Compounds 

Issue 6 
Comment summary Background 

levels should be defined ia terms of the 
quality of the data base and 
geographical/seasonal variations. 

Response: The document8 summarize 
data on background level8 of naturally 
occumhg compound8 and include 
information on seasonal and/or 
geographical variation when available. 
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issue 7 
Comment summary: A distinction 

should be made between natural and 
anthmpogenic backguund. 

Response: An attempt is made, with 
extreme dBiculty, in the exposure 
section of the document3 to differentiate 
between natural and anthmpogenic 
background. However. background 
levels cannot be used directly to modify 
the criteria. By definition. criteria should 
not consider current levels of exposure 
but a& estimates of safe level or 
incremental rfak level exposures. 
Background levels, both natural and 
anthmpogenlc should be considered if 
the criteria are used to promuigate 
3tMdarda 
Issw8 

Comment oummary What is the 
minimum data base needed to detine a 
compound aa essential? 

Raponwr tb indicated in the mvised 
methoddogy, elements will be accepted 
a~ essential if the National Academy of 
Sciences (NAS) Food and Nutrition 
Board or a comparably qualified group 
declarer them as suds Elementa not yet 
determined to be essentiai, but for 
which supportive data on “essentiality” 
exists, wem recotnmended to be 
mviewed by a joint EPA/NAS 
wnlminee. 

IWWB \ 

Comment runmary: How C(LII 
a~~tiality be used to modify a ‘kitaria? 

Respansa- The toflowing additiona 
have been made to the mvised 
metlmddogy in msponse to this 
qae3tiotX 

In order to ba rueful in mdifying 
toxicity/car&zogenicity based criteria, 
eswxdi&y must be quantified eithar as 
a recommended daily anowance (IUIA) 
or minimurn daily requirement (MDR). 
These levela must be compared to 
estimated daily doses assodated with 
the adverse &ztct of primary concern 
The difhwnca between the RDA or 
h4DR and the daily doses causing a 
3pediecl risk level for carcinogen8 or 
acceptabie daily intake (ADI) for non- 
caminogexu definer the “window” of 
daily doses fmm which the criteria 
should be derived 

Because errors are inherent in 
defining both essential and maximum 
tolerable levels, the criteria should be 
derived from dose levels near the center 

i of such a dose range. The decision to 
use either the MDR or RDA will be 
guided by the size of the window and 
the quality of the essentiality and 
tozdcity estimates. 

The modification of criteria by 
consid8ratioa of essentiality must 

include all routes of exposure. IE water 
in a signifkant source of the MDR or 
RDA the criteria must allow for 
attainment of essential intake. 
Convemeiy, even when essentiality may 
be attained from non-water sources, 
standard criteria derivation method3 
may be adjusted if the derived criterion 
represent3 a small fraction of the ADI or 
!v!DR. On a case-by-case basis, the 
modification in the use of the guidelines 
may include the use of different safety 
factor3 for non-carcinogens or other 
modifications which can be explicitly 
jlwified.: 

D Use of NOAELs/NOEb 

Issue 10 
Comment hunmary: NOELs and- 

mlated e&ct terms should be defined 
more dearly in the methodoiogy. 

Response: In the revised methodology, 
the following addition3 have been made 
to clarify the use of these terms: 

In developing guidelInea for derivtng 
criteria baaed on non-carcinogenic 
nsponmea 5ve types of response levels 
am considered: 
NOEL-No-Obwwed-EETaa-lrval 
LOEGLowest-Obrerved-Effect-Level 
NO~bwrrrd-Advs~~~e~-&vel 
LOAEL-Lawast-Obrervad-AdvemEffti- 

lT3FFrank-meet-LeveI 
In the above terma adverse effects ar8 
defined as any effect msulting in 
fanctionai impairment and/or 
pathological lesions that may affect the 
performance of the whoie organism, or 
which oontibutes to a mduced ability to 
respond to an additional challenge. The 
word lowest r&m to the incidence of 
thn effect in the tested population. It 
should be noted that LOELs, NOAELs. 
arid LOAEla mfer to exposum levels or 
&saga zcws which am experimentaIly 
defined by upper and lows< exposum 
levels. NOELa and FELs, however, are 
not de&ed at the lower and upper 
axpo3ura levek mspectivcly. 

Issue 11 
Comment summary: Considerations of 

experimental design should be more 
explicitly/quantitatively considered in 
the criteria derivation process. 

Response The development of a rigid 
syrtem for considering experimental 
design in criteria derivation would limit 
the use of scientific judgment. The 
section of the methodology dealing with 
the derivation of toxicity based criteria 
has been extensively revised to allow 
for the maximum use of scientific 
judgment in selecting safety factors 
based on both the quality of the 
indivtduai study and the weight of the 
supportingscientific data. 

E. Safety or Uncertainty Factors 

Issw 12 
Comment summary: Can the 

guidelines for applying safety factors be 
clarif?ed or developed in greater detail 
to minimize inconsistencies without 
impairing scientific judgment? 

Response: The following addition3 
have been included in the methodology 
to allow for the use of greater judgment 
in the application of safety factors, 
while also requiring more explicit 
justification for the use of any 
uncertainty factor. 

The juatificationa for the various 
safety factors can become very 
restrictive if they are not employed with 
cam and judgment This is the case 
especially in there instances whem the 
data do not completely fulfill the 
condition8 for one category of 
uncertainty factor and appear to be 
intermediata between two categories. 
Given the uncertainties in the entire 
procera it is more appropriate to set the 
operative uncertainty factor at same 
intermediate value on a logtithmic 
scale (e.g., 32 being halfway between 10 
and im on a logarithmic scale). If 
intermediate values for uncertainty 
factom are mom repmsentztive of actual ’ 
wnditfo~. than they am used. 

In the s&ction of the uncertainty 
factor approack “no indication of 
carcinogenicity” is interpreted as the 
absence of carcinogenic data from 
animal studiea or human epidemiology. 
Short-term carcinogenicity screening 
tests are considered in the criteria 
documents, and are used in the 
derivation of numerical criteria and are 
used to rule out the uncertainty factor 
appmach. 

Becatue of the high degree of 
judgment involved in the selection of a 
safety factor. the criteria derivation 
section of each document must pmvide 
a detailed discussion and justification 
for both the selectton of the safety factor 
and the data for which it is applied. Tbis 
discussion should reflect a critical 
mview of the total data base. Factors to 
be considered include: number of 
aninA3 tested parameter3 tested, 
specie3 tested quaky of controls, dose 
levelr. mute, dosing schedules, etc. An 
effort should be made to differentiate 
between cohemnt results which form a 
toxicologically valid data base and data 
which may be spurious in nature. 

Issue 13 
Comment summ~ What if any, 

safety factor should be used when 
deriving criteria from a threshold limit 
value (TLV). 

Jbsponse: The safety factor used 
when deriving criteria from a TLV must 
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depend on the quality of the data base 
on which the TLV b based, 
conriderationa of uncertainties involved 
in extrapolating data from inhalation to 
oral exposures, and the quality of the 
addItional supporting data. 

F. Raiated NOAEL Issues - 
Issue 14. 

Comment summary: Can/ should 
concentration response curves 
representing a “full range of effecta” be 
used in deriving criteria? 

Response: No available system for 
utikdng concentration response curve8 
in representing e full ve of effecte for 
deriving criteria bar been devel@ If 
such l eyatem does become aveilable, It 
will be aaresreci by the Agency. 

hue 15 
Comment summary When mom than 

one method ie available to derive a non- 
cardnogen criteria (e.g* Z-year chronic 
9a-day, TLV), can guidelines be given for 
aelezting the most appropriate method? 

Response Ae indicated in the revised 
methodology, criteria can be%aeed on 
several different types of data (8.k. 
stndi+a on humane or cxparimental 
animala rubchronic or chronic expomue 
paride, oral or lnhalauon expoeure _ 
routea TLVs or eimilar standarde). 
Spcciflc guidelines for selecting a 
parti&lar study or approach have not 
been recommended becauee of the many 
judgmental factors whiti are involved. 
Aa indicated fn the methodology, the 
criteria derivation section must - 
specificalIp slate the readone for 
seiecting the approach and rtudy deed 
to derive the criteria. 

hu61u 
Cumment summfzry The approech 

wed ta derive criteria for non- 
cardnogenn may not adequately addreee 
the qUestion of whether children are at 
greater risk than adults. 

Respanw When specific data are 
available on women or children ae 
groups at increased risk, il rhould be 
stated in the document and diecueeed in 
the criteria derivation rectioa but 
should be used to modify the criteria 
only if rufficient specific data em 
available. Thin is a highly judgmental 
decision which must be made on an 
individual case. 

hue 17 

Comment summary: Criteria baaed on 
carcinogenic effects might not be 
adequate to pmtect humana from 
mutagenic, teratogenic or other toxic 
effects. 

Response: With very few exceptlone, 
criteria baaed on carcinogenic@ are 
probably protective for other toxic 

effecta However, alternative criteria 
can be derived based on non- 
carcinogenic effecta on a case-by-case 
barie if there is any doubt of the level of 
protection offered by the cancer based 
criteria. 
C. Alternative Appmaches to the 
‘Development of Criteria for Non- 
Carcinogens 
Issue 18 

Comment summary: h there a 
reasonable way to uee multiple NOEL/ 
NOAEh to derive criteria? 

Response: The revised methodology 
clearly inciicater that all toldcity must 
be considered in derivingcriteria and 
multiple NOnS/NQAELa are wed A 
detailed mathematical approach using 
multiple NOEL/NO& data hae not 
been developed or accepted by the 
scienflfic wmmunity. 

Issue 19 
Cbmment rummy la there a 

reasonable way to une dore/nsponee 
data to derive criteria7 

R8spon.w Mathematical model.9 for 
deriving non+a.ncer based criteria am 
available. However, they have not 
gained wide acceptance ln human risk 
anaesrment Until veriow modeb have 
been reviewed ia grader detail, the 
Agency uses the current approach. 
bared on that recommended by the 
Nattonal Academy of Sciences, ae the 
moat appropriate. 

hue 20 
Comment summary: Confidence 

intarrraleorerangeshouldbeuaedln 
deriving criteria. 

Respanse: A workable method for 
uewnfidence intervals in deriving 
mm-cancer baaed criteria has not been 
developed, Given the many 
uncertainties involved ln this process. 
the use of confidence intervala could be 
mislea&ng in simply considering 
problems in atatiedcal variation without 
coneidering problema in species to 
species conversion. Safety factom are 
an accepted procedure and are used to 
consider both problems in statistical 
variability ar well aa problems in 
species to species convemions and 
individual ruaceptibiiity. 

H. fipoawa 
Lmue 2l 

Camment sununaqc Should non- 
cancer criteria be based on all sources 
of exposure because they are derived 
from estimates of ADL (acceptable 
daily intake) which define total daily 
acceptable doses for man? 

Response: The methodology has been 
revised so that estimates of total 

exporure can be considered in deriving 
criteria. EMmates of water and 5sb 
consumption are ueed to derive the 
criteria. However, the criteria levels can 
be modified byconnidering all Mutes of . 
exposum in the standard-setting 
procesr. Thir approach may be 
particularly desirable because exposure 
conditions will probably vary markedly 
on a regional basin. 

Issue 22 . 
Comment Summary Lf sufficient data 

ere not available on eil sourcea of 
exposure. can any reasonable 
asrumptiona be made to factor in ell 
sources of exposure or can/should an 
additional “uncertainty” factor be used7 

Response When no reasonable 
e&mate can be made of contributions 
hum non-5ah diet and from air, it can be 
assumed that one-half of the exposure 
comer from water and fish and one-half 
wmer horn other sourcee. This ia 
equivalent to using an additional safety 
factor of 2 It ie recognized that the 
tnability to quantify all sources of 
exposure adda an additionak element of 
uncertainty to the criteria. 

I. Ceneml Issues 

Iasae 23 
Camn7ent Summary With the 

’ exception of recommending “good 
scientific judgment” can specific 
guideliner be given for accepting or 
rejecting a study or set of studies aa a 
date base for criteria derivation? 

Response: Specific guidelines cannot 
be given for accepting or rejecting 
studies. sdenti5c judgment muat be 
exercised 6 view of the magnitude of 
the total evidence on the chemical or 
chemicah under consideration. Chronic 
data and appropriate exposure routes 
are most desirable. 

Issue 24 
Comment Summa~ Is there a need to 

inchidueihe the criteria derivation 
pmces8 so that the ‘hature of the toxic 
agent and its mechanism of action” can 
be mom explicitly considered? If so, 
how ce,n this be accomplished? 

Response: The criteria derivation 
process does consider aa specifically as 
possible the nature of the toxic agent 
and when known. the mechanism of 
action. 

hue W 
Comment Summary Is the Stokinger- 

Woodward model adequate for 
converting inhalation dose data to 
“equivalent oral doses.” or should a 
more sophisticated approach be used? 

Response: The derivation of water 
quality criteria from inhalation data is 
an admittedly tenuous process. The 
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following gutdelines have been added to 
the methodologjr: 

Estimatinq aquivalsndes of doee/ 
msponse relation&pa from one route of 
exporum to another introducer an 
additional UIlCbrtaiIlty in the derivation 
of criteria. Consequently, whenever 
possible. ambient water quality criteria 
should be based on data involving oral 
exposures. Even with oral data. 
differences in dosing schedules and 
vehicles can be prbblematic If oral data 
are insufadent data from other RJUt8k 
of expoaum may be UMX! in deriving 
water quality criteria. 

Inhalation data, including TLVs or 
simiIar VldUS+ aiw the most common 
ah8mativ8 to ord data. %tlmater of 
equivalent dosea can be made on the 
basis of axtenaivs phannacokinettc data 
for oral and inhalation mutea on the 
hasis of maaaur8ment.s of akorption 
ePBdancy from ingested or inhaled 
chemical, or’on the basis of comparative 
axcfwtion data when the metabolic 
pathwaya can be estabiiehsd to be - 
8quivalent after oral or inhalation 
dosing, Wh8ll SUffid8Llt 
pharmacokinetic data ar8 available. the 

us8 of accepted phannacokinetic models 
pmvidss the moat saMfactory approach 
f’or doaa convemiona. However, if the 
pharmacokinetic data are marginal or of 
questionable quality, pharmacokinstic 
modeI@ ia tnappmpriate and may 
mnult in an 8rti5cel sense of 8xEXtttUd8. 

The Stoldnger and Woodward (1958) 
approach. or similar mod8ir which am 
baaed on assumptions of breathing rate 
and absorption efficiency, can be us8d 
araitarnativer when data am not 
st!d3dent to justify pha.rmacoldn8tic 

m 
’ 

plddpit?8. &l8tqU8ntly, in Using thb 
Stokinger and Woodward or related 
modek. th8 unc8rtaintles inherent in 
each of the assumptiona and the baria oi 
each aaaumpttcm should be d8lUiy 
stated in the derivation of the critcrik 

The use of data involving other mutes 
of axporum to derive Water quality 
crftaria should not be ruled out 
However. as with inh~ation data. an 
attempt should be made to ma accepted 
toxicalogic and pharmacokfnetic ’ 
principles to estimate equivalent Oral 
dO88S. If SilIlplifying WJUptiOM aI.8 
used, their bases and IfmitatioM mmt 
be C18dy spedfied. 

Because of the UEertatntf8a involved 
in extrapolating from on8 mute of 
8J&7JOOUl-8 to another and the COKiE8qU8nt 
limitations that this may place on the 
derived criteria, the decision to diaailow 
au& extrapolation and mcommend no 
criterion is highly judgmental and mU& 
be made on a casoby-care b&a. Such a 
decision should balance the quantity 
and quality of the available data against 

a perc4vad risk to the human 
population if no criteria ia derived. 

hJ8 #) 

Commeni Summary &n/should 
criteria b8 qualitatively or quantitatively 
ranked in tarma of their sdentific 
strength of validity7 How could such a 
ranking system be developed? 

Response: The Agency is presently 
assessing the quality of the data base 
supporting individual criteria. Thir will 
eventually resuit in the development of 
a MkiIlg system Of 4 th8 pl-iOlity 
pdlUtJlXltS. 

IV Ruspons8 ta Public Comment8 on 
Methadoiagy b Derive Wafsr Quality 
crikuih 

The Carcinogen hsasa8mant Group 
(CAG) and the Environmental Criteria 
and Aaaessment Of5ce-CindnneU 
(EGAO-Cin) of the U.S. Rnvironmental 
Prot8ction Agency (EPA] har r8vi8W8d 
in detail the public commenta on EPA’s 
methodology to derive watu quahty 
criteria fur carcinogens. SiM8 the 
majority of the commenta am concerned 
with the lowdose extrapoiation 
pl&i&X’8 and 8itlC8 they are dOs81y 
mlat8d to each other, an appendix is 
presented which summarizes our new 
procedum to derive water quabty 
criteria and the ratlode for s8kscting 
the proc8dum and cornpans the new 
with the old procedure. Much of the 
criticism haa b88n dimcted toward 
atU.kat!on of the one-hit linear modei for 
8StimatiOIl Of thIY rid. After 
considerable input by a peff mvi8w of 
outside sci8nUsta the mu&stage model 
developed by Kenneth Gmmp has been 
adopted in place of the ens-hit modal , 
8xtmpolaUon. The Appendix describer 
the new mt&iatage hit modef. Further 

~msponser to the individual cornmanta 
am bsing pmsented beiow. 

A. The One-Hit Modes 

Issue 1 
Comment sunmary: s8V8d - 

commenta critici th8 on&it model as 
arbitrary, inappropriate. simplistic, 
unr8alistic iMccurat8. not UIliV8lY~y 
acuapted, and/or overly coM8nrativ8. 

Response: The Agency has adopted a 
naw pmcadum for deriving water 

quality criteria which is conceptually 
similar to, but operationally mom 
systematic than the one-hit pmcedum 
used previously by the Agency. 
Although the criteria caldated by the 
new procedum am not appreciably 
diffemnt than thoa8 calmlakd by the 
old pmcedum as demonstrated in the 
appendix moat of the general criticisms 
do not apply to the new procedure. 

kllU8 2 
Comnl8nt rummary: coulnl8ntn 

pointed out that the EPA haa declined to 
use the one-hit model under the federal 
pesticide hwa for haptachlor and 
chlOKhll8. 

Responaa- The conunentor is correct 
that the one-hit model was not used in 
the chlordans-heptachlor suspension 
hearings in 197% However. in the 
cancellation hearings. which were held 
after the formation of the Carcinogen 
Assessment Group and the adoption by 
th8&38!lCy Ofth8hXiIXtCiUlC8r 
hwsrmant Guidehnra and in the 
propoa8d water quality criteria. one-hit 
extrapolation modal was used for risk 
8rtimatton In the cumznt final water 
quality docum8 ntS th8 “hearized” 

multistage modsl ir used: the 
comparison between these two 
approacher in thhs appendix to thOa8 
commenta shows that the chlordane and 
heptachlor data haV8 the largest upward 
curvature In the dare-response curve of 
all the carcinogeM in the water quality 
list For this mason the new approach 
reduces the risk for chlOhII8 and 
heptachlor mom than for the Other 
compounds. This example shows how 
the new extrapolation procedure 
compensates for the “overly 
COM8IVatiV8” FidtS Of t.h8 One-hit 
approach in cases where the doae- 
response data is sharply concave 
upward at low doaea 

hw3 3 
Comment summary: The EPA’s choice 

of this model because “. . . it gives 
greater risk estimat8a than other 
plausible modek” (page 15978 of March 
IS. F8deml R8gi&~) was criticized as 
being a poky/poiiUcal/wcid statement 
rather than a scientific defense. 

R8sponse: Se8 the appendix for 
maaoM for selsctig linear. non- 
threshold modela. 

I138ll8 4 
Comment summary: The statement 

that this model was endorsed by IRLG 
(1979) warn felt to have limited meaning 
because this document-has not yet been 
reviewed and because the document is 
memly a miteration of policy. 

Response: The model wan not selected 
on th8 andon8m8Klt Of IRf& Se8 
appendfx. 

s Issue 5 
Comment summary: In the 

methodology (page lSBl& coiumn 1. first 
full paragraph of the March 15, Federal 
Rsgistsr), this model ia scientifically 
defended as being COMistent with three 
basic concepta in Chemical 
cardnogenesir: 
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a. The Lfncarity of the Dora-response 
Curve for MutagevThis is challenged 
on tha following pointl: 

The shape of the dose response curve 
h the low dose region cannot be 
determined 

Not all assay systema give linear 
dose-response patterns. 

Some .&nes tests are linear because 
the liver microsomea are added in a 
fixed amount and thus “. . . the laws of 
first order kinetics require a iincer 
response to the variation in 
concentrations of the test substance as 
it is mediated by the activator.” ’ 

b. Chemicals which am Mutagens am 
Likely to Induce Cancer-This is 
challangud on the basis that not all 
mutagens cause cancer. 

c Epidemiology Studies on Radiation, 
Cigarettes. and Aflatoxin show a Linear 
Dose-response Pattern-This ia 
challenged on the following points: 

Radiation carcinogenic&y cannot be 
a&tpbed tu chemical ulrcinogenicity 
becawa they act by different 
mechaniaM. 

Not alI radiation dose-response data 
is linear. 

Smoking data am compounded by 
dif!.t3culKus with cocarcinogena and other 
w<po- 

Ammdn data rely purely on 
estimated exposum. 

Respork~ (a) The commentor pointa 
out that even in mutagenesis test 
systems there is a level of mutagenic 
response that is too small to be detected 
and that below this level the shape of 
tha dose-response curve cannot be 
measarsd While this is trua, the 
Agency’8 point is that the mutagenesis 
data available am fundamentally 
consirtant with a linear n&ireshold 
machaninm of action. Another 
commentor haa misinterpreted the 
mutagenesis dose-msponaa data. Aa 
presented by the or&inal authors, the 
data how some residual mutagenic 
activity at zero dose. This is interpreted 
ermneoualy as being a threshold below 
which no response occura AMiha 
commentor supports the Agency’s 
contention that the mutagenasia dosa- 
response relationship la linear by giving 
a possible explanation for the linearity. 

(b) The fact that chemicab which are 
mutagenic are “likely” to induce cancers 
does not imply that “all” mutagens 
cause cancer. Furthermore, those 
mutagens which were not shown 
experimentally to be carcinogenic could 
not be accepted unquivocally aa non- 
carcinogenic because of the uncertainty 
in the study outcome. 

(c) Both chemicala and radtation 
cause DNA damage and subsequent 
mterfemnce.with the normal functioning 
of DNA. aithough the mechanisms for 

. 

causing this damage are diffemnt for 
raciiatton and chemicals 

Issue 8 
Comment summay Several 

comments stated that the possibility of 
thresholds for at least some chemical 
carcinogens is not unreasonable, should 
be addressed in greater detail and/or 
cannot be resolved at this time. The 
poaatbility of assuming a threshold was 
recommended for the following 
ccmpounds: chloroform. PC&. 
acrylonitrile. hexachlorocyclohexane. 
chlorinated benzenes, and chlorinated 
ethanes. 

Response: Currantiy there is no 
sattsfactory method for estimating the 
low-dose carcinogenic risk to 
“epigenetic” chemicals. Until the 
mechanisms for such action are 
understood on a casa-by-case basis to 
the point of beiq able to justify a 
apacifIc extrapolation procedure, the 
linear, no-threshold concept wilI ba 
anaumed to be valid. The “linearized” 
multistage approach now used result in 
lower riska than the older “on&it” 
approach for compounds having a sharp 
upward curvatum. 

For the spa&c chemicals mferred to 
in hue 6, no evidenca was Presented in 
support of a cardnogenic thmshold dose 
except for chloroform. Commentors 
stata that chloroform Induces an 
incmaaed rata of call pmliferatioh 
which they hnplicitly quata with 
~carcinogenesia at high doses because of 
a cytotoxic msponse which is unrelated 
to direct DNA hteraction and which 
themfom is not expected to occur at low 
doses. Three piaces of evidence am 
citd in rupport of that position: (a) 
chlomfoim is not mutagenic in the Ames 
tatstat (b) at dorer below 15 mgfkgjday. 
mica show no excasa rate of DNA 
synthesis in kidney and liver tissue. This 
excess is expected for a cytotoxic 
response leadIng to cell pmliferation; (c) 
Roe et al (1979) on the basis of 
msponses in four strains of mice. has 
established a no-carcinogenic effect 
level of 17 mg/kg/day, whereas the 
positive NC3 experiment used by EPA 
for the water criterion was carried out at 
~ w/kg/day. 

Before the existence of a threshold for 
chloroform can be established several 
issues need to be msolved: (a) are the 
no-effect levels ln the DNA synthesis 
studies and in Roe’s observations real 
phenomona or only artifacts occurring 
‘simply because the limit of detection in 
these rtudies was being mached? (b) 
The mlation between the calMar 
pmliferation, which is alleged to be 
manifested by increased DNA synthesis. 
and carcinogenesis is unclear, sinca in 
the mouse atrains used by NC3 kidney 

tumor do not occur and liwr tumom do, 
whemas in the expartments dted by a 
commentor both Uver and kidney exhibit 
DNA synthesis. 
Issue 7 

Comment summary:. A distinction 
should be made behveen genetoxic and 
epigeneticcarcinogenr based on 
mutagenicity data. These comments 
imply that a threshold model would be 
mom appropriate for epigenetic 
carcinogana 

Respunse. While it ir true that most 
carcinogens do interact with DNA. them, 
am some compounda, such as phorbol 
estam in mowa skin studies and 
phenobarbital in rat livar. which am 
incompleta carcinogena by themsalvea, 
but mquim another substanca to initiate 
or pmmota their action. In these studies 
the rffecta am unrelated tn DNA 
interactions and apparently involve 
important recovery processes This 
newly-developing field ir not yet welI 
enough understood to justify the us43 of a 
partiCular *f+reaponsa extrapolation 
modeL 

hue8~ 
Comment summary: bother group of 

commenta vigomwly tiPposed the non- 
threshold aaaumption Lcled in the one&it 
modaL Critidsm of the non-threshold 
assumption were most extensively 
articulated by commentora which 
contanded that the non-threshold 
asrumption ia 

Contrary to experience and logic to 
what ia known of biological systems, 
and to existing scientific data and is a 
product of the desire to obtain a simple 
and easy-teuse method for criteria 
derivation 

A related comment contended that 
tbreshoids are apparent for mutagens 
and themfom-given the presumed 
mlationship of carzinogenicity to 
mutagenicity-thresholds should be 
postulated for carcinogens. 

Response: Commenton state that the 
linear non-threshold model is: (a) 
contrary to experience and logic (b) 
contrary to what is known about 
biological systems: (c) contrary to 
exirting rcientific data end (d) an 
appmach based on faith that could not 
be disproved by any facts. 

(a] The linear non-thmshold model 
does not imply, as-suggested by a 
commentor. either that (a) cancer is 
inevitable in the general public or in 
heavily axposed industrial workers or 
that (b) all substances are carcinogenic. 
It simply states that the probability of a 
person getting cancer is pmportional to 
the amount of carcinogen to which he is 
exposed. 
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(0 j Fir5t order macQon pmcarsas are 
common in biological ryrtemr erpedally 
in mutagenesir. 

(c) Dr. Birqi~am'r article did not 
advocate a sigmoid dose-rerpon5e curve 
in preference to a linear curve. a5 rtated 
by the commentor. She stated that 
several environmental factors can alter 
the doromsponse relationship. and 
would thereby change the curve 
whichever way it was described. In fact, 
her main point was that “until we , 
understand more about the primary 
carcinogenic insult and its progreseion, 
predicting or estimating threrholda ir 
risky.” The Agency agree5 with this 
condwton. 

(d) The Agency agrees that it would 
be extremely difficult30 u5e negative 
epidemiology date a5 proof that a 
cardnogenic threshold exi5ts for a 
compound having positive animal 
re5ults. 

Imla 9 
Comment summary: Several 

comments critized the one-hit modal 
because it doe5 not fit some 
experimental data a5 well aa other 
modeis. This war illustrated for 
hsptachlor, chlordane, and aflatoxin and 
chhinated ethanes 

Response The new extrapoiation 
method overcome8 the difficulty in 
5ttbg the model to the data because the. 
multistage model ,har enough flexibility 
to 5t any montonically increasing dose- 
rwponae miatlonship. See also the 
respoM0 to hue 18. 

LWue10 - 
Comment sunmary: The application 

of the model waa also criticized because 
it dirregards data at all but one dose 
law1 and faila to consider the resulta of 
other experimenta 

Response The new pmcedure does 
not have these shortcomings. See 
apvnk 
Idme it 

Comment summary: The highest 
potency factor to the exclu5ion of all 
other data should not be wed in 
generating criteria because th.i5 prucebr 
doe5 not involve maximum-likely risk 
estimatea 

Rssponse: In judging w&h of several 
animal studies to we a5 the baris for the 
quantitative rink estimate. the quality of 
each rtudy ir considemd as well a5 the 
n~ixnerical slope.factor. A5 explained in 
the preamble. an experiment with a 
small number of animals is rejected in 
favor of a larger experiment if the two 
have a similar dose-response 
relationship. A similar rejection is aI80 
made if an experiment i5 judged to be 
unmliabie for other reasons. Because of 

the rtrain. rpecies. and eex differences. 
it Ir considered improper to calculate an 
average msporue acro6a all animal 
specie5 and designate thir average a5 
the carcinogenic potency for animal5 in 
generaL 
Issue 12 

Comment summary: “. . . no 
experiment, however large and well run. 
could ever reduce these estimate5 
(criteria).” 

Response: In judging which of several 
animal studies to we as the basis for the 
quantitative risk estimate. the quality of 
each study i5 comidemd pi) well a5 the 
numerical slope factor. A5 explained in 
the preamble, an experiment with a 
small number of animal5 h rejected in 
favor of a larger experiment if the two 
have a rimilar do5e-response 
relationship. A rimilar rejection L aLso 
made if an experiment in judged to be 
unreliable for other rea5ond. Because of 
the rtrain, 5pedea and 5ex differences it 
ia coartdemd improper to calculate an 
average msponse acros5 all animal 
specie5 and designate thir average a5 
the cardnogenicity potency for animal5 
in general. 
Insu813 

Comment summq: The EPA method 
ir insensitive to reproducibility of the 
resulta nsuita at lower doses. and the 
number of animal8 per dose group. 

R8spme: In judging whkh of several 
a&nal rtudier to u5e a5 the basir for the 
quantitative ri5k estimate. the quality of 
eactr rtudy ir considered aa well as the 
numerical riopa factor. A5 explained in 
the preambie, an experiment with a 
amall number of animala t rejected in 
favor of a larger experiment if the two 
have a ridh dose-response 
mlatfoxuhl@. A similar rejedfon k also 

made if M axpsriment k judged to be 
nnmIiable for other reasons. Because of 
the rtmh rpedes, and 5ex differences. 
it fr considered improper to calculate an 
averagen5pon5eacro55allanimal 
qeder and designate this average ar 
ths cardnogenic potency for animal5 in 
genecaL 

Issue 14 
Comment summary: Several exampIes 

are given of the failure of the one-hit 
model to predict cancer rates in human5 
baeed on epidemiologic studies: 

Analyses of data oni chiomform, 
carbon tetrachloride. 
tetracholoroethylene. aflatolda 
chlordane, arsenic and beryllium 

In a 5ummary of analyses of DDT, 
die&in, and afiatoxin, it id indicated 
that the one-bit model predtct5-1~1 
incidence of 153,000 liver cancers per 
year but that the obrerved response rate 

from all chemical5 in only 3.1loo to 4,000 
per year. A similar PnalyrL ir made of 
pollution expo5um-can car rate5 in the 
Sacramento River area 

Response: For chloroform, car&u 
tetractioride, and tetrachloroethylene 
the analysir assumed that all of the 
worker5 were exposed at the TLV levels 
for their entire lifetime. In reality most 
workers are not exposed continuously to 
levels a5 high a5 the TLV and most work 
for only a few year5 at these jobs. This 
procedure overestimates the average 
lifetime exposure by at least a factor of 
IO and the risk estimates for the worker5 
am too hi& because of expooum 
a5SUUptiOMtMedby thecommentor 
tither than solely because of an 
overestimated slop0 facto< 

For aflatoxin the commentor showed , 
that the multistage model 5t5 the 
obeerved human data more closely than 
the one-hit modaL Therefore, that 
analysir partially jmtifjes the revised 
procedure. although thir compound is 
not on the water quality U5t. 

The criterion for amenic was based on 
human data, which we5 linear with 
dose. However. none of the negative 
epidemiology studier in areas with high 
drink@ water level5 of arsenic wa5 
inconsistent with the modal developed 
on the basis of the Taiwan skin cancer 
data. 

Commentars estimated &at the 
annual number of cancer ca5es caused 
by beryllium intake L about 14.000. 
They gave no reason why this number is 
considered excesrive considering that 
400,000 cases per year are observed 
from ail cawe5. 

Issue15 
Comment summary Based on the 

above types of analyses. reveral 
comment5 recommended that 
epidemiologic data be used to test and/ 
or modify ri5k estimates. 

Response The Agency agrees that 
good epidemiological date should be 
used to e5tirnate or modify risk 
estimates. The Agency always preferred 
using epidemiological data to the animal 
data in deriving water quality criteria. 

lsrue 16 
Comment summary Some comment5 

suggest that selection of a particular 
model should be left open and subject to 
the nature of the experimental data and 
epidemiologic or metabolic information. 

Respons8: The Agency doe5 not agree 
that the relection of a particular model 
should be left open and 5ubject to the 
nature of the experimental data for the 
following reasoti. When behavior of the 
dose-response curfe at low doses is not 
suffidendy understood, it L mom 
appropriate to predetermine the low- 
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